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Hearing of the Sub-Co_nittee (I_'esternDistricts) of the Joint Committee on Future
Status, Congress of _,lieronesiawith ROTA GENERAL PUBLIC, on Tuesday, July 17, 1973,

at 3:00 p.m., ScJz_ooland Public Library building, Rota, _!ariana Islands.

Interpreter: LIr.Benjamin _Janglona

Mayor Atalig: On behalf of the people of Pota, I wish to welcome the Joint Com-
mittee of the Congress of Mic_nesia. It is a pleasure to have
you with us today in oilierto brief us on the primary purpose of
your mission. At this time, I would like to ask the Chairmmu of
_qleJoint Committee to please introduce the members.

Chairman Salii: _Thank you very much. Honorable Prudencio _Tanglona, Distad Rep.,
Honorable Mayor Atalig; members of the •Council and former Congress-
man Benjamin Manglona: Let me introduce our Sub-ComJnittee members
and staff. On my imnediate right is Senator Edward Pangelinan.
Next to him is the representative from Yap, Senator John ,'.!angefel;
Congressmmn Ataji Bales from the _{arshalls; Senator Ambilos lehsi
from Ponape, and Senator Andon Amaraich from Tr0k. On my im_nediate

left is _,Irs.Evelyna Akimoto our secretary; our staff attorney,
Mr. Mike l_ite; and our Senate Clerk, Sabo Ulechong. We are pleased
to have with us also i4r.David f4aratita representing the District
Administrator of the r,{arianas, l'_'ehave _,¢ithus also from Public

Affairs IIeadquarters, Mr. Daiziro Nakan_,ara,and _,Ir.George Callison
from PIO Headquarters.

I am going to ask your permission to sit do_._ and briefly explain
the purpose of our trip. As you know, the other half of the Com_.uitte_
is traveling in the Eastern districts. They have covered Truk already
and they are in Ponape; after Ponape, they will go to the Marshalls.
This half of the Co=_nittee has been to Yap and Palau, and after
hearing Rota, we ,.'illbe going to Tinian and Saipan itself. We leave
from here tomorrow az_ernc.on. Some of us will leave for Guam ._nd

from Guam to Saipan on Thursday afternoon. Some of us may stay
tomorrow __ndcatch the afternoon flight to Saipan. I want to express,
on behalf of all of us, our appreciation for the excellent reception
we got this morning. IVe also would like to e×oress our appreciation
to the Distad Rep., the _4ayor and members of the Council for making
this meeting possible. The Duroose of this trip, and all of these
trips we have made, and we will be making in the next several days,
is to listen and to leal_nthe views and feelings and opinions of the
people of this Island with respect to their desire of the future.
Therefore, we would be very interested in receiving any documents,
_y statements that the Mayor and the Council members or anyone else
may wish to present to the Committee. In addition, the Cor_mittee has
a number of questions we would like to raise and to obtain responses
from the people. As you all know, the __:_of _icronesia and the

...., A_. Putting it simply, the r __
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.... _-lent was _ ..... ---_; it was _---t=__'_-t_.-,,_t_/.

: There _ " _ . ; there are _,_u_m_

__-_m4m+'W_-agu_. It is the ]msition of the Con_,ress that before
we terminate we should determine what should take place. _e

r_e___ , " e_@_? Is the pace 4<

fast; is it too slow? Closely tied with that question is another one

' of whether it is the desire of the people of these islands to consider

;, terminating the status quo, or ,_ - ...., ' . _ -'. e_

I _ _ "_ ". %" ? As we all know, the _s.!
"'..0<6 _" • , . . • r. ._ • • , •

to be presented to the people of blicronesia, so one of the questions
we are interested, in receiving some response to is _,.'hether this is
what the people want or whether there are other alternatives that the

Conunittee should give equal consideration to? Under free association,
there are four basic principles which define that and which have been
guiding this Com.zittee in negotiating the terms of free association.

Those p_i_a_a_-:_re that the people of this island or islands will
have sovereignty over Micronesia; "chat we have the right to draft c_r

o_m constitution:, form our own government, and _end them or change

them any time without asking anybody's pe_ission to do so. 1_nird,

we have the right of self-government, to choose independence or self-

government if ';'ewish to; and fourth, that our relationship with the
United States or any nation shall be in the for;n of a revocable

donpact. These four principles were decided to _r_oz-eor less put the
.... Congress of Hicronesia through its o;m resort without consultation

with the people. So, one of the questions this Committee is interested

in raising is whether these principles are acceptable _,'iththe people.
"q-" 9Am.• they too r1_.td. Are there additional principles which should be

added? Should m_y of these be deleted or changed? As a result o£ the
negotiations we ]nave dealt with the United States so far, we have

produced a document containing the beginning of what might eventually
become the comnact of free association between !ffcronesia and the

United States. This incomolete draft has three titles: (i) govern"-

ing internal affairs; (2) governing external affairs, and (3) govern-

ing defense relationship. Under the defense arrangement is an Annex

section which _ 2 _ _-_- ,, . ..._ . " "

_f;_. We want to know what the leaders and people of P..ota think
about these three titles in the co>pact, l"e especially want to be

guided by the desires of the people with respect to the military
presence in blicronesia. And, last on my list, but not the least by

il any sense, is this question: ngL_-_--COqTci,,_=--_o_go_

i • . " . ' __ • _- k
__,,_n. In 1969, the then Status Commission of

the Congress of blicronesia came to Rota. At that time, we creme with

the idea to sell to the people the idea of free association. ]_is

time our purpose is not to sell any idea but to get the reaction of

the people to the whole question of our future. We will to the extent

that there is a consensus that we can obtain be guided •by that con-
.. sensus. The next round of talks is now tentatively scheduled for the

:: end of September or beginning of October They were nostponed from

. :::-: an earlier date because the people of Palau expressed their desire
"i:i._' '- '
_= ..'.

:-":".::-..:.:" OgOZI8
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•... that before the negotiations continue all public lands in Palau shoul
" .. be returned to them. So, one other question we would like to pose i5

"_." - - _ .... _%_'T_tT_i'__1_e_4_ If and when i
" i_.returned, _ ...... = _ ? _\_athapp_

to the sites of _such as admlnistratlve bu_l _ngs,
schools, hospitals, ro__---_ -e_- st
I_Y_ __h_-_,_---__-t_ri_-_--_-___,_-_r_-_-_'rn.._,___e_ l_at happens to
the homesteads that have been given out and the leases which also hay
been given out? Are they to be retu_-ned also or are they to remain

:- with the people who have obtained titles to them? _ese are some of
the basic questions we want to raise. There are more, but I believe

• that for the purposes of our discussions they are enough for us to
.. proceed and begin the discussion. Before we do that, I would like to

ask members of the Con_mittee if they have any remarks before we go
into the questions.

No comments or questions from the members of the Committee.
i-

: Mr. Di'_tadRep. and Hayor, we :,;ouldlike now to open the floor for
•_ discussion.

_.
,. Pete Ogo: biz'.Chai_vc,an I would like to pose the question in relations to defen:
. We have seen it happened to our neighbor island, Guam. For example,
_ .there are some cases where the military _,,ouldlike to implement the
" ilnstallation, for example, gas. In case this comes into effect, wouh

, the people of _,Kcronesiahave any right to reject it if we do not
" desire such installations in our a_a?

Chairman _I_: This Committee has expressed its position to the placement of dangero_
weapons on Hicronesian soil, dangerous weapons such as nerve gas,
nuclear weapons, etc. on _Kcronesia. The T_&e--_r_.._Defensmin the
Draft Co,._pact_rr__n that_-_epec--__e matter. _a_*_

ii '___ .....F__--o[_.!nstance,ff_--_e_.d__not like nucle_
, _._%-_6-dns---to'be placed On the !and area-.--_$egi-_e--t-0--the - military_,, we

m£glit mN.e i-g- a_-_5i-econdi t ibn i f _5-_ gn-succ_-s--sf_ii t_ pi?t--ff_h--a terra in
the lease -that "n0--_,,ea_50ifg--of thi S- -natilf_e-;_i-11- be--pI-ad-ed--on- this parti-

'-_u l-a-f-l%ndT_' _•Tga-t-_mfgh-t b e- a--{_:ay-o---f ?-o-fit-_6I i-i-n g--it--,-J ....

.. Julian Calvo: I heard that there is an attempt of separate negotiations in several
that thedlstr_cts want adistricts. In the event " " . sep rate negotiations,

what would be the position of the Joint Com_mittee of the Congress?
:I

.: Chairman Salii: We have not covered the _Iarshalls and we believe that there has been a

__m_i__'_%-__-I_d_w__._. Im__ we
asked the people there what they think of this idea. The Palau
District Legislature (and the members of the Co_,.ittee may correct _._

•. if I'm wrong) s__f-_.Ne--se__l'_T_pe_p_-_f

: ::: 030219
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• But, to come to your question, I can only say that if there are enough

districts which successfully establish their direct talks with the

. United States, it might mean that there will he no point of further

negotiations by the Congress of Hicronesia. We, of course, that is,

: the Congress of _,licronesia maintains that it is the single legal

authority to negotiate, llowever, in practical terms, there is very

little actual control that the Congress can exercise.

Alfred Apatang: l_at is the position of the United States to negotiate separately with
the other districts?

_airman Salii: I guess to answer it shortly, the _____m_,and

I think that the majority of the expressions we have had from the

[Mi1:ed Nations is that they consider the Trust Territory as a single

i unit and there is a legal interpretation which concludes that separa-

tion can take place after the termination of the Trusteeship Agree-

ment. It cmnnot separate before that. In other words that might be

the reason the l_ili_$_,__ ",_-_ _ .- . " ,

.- _ that no termination of the Trusteeship Agreement can

be effected with,respect to only part of the Trust Territory.

Alfred Apatang: In the event that the district might not have the same political

": desire which in this case the United States can negotiate with the

...._.: _larianas directly in this case, would it be possible to negotiate with

the Marianas separately? In the event the current negotiations of

i. the Marianas is concluded and the other districts are not ready to

.. : separate, under this political negotiation, would the United States

• be :willing to go ahead and terminate the _._arianas alone?

C_ai_an_ I w[ll refer to the response of the Trusteeship Council. In response
to the question raised by the Representative of Australia as to

•. whether separate negotiations should be conducted by the United States,

the United States A_bassador responded that they will consider sepa-

rate administration for parts of the Trust Territory even under the

Trusteeship Agreement. In other words, my interpretation of that

position of the United States is that if they conclude the talks with
any district, the Marianas for example, and the other five districts

i have not been able to discover what they want with the United States,

that according to that statement by the United States Ambassador at

the TTusteeship Council, _ ' ' _ "-._ -_-q__e

.. ,. "-_.e
T_l_s;zAg_.,a___b,e_-m_ _- -. _ __.

., Mr. Taimano: I would like to remind you that I had read in the papers some time
- ago that it was your position at that time that you understand the

expi_essed desires of the people of the Harimlas. Is that correct?

That you realize what the Marianas want and you respect all their
wishes?

Chairman Salii: _%llatI have said in Yap and Palau is that they have raised questions
as to how do the people in the other districts feel about free associa-

tion, independence, or conmlonwealth. We had gone down the line and

,.,' i"'"
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• _ asked every member o£ the Sub-Committee what the people feel in each

" respective district. Unfortunately, we did not have Senator Pangelinan
in Yap and.Palau so that I had to explain that the reason all the

_s ; v_, the _,___ :_._'-- .....
: _ " . . "" " _-Tf.._%If I read the situation in the

Marianas correctly, this is the re_tsonthey are conducting separate
negotiations with the United States.

• "f

Mr. Taimano: I am concerned ,,'iththe term "sovereignty". I think "thisis a hard
legal issue to understand.

Chairman Salii: You are correct in saying that this is a difficult concept and we have
arguments within the Committee, but it seems that - -. " -@_..

." _, that _'_i_'_
. _ " ven though it might temporarily, during the period of

> free association, be somewhat limited. But, .-f.... " "_ - 2:a.

__ it is our position that by that fact, sovereignty will be pre-
served in Micronesia even though, as I said, during the life of free
association, it might be somewhat restricted.

Misael Atalig: Does sovereignty apply in Zicronesia even though you indicated earlier
that defense will be in the h_nds of the United Sta_es?

Chairman Salii: .My:cesL_onseto that would be "yes" inspite of the fact that under these
provisions, defense will be the responsibility of the United States.
t_this arrangement of .... " "_. W ....... " ._. :_ ."-__

' ___s __.. -_ -_
,_ ." • . in -_ " <: . __-_t°zt_. s

_ __ , _ _ " . I s.mreminded by our counsel

!l [ that there are _ -_..... -- ,, __.' • "..... _. I think that in fairness to the critique of
these provisions, I must point out that ' _ _r

, .. _ _ _ - -- - • . °__
• --_-- . • .' :" -I. For that reason, we have in the Comnact under
Title If, Section 201(c), a phrase to the effect that "tileUnited State_

• will avoid to the greatest extent possible any interference in those
,:- internal affairs pursuant to its foreign affairs authority." In other
•" ' words, the _- _" _ - _- - " '"- _e

"_ '" _ , ........ " " .,_eett__y

Misael-_ We can take one example in the case of the _s where they are
• l__.,i_" " " _ while _e_-_p_J

'_ - -_ =_---='_- _-_ _,'" " - .. They have people
all over the world who have invested in the Philippines economy and that
is why I posed this question.

; .'L" 4
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.">,: Misael Atalig: In one of the basic principles of free association, that of unilateral
•:- .. termination, is it the case that one party can terminate without the

-.": consent of the other party?
..."

... Chairman Salii: We have r_-___ _ _ _'_'. _ .j_,¢=_ l',_at
the ___ is that during the first f_J_e=_y-e_emsof free
association, termination should require consent of both sides, but

'/-. after five years either side can terminate unilaterally. The _I_

" bKsael Atalig: You have reached that decision of unilateral termination based on your
research and study. I would like to ask how did you arrive at that

concept of unilateral termination and do you see any advantages in it?

Chairman Salii: Unilateral termination is essentially a protection for Hicronesia in
that the United States cannot overdominate Hicronesia during the
course of association; otherwise, if it is overdominated, then b_icro-
nesia can exercise its right to pull out of its relationship.

Before we continue with the question, I just want to again emphasize
the desire of the Co_ittee that because of the limited time that we

would like to have some exnression of opinions to the questions we
posed and to the kind of issues that are being raised• We want to
know what the Deople feel, for instance, the question of termination.
If it is not desirable, we would like to know.

Pete Ogo: 1_nis is in line with one of the questions you posed whether the
Commission is going too fast or too slow. llasthe Committee con-
sidered a timetable for termination?

:" Chairman Salii: l','ehave no timetable set up and the Committee has not up to now set
•.. any timetable and that is why we would like to know whether the pace

is too fast. Should we set a timetable, if so, what is a good time-
table that the people will support?

Pete Ogo: I would like now to address myself to the question on land. We have
been dominated by several nations before--the Spanish , the Germans, the
Japanese, and now the Americans. I would like to ask the Committee

that before we consider the termination of the Trusteeship Agreement,
we should emphasize that the land problems be resolved firs_ before
the termination.

-. Chairman Salii: I would like to know if you have any suggestions on how to resolve it?
In one district it has been expressed that the land be returned to
the chiefs in trust to the people. I want to know what do you think
on that solution.

Pete Ogo: I would like to express my o_cnopinion. I would _Ma_s_.-t_,_e__&_

• ".'_ .. " J___s. I _l'_d'_-T_e-f-e-r------------------=_

. t4__-p___. At the-,,J_'t-'i-r_,I a__..,_r_

.... 11

oaozzz" _'i . ,
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- ": blr. Taimmno: I would like to emr)hasize further the statement made by Mr. Ogo,
"'. " I feel that the land _roblem in.:Rota is somewhat a little different

>

from the other dist'ricts like _n the case of Palau where they have

the chiefs. I fee] that the _;_tw__i_'_B_-_N:_of
__s ......... , _ . ' . I think that
the .__o this _,'__t_kk&_ the s_o_-- "l_s so

• that the people could be given titles to their lands, and if possible,

:. maybe get people _ _ "', - -_ _ .... " _'., k.

Senator Pangelinan: The question is perhaps somewhat confusing in our minds here. The
question is what are we going to do with the public lands in the
Marianas or in the Trust Territory,? .How should we return them? _'e
have lands that belong to the people of the _larianasbut at present
are being held by the Trust Territory Government as t_stee. Before
the change on status, we would like to see that the public lands are
returned to the people. The question is M_o are the people? Do we
have a body or a legal entity to whom these lands could be returned to
and that legal entity can take care of the uroblems for us?

Mr. _ I did not answer the question directly, but I _,,asabout to go to my
other statement and that is why I indicated earlier that, the first
thing we ought to do, in my opinion, is for the Commission to try to
find a solution to the existing land problems that we have. _e second
thing, i.,m_m_.a_m_on , is to h_-_al_i_-l-_._t-m -_

".... ' " _iOI_

},lisael._k_g: This is my.o_¢nopinion on the return of public lands, and I am pro-
posing two recom_mendations: (i) The land can be either retu,-ned to
th_ ' " _ "_" II _ " " " -- .d, _r_&(2) . The _a_d_can either be
_T__ _- . • c ". . "_-_ t....._Z_v_,- _f._c-__e_-_-
____I_. But, perhaps before we do that, I think
there are other things that we should do first. This is my ot,m
opinion. I feel that before we address ourselves as to who should we

entrust the public lands to, I think the first thing is to find out
how do we solve our land problems now. I agree with Hr. Taimano that
the first thing i_ to find a solution to the current problem _-.'ehave on
land, and then the second thing is either to give this land to either
the municipalities or the Government of Hicronesia.

Senator Pangelinan: ICehave heard about land problems. Can we identify these problems?
l',_atare these problems _ I am •sKzng you, the people, what are the
problems? Do we want these lands to be returned? Shall we wait
until the land problems are resolved? These are the things that we
want from the people. Should we wait until the land problems are
resolved in spite of having to wait 20 years or should we wait for
the Government of }.licronesiaor give them to the people because they
kno_ their own problems?

Misael Atalig: I would like to emphasize that while it is true that in the past that
every lando_mer know his markers but time has gone by and this has

.changed. _ " _" _-_tFra_t_-_e_1_.._t_-_p_v_= _.(_e_
I_ii_e_&eg. For this reason, I emphasize that land problems be re-

. solved so that the people will get their lands. If we have to give
/' : the lands to the trustee whether it be the municipalities or the new
: :._', ,.::

•. 030223
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•":":'"":... government of Micronesia they would have to carry the burden on
'..- expense. They would have to hire technical people to handle this• . ,,':

-". " Alzr_d Apatang: I would like to refer back to my original question Should the, :. -,- .

2" Harianas desire to negotiate separately and reach agreement with
"" . the United States and at the same time remain under the Trusteeship

• Agreement, _:,oul.d there be may conflicts that you would encounter,
., for exampIe, homestead programs _,,_here the Harianas will have its own

homestead la',,s _,,_hile the remaining Trust Territory islands wili have
their own? Do you foresee that problem?

ChMrman Salii: Yes, I am advised by counsel here. There does not necessarily have
to be any conflict because if it is determined by everyone that

-. public lm,.ds be returned to the Government of Micronesia, it is
conceivable that the Government of Micronesia depending on the
dlistrict might choose to continue the homestead programs. But, if
the lands are returned to individual districts, it is also conceiv-

able that a similar homestead program might continue. I think the
essence of the question is beginning to make clear the thinking. "

• of the people here. I",%at are the desirable aspects of turning them
' over to the individual districts or continuing to hold them under
: the Trust Territory Government or to hold them and return them to

the new Government of Micronesia?

.: Mayor Atalig: I would li_e to thank the Chairman for giving me the opportunity to
- speak and I think most of the issues have been responded by my

•. colleagues and for this reason I would like to confine my statement

:: .. on the land matter I must emphasize that kt the present time we
..... . have problems in Rota for the simple reason that we have very limited

.... land for the people to use at the present time. I regret to say
that I feel sol_y to hear that it has been 26 years or rather 28
),ears past that the land problems continue to exist and that also
i would like to emphasize that during the Japanese times all of the

•" private lands :in Rota have been properly identified. I could say
" "ohat "_ " ' .... "

, • . If anybody questions this I will be very
willing to tmke anyone and take him out in the fields and show him
Japanese monuments to indicate the markers. I would like to tell yo_
that the _ .... , . . - " , .... _'__gw

.-. ___. I would like to get to the statement made by
Mr. 0go earlier about having.to resolve the land problems before we
attempt to return the public lands. The reason why I say this be-
cause we are in a position now where _,'e are _.;orking on the solution

_:.- of land problems, l':e have seen several that have been given to the
people and the thing that I do not understand is why are there times
when these documents on land would either progress rapidly and some-
times very slow'. These are the things that I do not understand.
The Chairman indicated that inthe case of Palau they have the chiefs

.. while in the case of Rota, for example, we have the elected mayor,
• .. so in this, there is the difference, l_%en the time comes when we

_..: have to solve these problems as to whom we entrust the lands to, I
...... think we should bear in mind that the leaders of Rota are

,.::.'_ : , :

-s- 0g02 4
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representatives of the people and in that sense they can be entrusted

" with the lands for the people of Rota Fbnicipality to hold for the- . ".._

7", people. So, I_F___t the --" _1__t_
_ .. .c__r_e_s, h'ehave suffered

in the past where bona fide persons in Rota do not have a lot to

-. build their residence. Perhaps, the Congress of _4icronesia cani

• resolve this problem and I would like to congratulate the Congress fo:_

) )it:; action to make more land available for Rota so that people with
: fmnilies could build their house. This is all I have to say at this

time and I would like also for the people to express what •they have in
mind.

Chairmmn Salii: I want to thank the Mayor for his expressions. We have some comments

on the land question. We are interested in moving to other questions

and some of them relate to lands. For instance, if Hicronesia were

to make land available for military use, ve w_nt to know how the

people in Rota (of course, Rota has not been mentioned, but we want

to get a fair contribution from the people here) feel about this.

Mr. ego: We . .-. . _ __ _, " - , but as has

been indicated in the military proposal, the __i__ wouI_

__ _ . - -..y

l_m_ I___I that by the 1_m_m_Jm_, it

• _ d it " ' ,_ .: "" i_

• _ Mr. Atalig: I would like to express myself in regards to the question posed earlie

. _ whether or not the political status negotiation is going very slow

" or very fast. Based on my o_ opinion, I feel that it is going very

. , fast due to the fact that there is not much political education given

to the people and due to the fact that we have different levels of
•• education.

Mr. Taimano: I would like to address myself to two things mentioned previously.

It has been expressed that we are lucky that the military has no

interest in Rota. I disagree. There • . .. ,: with the military

presence. It _,_k4___om_.,_ On the question of sovereignt

would sovereignty lead us to independence?

Chairm_un Salii Before we proceed, I wonder if we can invite _Ir. Benjamin ;4anglona
to express himself because he has been kind enough to do the inter-

preting for us. I would like to ask him if he has any questions or

comments and perhaps we could ask Mr. Dave _laratita or Senator
P_mgelinan to do the interpreting.

(No comments or questions from ,'.Ir.Mmnglona.)
:

_._£._i_n, the f_-,_ " " .

: F " " - - . . In other words, the

i ___t___t_ " " -
%_ _. In other words, free association , • , " "

• : ' O30ZZ5
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i::_.,i,! Senator lehsi: I would like to know what bothers him as far as sovereignty is con
. :, • j

:" ' cerned The way I understand it, the Congress has taken the

.!! position that because these lands belong to us, we are the people t
run these islands; and therefore, sovereignty lies within the peopl

of Micronesia. So, whether you agree or disagree, this is the

position that the Congress has taken. _o---b-_e__--_b_, as the

_.. Chairman pointed out, ?____==e__ati_o=_
._ _ wh__=_-i'_-_____e

•_ _RI_s__a_.. , . . _....%._._. h_ether that status leads

us to independence, statehood, or commonwealth, this is not clear

right now. The Congress believes that ......... "....;a__.

__s_-_-t_m,. l must also add tha
when you are concerned about defense of the islands, and you are

implying that since the United States controls most of these things

listed here, that our sovereignty is not full sovereignty. I must

say that I do not agree to a certain extent that what we have given

the United States is voluntarily given and therefore our sovereignt

is not really damaged; our sovereignty is intact. This is my own

personal interpretation.

Hr. _: I would like to respond to the question posed by the Chairman earl
about the negotiation. Since we have the negotiations that have

been going on at the present lime, I would like to see this contin_

and if the other districts would like to go along with it, it is up

to the districts to do what they want; but I feel that we are al-

•i i ready doing our negotiations and we should go on. I __=_c
" " . _ " _. I would like to emphasize that the

current negotiations have to go on. I feel that it has many

7 advantages as far as the future of our children is concerned. An
_ , " *._s___s

.... __, __d the _ --. . " ' ." d

_'_ . _ .-- • m_m_-__
" - ." .... _. For example, the United States has been
administering, these islands for the past 26 years and all this time

we have so ,_.achcomplaints about the lack of developments.. I belie

that once the United States reaches an agreement, this could be all

worked out. As for final agreement on free association, I believe

that full assistance be extended to the people because they will

have to oblige themselves to that agreement. As for myself, I can

• say that I am for this negotiation because in just a few years, I

may die, and my concern is for the future generation. This is the

thing that I am concerned about. It is for the future generation

that we should try to seek good negotiations. I believe that ther,

are several Micronesimns studying abroad and for this reason I fee

that the negotiations are in order and we have to seek protection
for these people that are coming after us. That is all I have to
say.

Alfred Apatang: The first think I would like to say is that I would like to start

off with the first question that was posed. The question posed wa:

.... whether the Committee is going very slow or going very fast. The

L, . -, . I

,i OgO2Z6
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/%11_ question is more or less like the United States Government when.".,

• : they ask whether we are going slow or fast and that is the reason

wl_y I would like to ask this question. Let's take for example the

" case of the United States to put her responsibility in developing t

people educationally, socially, economically told politically. In

order to answer your question, I think we should get ourselves bac}

.... and pose the -- • -_ . -- _i.z,

:' _. Now going back to the direct question you posed, I fee:
that the Commission itself is on the right track. I think the

Commission is continuing its negotiations just right. The other

question that I would like to respond to is whether the present

system of government should continue, l]le mnswer to that has to b_

determined upon the conclusion of your negotiations. Also, you a_

asking the question about the sentiments of the people in regards |

the military land requirements. I cannot make knc_¢n my position a|

this time whether I would like the military to have land in Hicro-

nesia simply for the reason that at the last visit of the Marianas

.. Commission, the U.S. representatives were also here on Rota. I th,

: asked if there were s_y military plans on Rota, and according to t!

_ Ambassador, he indicated very frankly that there are no military
, land needs in Rota. I had told the Ambassador that Rota is con-

sidered a very beautiful island and for this reason I posed the
.. question as to why Rota is not needed even for recreational purpos_.. . .

: Also, it is rny understanding that should the military, esta])lish it:

.:.: base on Saipan, the military is willing to buy produce from Rota.
j For this reason, I recommended to the Rota representative in the

_: blarianas Commission to seek agricultural development since Rota hm

< been designated as a good agriculture land. There has been no com

mitment to such a request. " _)_

" "_ .... "-".... umm. Along this regard, I would

like to t_ _____mt

_m_. On the land issue, I would like to be on record tha"

' I would like the Commission to emphasize to the United States that

the land issues be resolved, to give the people the_proper determi-
_ nation of their lands _md those lands that belong to the governme_.

should be returned to each municipality. I would like to see this

problem resolved as soon as possible; that you seek funding in ord,

to make this possible. You also mentioned public facilities, they

• should be treated in the same way as the public lands and that is

to have them returned to the municipalities. Lastly, I would like

to ask your support and your help with other problems affecting
Rota. I thank all of you for this opportunity.

Mr. Ogo" On the question whe£her the Joint Committee of the Congress should
continue its negotiations or should the districts negotiate

separately---I would like to make some. recenur,endations to the

Commission to continue its negotiations if they see it is necessar

that they be contin{_ed _ "• .'," ,., . •

; _e_ " _..... It'e_e , . " _'
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_. I know that the Committee has spent a con-

siderable amount of money. I "know also that it will report its

findings to the people. I strongly believe that perhaps the Joint
Committee should have its separate Conclusion, and __

_a__, I believe it should ° ...... _

____!_. I would like to indicate that I cannot

ccmmit myself at this time on the separate negotiations because

there are still a lot of things to be studied and we are not quite

certain as to how this goverr_ent will operate in the future. For

e_:ample, we do not know what the constitution is; what are the

things that would be involved. For this reason, I do not want to

commit myself at this time. I would like to comment on the four

basic principles of free association, particularly the fourth on
unilateral termination. I believe that this has merit because of

the fact that our future generation will be able to change our

association to whatever type they see fit. It is something that

could be changed for a better status. I can only speak for myself

_ and I would like to find the best protection for my children.

Chairman _'a_ I wonder if I can interrupt to raise a question because this has

been implied during the last meeting of the Trusteeship Council,

and it is a question that I _mow is in the back of our minds. It
has been stated that the basic difference between the Congress of

Micronesia's approach to free association and the desire of the

_rianas people is in the question of termination and loose associa-

tion with the United States and the Congress of Micronesi_ _ereas
the people of the Marianas want a close and permanent association.

The __a ____, personally

as I stated before, _" - o° _° __

_ _" " " • ...... . I think it is

a valid question, and assuming that is the only basic difference,

would there be _ desire, what _ould be the reaction as you see the

feeling of the Marianas people, _ _ .... _n_

• _ _ _ • • • __._'_a_

_, there will be an agreement in the event that the

Marianas at that time can go into this permanent association with

the United States, what would be the reaction to this question?

Julian _. Perhaps, the Commission is better off in responding to the question,

but this is my own opinion. For example, • " "

__'_-__, a_there are times m_

Alfred Apatang: i would like to elaborate on the statement regarding the control

of Micronesia. Let us take for example the majority of the leaders

• of the Congress which is held by people from the other districts. I

think that the feeling is shared by the Congress of Micronesia as

i:(_ii.i. for example relates to the problems of Rota. Aside from the local i
leaders and aside from the responsible personnel in Rota, I feel

_12-
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' :: _ that Zhere arc; other spokesmen who are really responsible for their

....i own affairs. I would like the Congress to be sympathetic to the

... pleas of the districts making their requests and I hope that the

. Congress will not have any wrong sentiments in that respect. I

don't want you to be discouraged and discontinue your negotiation,.

• I would like to ask the question to Senator Salii to the statemen_

made earlier that with this negotiations, _'" " "-_ e

%____=i_s_m_ew___. In that case

I don't want to imply that they should be relieved of their obliga_

tions because of the fact that the Marianas has its o_.m negotia-

tions. I would like to ask your opinion since the Harianas is

somewhat not properly represented in the Joint Commission. Since

you have the authority of the Congress and you are entrusted to

negotiate for ,_licronesia as a whole inspire of the separate negotia

tions with the Harianas, how does this separate negotiation affect

the Joint Co,_mittee's negotiations?

Chairman Salii: We will come ba_k to those questions after we cover the earlier

_ questions. Let us say that I0 years from the time we start the

negotiations and then the k',arianas or other districts want to

separate, would it be subject to the other five? Under the cir-

ct_astances I was describing before I posed the question,

• . . . . .

_m_=a¢_, that option under the circumstances I was

•i. describing has to be in the agreement. In other words, _ixe_

d___=t--_m_m%__t=_i=_-t__eFr_ ng. Now

.. - ,.going to the question raised by _r. Apatang, the sense of the

" Congress of _'4icronesia, and you made reference that it is the sole

authority to negotiate the status question. I think up to this

time, and unless the decision is made at some point in the'fuZu_
• _. this Committee will continue to negotiate. -_wi_.__w

_ _,a__a. _ .____-__
; __-_c_m-__t'_s. It is my personal opinio

_' _e have not made any decision on this, that there is very little

_: that this Committee can do to stop the negotiations that are going
on between the Marianas and the _,bassador. There is very little

• practical application that anybody for that matter can apply to
•.'. stop the _,larians_sseparate negotiations. It is my understanding th

'" the United Nations Visiting Mission first included a reco_nendation7

_; in their report to request the United States to postpone the

. I,larianas talks; it is also my understanding, and we have not had

time to see the final report coming out from the Trusteeship Counci

that subsequent to that decision, the members of the Visiting
Mission changed their recommendations and withdrew that recommenda-

tion in their report.

Mr. _ I _¢__t_- - _e_'e_M_-er_t-h-e__F_'_.¢_
r___.___,,_,e_m,s.,_,,ei_a_._t_e_,=,-_-e_,. At

the same time, I do not want to imply that we do not support the
Joint Committee simply because it is up fo the people to m,_d<etheir

_ j / determination. For this reason, and exc_se me Senator, should the

...:ii:..../,j(i_j_! people .of the _-,arianas ask for commonwealth, I would appreciate030229
. ::'._ 713_#
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...."" it if this Committee would listen to the wishes of the people in
•, _" ' " the Marl anas.. ?- , •

....

• . "j.,

: Chairman Salii: I repeat what I have said in the past, and I want to make it clear
• -T-.-" .... --::-. that this iS not within the position of the Joint Committee. But,

speaking as a senator, when we talk about self-determination for
_dcronesia, we also should talk about self-determination for
individual parts of Micronesia. I would ask the members of the
Committee if they want to pose any questions. I would also like

- ' to continue this meeting and I would ask the Distad Rep if he has
: any suggestions as to how long we should continue.

i
Nr. Atalig: In order to make a better selection on our political status, I _,'oul

i like to recommend that there be more political education in
Micronesia besides what is being done by the Co_nittee.

Senator lehsi: It was pointed out that the _anbassador visited Rota and stated that
if the military goes to Tinian, Rota will be the garden island in
terms of providing produce for the consumption of the military
personnel based on Tinian. Now, would it mmke any difference to

.: you whether your government is commonwealth or free association
as long as what Ambassador Williams promised you could be
materialized?

Alfred Apatang: Should the military take Saipan or Tinian or either one of these
two islands, there are still some questions in my mind. One, I
don't know the figure on the number of military personnel that will
be staying on Tinian. I firmly believe that should the military
make its establishment on Tinian, I know that there will be militax
personnel but it will be in a very limited basis because of the
fact that we have modern customs and no_¢aday.s it is just a push-
button type of warfare. Because of _l_*____e_--_i-_14
_kimm_..__l__, I ___n
'." " f.f_s to fill the military require-
ments on that island, " , ". , __'@_s_

-" .... "_m_ I would like to give the Committee a
picture that at the present time we are selling produce to the
military on Guam but we are experiencing difficulties with the
Guam markets. The "

• - J, :,<_,_ . I don't :,'antto imply that _,'ehave to depend
on the military economically, but at the s_d_,etime I know that the
Commission has not yet submitted its economic proposal and for thi_
reason, I think that p__e_h_t, ke-- " " --_._-
_in terms of production, this will be a great benefit to
the farmers on this island where _ -, ;\_."e_

• • .

Mr. Ogo: The Committee encourages us to respond to some of these question:
that have been posed earlier, h'ehave responded to almost all of
them. My question now is h¢_ strong are these recommendations tha_
we put out to the Committee? Should the people of Rota prefer a

.,.. ,

".......' o ozao '
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• status other than commonwealth, what is the validity of the.people's
":': preference when the people of Rota are under the _larianasD_strict?

..... .v--Sefiat6r_ieh-s£:--.-i think this question is a-v6_--vaiid"questionbecause we can aiso
ask what if the people of Tinian should decide to break away from
the _larianasDistrict? I personally feel that if that question
comes up, or if the people of Tini_m say "why should the Harianas

, u District control the economy on Tinian"and then decides to break

away from the Trust Territory,': Under the present government, I
don't see anything that will restrict them from doing so; it does
not restrict a group of people from expressing their political
desires and I think this analogy is now applied to the Harianas
District when we consider the Tnist Territory as a whole. So, when7

:- we talk about Tinian, we are talking about the same thing, the
_, • h_arianasand the Trust Territory, except that we are talking about
• individual islands.

Senator Pangelinan: Regardless of the present negotiations, commonwealth for the
Marianas, or free association forthe.rest of the districts, the

_-- _ final determination will have to come from the people. At the same-

._ / t ime _. _ " ' __e'ff__s_m_.i-_s_ne_t,i_ .

.: Senator Ma_ngefel: I am sorry, I know we are all tired. We have been talking about
- the relationship with the United States and we named free associa-

tion; Marianas District is talking about commonwealth, and it seems
that we are talking about the same thing, except one is permanent
is one is loose. Now, if the termination part on the relationship
with the United States is such that it will protect the rights of
the individual districts from being run over by other districts,
(_nd, I think the gentleman here expressed the feeling which did
not answer thd question raised by the Chairman) if the wording of
the ter_,inationclause is such, that unless that district over-
whelmingly voted for changing the clause, that it will not affect

• that district, what would the people of Rota think of that?

Chairman Salii: I believe it was _r. Taimano who responded to the question when he
i-- raised it earlier, and his response is "you should ask the

Marianas Commission".

Senator Pangelinan: Perhaps the answer requires a little time and perhaps we should
look at the final agreement that will be finally negotiated. There

: is the question of money. I',_owill be greatly affected? _ere is
the question of the constitution on internal government. I think
this will require tremendous attention and perhaps we may find the
answers at a later time when we produce the results of the
negotiations.

Senator Hangefel: The question raised by Senator lehsi, I am not sure that I got the

answer. For the time being, let's forget about free association or

OgOZSi:
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commonwealth. Let's just think of a relationship with the United
', States. If the people of the _.!arianasget something as the rest
..... of the people in Hicronesia, would the people in Rota want to have

two separate relationships with the United States, or one Hicro-
nesia as a whole with the United States? Meat I am getting at is
the unity of Micronesia; if through unity you get the same aid and
economic benefits, would you choose unity or go at it separately?

Max Manglona: Hr. Chairman, perhaps it is premature to t_/ and attempt to answer
those questions. I must inform you that although we heard about

free association, commonwealth and independence, many of our peopl(
still do not kncr._what they all mean. h._atwe need is to educate
the people and to let them know what are the advantages or dis-

:" advantages on the different alternatives. I would like to urge th_
Committee to provide for some kind of political education so that
the people will be better able to respond to such questions.

Mr. Ogo: I appreciate the statement made by Mr. ,_langlonaand now I would li].
to ask a question. Is it necessary that we have to become a free
associated state, commomvealth or independence in order for the
United States to help us economically?

Senator _ : I don't think it is necessary. I look at it in a different way_ b,.

I I agree with some people that I think-we can forget for a while

about free association, independence, or commonwealth, l_at I wm_
to know is what do you want in life? Then, perhaps, we can label

. . it later on, but right now, what is it that you want? I __

I don't know the rest.

/

Senator Pangelinan: I agree with Senator Amaraich. |',_ehave put ourselves on record in
identifying the many problems we have and how long can we continue
to be in this desperate situation where we need our land problems
be resolved, our need for economic development, and so on. IIowto
much or how long do we have to depend on Washington to remedy this
situation, or to the United States Congress to give us more funds
to alleviate our problems? _f_--_-cn_=-_go_r_-

Mr. Taim_no: I would like to request that the Chai_rman cal!s this meeting to
an end. We have been meeting now for three hours and it is getring
rather late. It may be all right for those who are light, but for
me, it is rather uncomfortable.

Senator Pangelinan: I just want to remind you that we will be leaving tomorrow after-
noon so we continue this meeting in the morning.

Hr. Taimano: I would like to make a motion and I'll second it myself, that the
meeting has been too long and perhaps we can adjourn the meeting
and reconvene tomorrow. I feel that there are only four of us
talking and perhaps if they want to continue, we can do so in the

.,: morning.

....
d!
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Chairman Salii: I will second Mr. Taimano's motion. I think that we have done

enough for today to consider recessing this meeting, so I will
take the prerogative as Chairman to say that we recess now and
in the event that we do not continue this, I want to express

our appreciation to the Distad Rep, the _layor, and members of

the Council and everyone, l_,'ehave obtained a lot of information

from the people during these three hours. As Senator Pangelinan
suggested, we have most of the day tomorrow. I;'eare sdleduled
to leave at three in the afternoon. This Committee could continue

meeting tomorrow morning. I will refer this to the Distad Rep
and ask him what would be the good time to resume tomorrow

morning.

Distad Rep: Mr. Chairman, the Mayor and I have agreed to reconvene tomorrow

,.: at 9:00 a.m.

Chairman Salii: OK, I will now declare this meeting adjourned until tomorrow

morning at nine.

Adjourned at 6:20 p.m., July 17, 1973 and resumed hearing at

9:30 a.m., Wednesday, July 18, 1973. (Interpreter: 5ft. Taimano).

Mayor Atalig: I wish to once a%ain welcome the Committee members for making
themselves available this morning and at the same time, we want

: ; _ to thank them for being here. On behalf of the people of Rota and

: the Council members, we want to say that we are grateful for this

opportunity because the work of the Com_ittee is of great interest

• to our people. I wish to encourage the Committee members to pur-

sue the present studies being conducted and we know that it will

eventually depend upon the people to decide for our future. Along

with the studies being made, I would like to express a keen interes

: in providing for a better education in our political status. Ne

are fortunate that we have at least two committees at the present

time, namely, the Congressional group and the Marianas Political
Status Commission and that these two con_ittees are working for the

benefit of the people, and as we all know, the final decision will

depend _on the opinion of the people of _licronesia. It is our hope

that we are studying our political status for the benefit of the

present generation as well as the generations to come. Ne should

not think of ;,'hathas happened in the past. Ne certainly appreciat

all the work being done: and I would like to again stress the fact

that the people will make the final choice on our future status.

hope that the people in this room would feel open to ask question
which are beneficial to the Committee.

Chairman Salii: Thank you very much, Mr. _.layor. We will now entertain any question
or comments.

k_ayor Atalig: It is evident from yesterday's discussions that nm_t_yfm__e

• _*_--_ " t_-_*.__=_-,
;...!., _" " _-t_em. I strongly feel that the

, : :: negotiations •with the studies should go hand-in-hand. However, I"'".':<L_'.l
.',..

: : 030233
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Senator Amaraich: I don't get that Mr. Chairman. )_%at"studies" is he referring to?

Mayor Atalig: One of the studies being referred is political education so that
the people may know what is behind the different alternatives so
that the leaders and the Committee members as well as the people
will know M_at is being studied. I would like to emphasize that
the _ right now " .... _:_m-=et_
__-_. Another thing, it seems that the Con_nittees
are negotiating now and after their negotiations then they go Out
and do their research. I feel that you must be well versed in the
different areas and then go on with your negotiations. Along this
line, it is also suggested that the Committee must be well versed
with the problems in the areas in which they are working and after
this is accomplished, then that is when the negotiations come in.
It is my firm belief that studies should be made and the people
must be educated on our political aspirations.

Mr. Ogo" I want to endorse the statement made by the former speaker that it
is of great importance that political education is conducted to our
people. We are fortunate that some of us know what is happening,
but on the othe'rhand, there are people who do not know what is
going on.

Senator P_g_i_ I agree with what h_s been said by the several speakers; however,
at this time, ___i__i_t_i_'ee_t_en=_f_h'e_f,_e_

•- _. Until this is resolved, then a committee will be

:i formed to conduct this political education among our people. I
would like to emphasize the fact that political education will

; L materialize when the time comes, but __.__._. _,--_t_s_

Mr. Ogo: _fhis is for informational purposes. I _,ould iike to find out if
there is some kind of a curriculum established in our public
schools on political education.*

Chairman Salii: Do we have any tead_ers in the group?

Mr. Ogo: In the social studies class there is a brief presentation on the
subject but not to the extent of what is the finding of the
Committee itself. I think that the findings of the Co_nittee
should be made available in the classrooms so that the teachers

- could bring this out to the students. I feel that by the knowledge
of the students, they are able to take something home to their
parents and in this way the students are educating the parents at
home. This is why I feel that this type of education be made
available in the classrooms..

Chairman Salii: We keep running into the same problem in all the districts and we
• have asked ourselves what we can do as a conmittee of the Congress.

, • _," _
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i'".:"_i AS explained by Senator Pangelinnn, __ that p__-g_s_-
• .__, but __L-ie_

__ t_s _ At
the __, _¢e do not have all the executive ability to design
and carry out the.actual political education program, l'/e are__N_
__ but what comes out of these hearings, rand as
we run into more requests for political education (we are travellin
with a gentleman from Public Affairs whose responsibility is
political education), we hope to use the tapes and the questions
that came out and we will report this to the Executive Branch be-
cause they have the mechanics in putting this program into effect
and I am sure that we can encourage them, and we will make ourselve
available to assist in any way we can, to bring this politicai
education about. The Congress has created a Political Education
Commission. Unfortunately, the Commission has not been able to

: function because there has been no funds available to carry out

its function, t"e shall see next January whether the Congress could
make the funds available. Because of the need for this type of

program, it is incumbent upon the Congress to fund for this
Politieal Education Commission.

: Hr. Ogo: Yesterday, a question was raised on the public lands being held by
the Trust Territory Government, and _'hoshould these lands be
returned to. 1 would like to ask the Chairman what are the chances

of these lands being held by the Trust Territory Government as
trustee o_zhaving them returned to the municipality government
before the conclusion of the negotiations, or before the actual
status is effected;

Chairman Salii: On the United States side of the negotiations, Ambassador lqilliams
has stated that all lands in _Iicronesiawill be returned to the

people of ._-!ic_nesia.This Committee has taken the position that
with respect to Palau, no further talks can be held until the
public lands in Palau are returned to the people of Palau. So f_r
that is the only district that has made a direct request to this
effect. It is my understanding that the people of the _!arimnas
have made the same request. I would say that the answer would
depend on the interest that may exist. If there are enough people
who are interested in getting the imnd before the termination of
the Trusteesh:ip Agreement, I would say that the chances are good.
Now, the question is who do we return it to? That is the question

- that is not clear yet. We have to consult the people of Tinian
and the people of Saipan and perhaps after those meetings, we can
find what the people _'ould reco.p, mend whether they go to the
municipality or go to the district as a whole.

Senator _?i=_'-_. I would like to ask a few questions to clarify some points raised
yesterday which I did not quite understand. During the talks
yesterday, it _i_____Ir_-_'t=e4____
f . t_._,_4_-___. And, t_.l_

" _me__a_Al.__- _. l_, under

:.....: _H_,-_h_o_c_,=s_>_se.¢_-." _), t___.

:5/):::
•:, 0g0235
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•. i_ ' svq_i t,_-a'___vC_fft_ _t4_ U__ _ a_ -
". ". ! _L___i_l_r-_'_os____t_'_n

" _ i _ that i_t_m1_esr__b___4g'overm_t, _-_ro_.L_-___--*_wai=t-_r_ Now, my question
I is, " " " _ _ a_d_;_that t_e==_J__t_es4_: !,

Mayor Atalig: I want to answer that question very briefly. I am pretty well
aware that the military have some good things and some bad things
C_ae way of weighing the advantages and disadvantages is that we
have been pleading here in Rota that our roads and docks are in
pretty bad condition. The _ if they come in, __I,
these i_. _ of the military that I
could say _-__. tVe have land shortages and our
future generation may not be able to obtain lands if the military
get them before the younger generations do. We can very well tak(
Guam for exm_ple, where -" " ._q_,

• . _ • ...... _ _--- ,_E_-_-_=_m_/,_p-
,_, and it now has become so _xd_ of a problem that the milita:
has so much land on Guam and the people of Guam are in dire need
of lands but there is not enough l_ds now. 7hat is why I say
there are some good things and bad things about the military.

Senator _: ,_fayI follow up the question posed by Senator Amaraich. Ne now

i! know that the military has indicated its interest on Tinian. Noware the people of Tinian the only ones to !ist_n to or _he

, n_'_l"_ . --- "-_ .- _'i_-_--t_,a_

Mr. _ With that particular question, I would like to put out something
like this; and I am speaking strictly from my ov:n personal opinion
I think it _¢ould be " • " "

_-''"= "'- In other wordS, it _e _

\ _. l',_enthey request for one hectare of land then
they should make use of that land, but not _sk for 5 hectares and
use only 1 out of the five.

Senator Pangelinan: .Asa taxpayer, there is no designation that the money you pay for
tax should go to Rota or any particular district but it goes to
the whole _,licronesia. And, as a resident of the _arianas, my
concern is whether you really want to express >'ouropinion as
a resident of the _larianason behalf of the people of Tinian.

_|r.Ogo: I really agree with the Senator's concern. Theoretically speaking
yes; practically speaking, I don't think it applies. In other

.. words, I respect the desires of thepeople of Tinian and Saipan;therefore, let them express themselves and do whatever they want
• _ ..: with their own lands, l_is is how 1 feel. I respect somebody's

: . . . ..,:
. , .

.. ', . OCftZ3G
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'::_ bedroom or anybody's house. Therefore, I do not want to make any
commitment, this is a very critical situation. This is my o_

. personal opinion. I have to give the honor the respect to the._

people of Tinian and Saipan because they are the people _'11oare
most affected by this problem, and since your Committee is going
to Saipan and Tinian, you will find that this is so. Needless to
say, these things about distribution of funds, I think, are ir-
relevant to the issue.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I had decided not to talk but there are
.__ some questions on land which are bothering me. I wish to point

: : out that t " " - _ . t_a-____ .... " "' ,

_be_ I strongly believe that the residents from P.otashoul,
own lands on Tinian and Saipan and vice versa. It is the present
system whereby any resident from the other districts could es-
tablish themselves on the islands where they are interested be it
Saipan, Tinian or Rota. It is _1==_h__ that _=_r_om_

W-d-61dlike to stress the fact that t_k._a_d_i__ " .: _- ,x_

sa_e,_a_ea_l__r__eet_n_ h_q__)_-_ e_ ar_ I
•strongly feel that the Marianas Political Status Commission, the
Congress of Micronesia mud the people should establish a good

- rapport so that we can develop ourselves to the maximum extent
possible and not be inconvenienced by the military presence. Last
I would like to express myself that the-i_____mg

i( _:_.J_.=_em___-on.e_--i=m. I strongly believe in this. S/a_ar£.d_

the __,_ _I____ ___ _m_ e_t_-t'_,
.... _x_co4_l_.ed:_be_-_l_-_. b_ __M_mo_--m,_md: _-_ d

_f__l_._-n_-__'_ t_.i_ -l_e. I beIieve
that everyone from this area should participate in the discussions
affecting Tinian.

Senator Amaraic.h: During our discussion yesterday concern was expressed by some
people about the use of land by the military. Under the proposed
Draft Compact on the use of Imnd by the United States military,
there will be no restrictions whatsoever on the use of those lands

by the military. In other words, ommm__._i=g.n-_are-ff_-_@_e_F_n..._tr-__-_

i_,_-.-_e=_,__e--_c__,_._-__,,ay_ _-you_=pf'_o_.

Mayor Atalig: Like I stated earlier, this question merits consideration by the
people. I am not ready at this time to say anything in this

..._ regard. This is a hypothetical question and we are not ready to
give our answers at this time. As I said, there are some good
things about the military, but at this time we have to make furthe

:..i:.:i-:i_: " studies on this matter.

.....";. o oza'r
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:-: Senator Amaraich: I listened to the discussion yesterday but I am not sure I

interpreted the discussion correctly and I would like to have

some clarification on certain things, in Maich one of them

•: could be put into a fOrTS of a question. You might say that

this is a hypothetical question again. Supposing that what

: comes out of the Congress of t,licronesia negotiations and what
comes out of the Harianas Status Commission negotiations with

the United States are not acceptable to the people oi,:Rota..

;_hat do you plan to do?

_layor Atalig: As I see it, I do not think there will be any problem should

political education be implemented &nd that is why we need this
political education and this will be the deciding factor for

the people of Rota. I do not foresee any problem once the

people understand all the political alternatives that are

available to them. I would like to reiterate again that the

people are just not aware of what is free association, what is

commonwealth--it is all hearsay and no substantive knowledge

on any of these. One thing I can say is that the people of

Rot a ws.nt to estab'l-_E--_-cI-6_E-F6-l-fEi-EA-_h-1_-Q-i_ed

5_tates. It is my observati-loE-t_t--tli_ peop-YE-E-6re in Rota _--
: :: _ee-Ei_that_!o_m.monwealthis a much closer unity to the United

:/ States and that free associationT_-S_6:_ethihg--_(}ferent but there

.... f_ no __ing_ th-E-dfff6f_hde--b-etween the t_'o. There is
_ sr_-fE_ beli[ef that t_e---_Z#fil-d-Se-pro-t-ecti0nguar_teed to

....:. them. I guess I am being too redundant, but I want to express

• . myself for a political education to the people. With my last

. . statement, I would like to urge the Committee members to pursue

their negotiations bearing in mind the best interest of the

_ticronesian people.

Senator Hangefel: First, I would like to make a comment and then ask a question

afterwards. _',lycomment to the Mayor and the people of Rota is

this. Please do not feel too badly about not knowing too much

what is free association because I can assure you that on this
side of the table, we do not know it either. This is the reason

for our being here and that is to find,to solicit what the

people want that should be included in the free association choice,

or in the commonwealth choice, or whatever the people wish. We

have been e,_phasizing political education,but we cannot educate
the people because we do not know it ourselves really. _'.hatwe

are trying to do is to try to define what is free association,

what is com,n,onwealth. I don't think we can educate the people at

this time because we do not know it ourselves. I can assure you

though that once this thing is defined, whether it be free

association or commonwealth, when we can pinpoint out all of this,

I can assure you that there will be a political education; we

shall then be able to tell the people that under free association,
this will be so, and so on ....

I _.layorAtalig: I wish to interject, and I am fully aware that there is no.
•' • substantive issue on this matter; however, I would like to

....%_ encourage the Committee that we have political education for the

, ;-. i people and that the Committee negotiate in the best interest of
• .:..:_',:

•'.. _ the people.
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'i"..".- Senator Hangefel: The second thing I would like to comment on. Last night at the
..... reception, a gentleman approached me and asked why is it that

this Committee Snsiststhat free association be terminated after
five years and that the United States terminates it.after iS
years. I want. to make it clear that _ .... ", ._" - " g-_-_.

• ." : - ._i_O__g_ave_e_. ,_ .... " y_i_ff_aisthis:

l','eare also saying that if the United States meet their
part of the bargain, and in our point of view, if we keep our
part of the bargain, then the relationship can be longer; _,
i_=l=___'_. _at is what it is all about. I wonder if
the people understand that same interpretation. I just want to
make this clear.

Senator Amaraich: Under the Draft Compact, responsibilities in blicronesia,foreign
affairs is given to the United States. I do not know whether you
have had a chance to read the Draft Compact, but my question is

;; Hr. Ogo: To me, that is a very sensitive question; however, I would like to

• point out some other things. This is only my o_n personal opinion.
Foreign affairs as was pointed out yesterday that according'to the
Compact it would seem that the United States would be responsible
for our •defense. Under foreign affairs, I hate to say this, but
we have had an exmerience, and I do not know whether this is the
kind of foreign affairs that the United States wouId continue to
practice, but for example, the war claims, it is very sad to think
that the life of a ?.,icronesian is considered for only $4-5,000.

L_fortunately, in some places, _t_-_ns th___o_d

Because of limited funds, the ;_ ".lmi_m_ms_m-had no choice
but to accommodate the claimant with a small amount ofmoney. It

t is v__N_'_Wfft_._l_i_-__rre_a_e_._o -_3_--_ess• t_m=a_,,. - . " _l_'_t'e_J_e_O_-t_e _ _a_e_J

i _r. In this case, I do not feel that I can make any
,\ particular type of recommendation; however, I have confidence in

my Congressmen, in the Congress of blicronesia, that they will be
able to find something appropriate about foreign affairs, and in
the future, maybe our elected leaders would recommend something to
the people, To be frank with you, I am not familiar with the
content of the Compact.

Senator Amaraich: I keep referring to the Draft Compact. ._.m_e_t_2_f TitIe
II of the Oraft Compact, _p_aposes___Un___e__

I
a

i __'_ I,_de_ if you can benefit this Committee with
your thoughts as to _e_e_'_r_m_t4__e_-__hi,_e

,'" ' t s_t=_mm_Z__i_¥_et=_P!>l_i_t_____
. ....['

.",! 'i :'.::'...( _ -lau_t,-..i_-s=_an,d,=_g-:reeme_,_'._im_l.li.er.one-s&_,
j, ..

: 0 0239'- . .j ' ...,
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• .. btr. Ogo: Isn't there a_ " " ---" --'_--_'_._ th__>_aru____re_g_
•" . .. _2_.__-t_ _-_.e__ed, that the v"__t_=-_re_

___m:_-_.4m, should we have that government,
jt so in this case, I "_- . - . .......... __1_ ._t_t_

i . . " -- ".- -_ a ..... " _ erm_w--t=---_t_
• _ • _ - "__-ern_.i_
• \.\ _t_,_,__!_,___t_ro_._ - ." , _,_t_elow_

- ° • _ _-_t_m_-_

' Senator Amaraich: The way I read the Compact, only certain agreements where the
United States obtains the consent of the Government of _.licronesia,

but in other treaties and agreements of the l_ited States,
they couid be made applicable without consent.

Hr. Ogo:: I do not see how we could avoid involvement when we are affiliated
with one of the greatest nations in the world. In other wo_xts,
even though it wili not affect Hicronesia at the present time, it
may be possible that it wili affect _.licronesia in the long run and
in this case, I _i=_t=_t¢__-r-a_-_r_M_e_-s_._-__h'-
k_

Senator Amaraich: There are two things that I do not quite know how to go-_out
finding out. One is that in my mm district the people complain,
like people in other districts, about political education or
information about the status and when we call meetings for the

people to come and listen very few people would show up and then
one begins to _,'onder whether they are really interested or not.
Another point, it seems to me that the feeling on this matter in
Rota is that you don't know ,_.dch about com_om,;ealth, free asso:
ciation or independence, yet it would seem that from the statement
made, you are agreeing to co_nonwealth status and it has been
expressed that you think you don't know much about it.

Hr. Ogo: I agree with the Senator; hm,'ever, I will put it this way: tge tal
about building a house and the Co_nittee has a blueprint of this
house, it shows what the house would look like, etc. I think the
interpretation on this political education should be to the extent
that even the older generation here who cannot read the blueprint
would be able to see the bluenrint. ._ow, I would like to ask the
Con_,ittee if it is the free association alternative that they woul
like to see ourselves in.

Chairman Salii: This Committee is required to explore all possible alternatives.

Mayor Atalig: I wish at this time to take this opportunity to thank the Committe
members and the staff for taking time out of their tight schedule
to visit us here in Rota and discuss this very important matter.
We certainly welcome your return trip in the future and continued
discussions on this very important issue, and at this time, I woul
like to urge you to continue the work you are doing now always
bearing in mind the interest and welfare of the people of

.'.. .

Hicronesia and we hope that someday you will come back again for
":_ , further discussions.

"-, " '::_ -24 .... OgOZ_O
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: Distad Rep: On behalf of the District Administrator, I want to take this

: opportunity to thank you and we extend our appreciation for

m_king >'ourselves available to continue these hearings so that

our people are aware of our political aspiration. I can gather

from this heariug that you did not get all the information that

you need _nd for this reason, I encourage you to visit us once

again. I wish you bon voyage and a safe return to your homes.

C3_airman Salii: I wish, on behalf of the Committee, to thank the Distad Rep, the

Mayor and the Council members for ,naking it possible for this

Committee to continue the discussion of our political status

this morning. I am sure that further trips before we make the

final decision will be required and we will keep this in mind and
avail ourselves to the invitation to once again visit Rota in

the future. Our time is up, so we will call this meeting now to
a close.

Adjourned at 11:20 a.m.

.'.,. ;:':i_'
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:':?!::_?:!/:_:i__._-- Hearing of the Sub-Committee (Western Districts) of the Joint Committee on Future
....' Status, Congress of Mieronesia with the : _ _.... , on Friday, July 20

1973, 8:00 p.m., Tinlan City Hall, Mariana Islands District.

Interpreter: Mr. David Maratita

Speaker Henry

Cruz: Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. I _ould like first to give

" special thank you for your presence this evening in order to
welcome these visitors that we have tonight. Again, ladies and

gentlemen, I would like to ask your indulgence and patience for

this evening in order to accommodate all the questions that we :_i:

hear from our visitors and, of course, if you have any questions,

:me would like to have you ask them. This is all I have to say to

you, and now, I would like to turn over the meeting to our visitor:

Mayor BorJa: Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. Again, I would like to urge
all the people present tonight to _relcome these visitors that _e

have and, again, I would like to stress the importance of this

meeting, and. in all the conduction of the meeting tonight, I _ould

like to ask your patience and your indulgence, and although we haw

differences of opinion, I would like to ask your understanding in

this regard. At this time, I _ould like to gi+e our appreciation

to the Chairman, Senator Lazarus Salii, for his presence this

.: evening and also the rest of the members of the Committee and the
• staff for being here to further the discussion of the negotiations

this evening. It is appropriate at this time that since we have
..... - our visitors this evening, we want to present a resolution which

was passed by the Municipal Council. At this time, I would like tc
turn over to _. Maratita for the translation of the resolution

from the English language to the vernacular.

Senator

Pangelinan: First, I would like to introduce the members of this Joint Co_:itt.
We have Chairman Lazarus S_ from Pa!au; Senator Andon _-_ra-ieh_

from Truk; _x. Mike _i_._, staff attorney; Senator Ambilos _ehs_

from Ponape; Mr. Sabo _o_ Senate Clerk; Senator John Ma,:e£e:

from Yap; _'. Dave _-____; Congressman AtaJi B_-los from the

Marshalls; I am Senator Edward Bsmge_i_na_; Mrs. Evelyna ._._mo_ o_

secretary; _. Paul 8a_er_l; Mr. Manny S_blan_our PIO man, and
Mrs. Dianne Mm_l_x_from the Daily News.

Mr. David

Maratita: "Municipality of Tinian, Tinian, Mariana Islands. Resolution No. ]

1973. Introduced by: Committee of the Whole. A Resolution

relative to expressing the desire of the people of Tinian to remai_
under the ss_e political aspiration vith the Marianas Political

Status Commission and requesting the Joint Committee on Future Sta

of the Congress of Micronesia to recognize this desire of the peop:

of Tinian. _qTEREAS, the people of Tinian wishes to express their
desire to remain under the same political status and in economic

with their neighboring Islands in the Marianas District; and

:" '_/F_REAS,the people of Tinian has the same cultures, religion and

i!!i:t_?_J'_!!:i!i!_!:_ language with their neighboring Islands, such as Rota, Saipan and
>::::i.: ' O OZ4Z
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....:i< ./ ['iiI Northern Islsmds; and _e_ ____ __-_the=s_me
: _ _s__n_.--wfkt_mhe_jni,t_<It_tes; NOW THEREFORE, BE IT

• RF_Gg_ED_bz the Tinian ._,_'unicipalCouncil that its desire is to re-
main under the sane Political aspiration with the Marianas Political

• Status Commission and %m=_h_-__e/:atie _s_-__e_Jni_

"" _atem and Im__l_J_'i_'_c_4_D_ _m_l_e__'ai_es_f

_@o_-g_-e-_@_,_f_¢4@e_on_sis_-_o=__m_=_.h@_s_4<=s4_e of the people
of Tinian. PASSED BY TWL_JETH TINIAN _,_NICIPAL COUNCIL THIS 18th

DAY OF JULY ].973.

• . /s/ Alfonso S. BorJa

Legislative Secretary

/s/ Harry L. Cruz
Chairman

APPROVED THIS 19th DAY OF JULY 1973

/s/ Antonio S. BorJa

Mayor"

, (The above was also translated into the local vernacular.)

Chairman Salii: Thank you very much, Speaker Cruz and Mayor BorJa. First, I would

like to say that we are very happy to get receipt of your R4solution

No. h. Because we have Just received the resolution this evening,

I am not prepared to give you any response. I will say this, howeve

.that we will give this resolution and the desires of the people of
•Tinian due consideration and at the appropriate time, and after

giving careful study of this resolution as the case may be, the

people of Tinian, through their Mayor and Council Speaker, will be
advised of the official action of the Conmuittee on the resolution.

.. I will say, however, that it is the intent of this Con_mittee to be

guided by the desires of the people as they are expressed and I am

glad to see that in this resolution "_e have had the first clear
official expression made to the Corznittee throughout these hearings
to date.

By now, you probably know why this Co,,_mitteeis travelling. I have
indicated that we came here to listen to your views and to your

desires. We have somequestions ths__are intended to clarify the work

that we are doing. Unlike the first trip we made to Tinian some six

years ago where we came with the embryonic idea of free association
more or less to sell to your people of this island, this time we

came to find your desires and to reflect them on our deliberations
and our thinking as we continue to negotiate -gith the United States

to resolve the question of our fut[Lre. W_wa, n_r-_e_M__s

___-_.]_a_n_. We want to know who do you consider your proper

spokesman with regards to the future of Tinian, We want to know if

/ there s_re things that this Committee or the Congress of ,t_icronesia i
_/ _ __, doing on behalf of the people of Tinian which we should not be doing

'__:_ and by the ss_ne token, are there thin_s that we have not done in the

:•!; 0 0243 '
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• :_ past that we should be doing on behalf of the people of Tinian. In

< some districts, we have been asked to help return all public lands to

the people before any discussion t_kes place with regard to the

possibility of making land available to the military. We want to

know what you think of this proposal. In the event that you decide

to make land on Tinian available to the military, we would like to

know whether you want to directly negotiate with the United States

the terms of leases or whether you want somebody else or Jointly with

anybody else to help negotiate those terms. This Committee acting on

the mandate given to it by the Congress of Micronesia has been

negotiating mainly for what we have called free association. It

doesn't matter that much what we call it, the question we are interes%

e,_ in at this time is do you wish when you go to the ballot to make

only one choice on the ballot be it commonwealth, free association

or independence, or would it be more desirable in your point of view
to have more than one choice on the ballot. Another question we

would like to receive your reaction to is _hether or not the govern-

ment _#e have today, the status quo, is not a good alternative to

continue. _ether the people agree with the Congress that the Trustee

Ship should be terminated. If }_e continue to t_£ to terminate it, is

the pace too fast or is it too slow? There are other questions we

may want to raise, but I believe that what I have cited will give you
an idea of the kind of information we want to obtain. As I said in

the beginning, we are here to listen to your views and to your desire_

Please do not hesitate to let us know your feelings; that is the only

way we know that your views can be t_<en into consideration in our

deliberations. Before we go into the questions, I would like once

•again to thank the Soeaher and the _,[ayor and to you especially'for

coming tonight. You may from time to time be tired of attending

meetings of this nature, especially when many of them take' place on

a short spats of time, but as I said, it is essential for us to know
your views and your desires. I would like now to ask each member

of the Committee if they have any statement to make before we proceed.

_enator Pangelinan: Ladies and gentlemen, briefly, I would like to express the ur_der-

standing of evei_yone here as you have shown the 5[arianas Political

Status Commission on its visit here. 1%_uld like to also to ask

for your indulgence and patience. I am representing the Joint

Con_ittee on Future Status this evening, and I hope that we can

continue this dialogue in future negotiations, and I _ould like to

ask for all the courtesy you can give this evening.

_onorable Mms_ I would like to show appreciation to Senator Salii and his colleagues

(Marianas DL) for their presence this evening. AS for myself, _,.... ;_,,9__ '

[_____'. _m_dopted by the _dunicipal Council and the D[ayor of

Tinian. It has been expressed in the past the desires of the people

o9 Tinian to have close relationship with the United States, and I

_i'ould like to take this time to __%__

' .... - i-_s=_e_p_z%,in the desires of the people of Tinian as

_.gain manifested in this resolution.

Speaker Henley _: Senator Salii and the rest of the Co.mmittee m_mbers, I regret of what

. t: . I have to say but I will again have to say that _-_m=__9_m_f_--_

:.ii•;_! __and the presently expressed wishes of the people of

;...i".._._:.. - 28-
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_ .... Tinian. I will again -_ -"e_t__i_e_l_°n_

._'.[

:_:" _ Mayor _ Senator Salii and the rest of the Committee members, as has been the

practice here in the Municipality of Tinian, and this is attested

to with the present membership of two of our members in the Status

Commission, that whenever there is going to be an official under-

.., taking here on Tinian, it is the Nunicipa! Council and the rest of
the Tinian leaders who usually would meet to discuss the situation,

and at a recent visit of the personal representative of the President

of the United States, it was expressed that }zhenever there is going

to be scmething of a choice to .be:undert_<en here in the Marianas,

that there should be various alternatives from which the people may

choose in the plebiscite. It is essential that there must be some-

thing of a plebiscite in order to determine the future of the people.

In other words, I would like to say this, that I give credit to the

previous administrations of the Trust Territol7 from the Spanish,

the Germans, the Japanese, and now we have the present a_ministratioz

and through the Congress of Micronesia, we know that we have been

receiving assistance throughout the Municipality, but t%_e_m_sf&_h@

1_l_es. There @,s_x_e_m= ms_= ese _t _t/_n_ _e_m_bh e_pe _P_5_f

Francisco Cabrera{ First of all, I would like to extend my appreciation to the Chairman
and the rest of the Committee members for being here this evening,

and to continue on, I would like to say this, that perhaps there

]night be some confusion or misunderstanding as to the purpose of the

Committee's being here, that is _hether or not they are going to

ask questions or we are going to ask questions, and this may confuse

some of the people in the understanding of the purpose of the

Committee. I _ould like to say that the Congress of Micronesia has

the responsibility of the overall problems in the Trust Territory

Government and that this Joint Committee has the responsibility to

further carry out the desires of the Congress or _hatever nature

that might be of interest to the future of Micronesia. I _ould like

to ask of eve_/one to give full cooperation to this Committee and to

ask questions if you have any so that the Com_mittee may have somethi_:

of a vie%_oint from the people of Tinian so that they may have some

to present in its further discussions and again I would like to ask

each of you .for your full cooperation.

Mayor _ One of the greatest protections for the people of _,[icronesia is a
constitution and we would like to ask if the Committee could make a

• copy available to the people of Tinian. As Mayor, I would like to

_l_e____s%_@__e_f_s_er+s__ so that

everyone here may understand the content of the draft constitution.

Chairman Salii: The @_ at the moment, ___t/az_ Let me

briefly summarize the actions that have been taken to date on the

constitution. During the Special Session in Ponape last August and

.:., again during the last regular session of Congress in January-
" ' February, a bill was introduced calling for a constitutional con-

" ' " vention for Micronesia. The bill was not passed during the last

:..:. 030245
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•% Mayor Borja: We are glad to know that there has been an undertaking by the Congress
for a draft constitution, and I would like to urge again the Con_nittee

..... that if there is such a constitution adopted by the Congress of

Hicronesia, that this same constitution be forwarded to the people

" :: so that the people may have the chance to look at it and understand
what is in the constitution.

Ms. _: I understmnd that this Committee has recommenddd the free' association

concept. Now, I would like to ask the Committee to __

to the people of Tinian the _ _ _-_-/_- - •

• Chairman Salii: I will explain and at the s_ne time.I will ask the members of the
Committee to listen to my explanation and supplement what I am going

to present. I would like to explain in the first place that the

reason we use labels to describe a particular t>_pe of political

relationship is simply to make it easy to refer to one type as

opposed to other types. First of all, before I go to the actual

explanation of free association, let me say that it is guided by

four principles and in effect these four principles define in broad

terms what this thing we call "free association" is about. The

first is that the people of Hicronesia have the right of self-
determination and because we have this right of self-determination,

:: _,e can choose any political status we want--independence or self-)
government in association with any nation in the world or with any

i$ group of nati6ns in the world. The other is that the people of

Mic:ronesia have t[he right to form their o_,_ government; they have the
_ right to write their own constitution, and to change that constitution

-_ or government at any time they want. And another is that if we choose

=i: to-associate with any other country, we have the right to terminate
that association in the future. I believe it is the feeling of the

Congress that if it were possible for these islands to be economically

independent, that the first choice of the Congress would be indepen-

dence. _ b_./_a_i_ _m__-_r4W_'t___
..... -__,_,_-_s-t= _._m_l_s;,_._ -

_-" ". _ ' ' " ". " I believe it is the view of th,

+ Congress that _ , ' , • h_sm_-__

q_e-refore, given control of inte-_nal self-government and given assuranc_
-- of some financial assistmnce and other assistance from the outside,

And, therefore, in the view of the Congress, it is essential to maintai_

the right to terminate any relationship we may establish with the

-- United States or any other country. So, you might say that W_re-_i_e

: __re. _ut, you cannot have a politica/ association with the
•. United States or any country simply based on these four principles or

any other. You have to have something more in order for us to have

_ a meaningful relationship. In other words, we have to define it,

.....:' we have to put these four principles into actual agreement between
• .:. % us and the United States. During the last three years, this

:: 0,g02.4
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.ii:/.i".'.:'iI Committee and Ambassador Williams have been tryin_ to define free
• ::- association. Therefore, there is no existing definition of free

-'i" " '

....: association, no relationship of this type exist_ in the world today,

': " actually. That is why it is meaningful and essential for this

• " ; Committee and the Congress to consult with the people to get their
" desires in order for us to take them into consideration as vie

: continue to define free association. So far we have been able to pre-
sent three titles into an agreement that will further define free

association and these titles cover internal affairs, foreign affairs,

• .. and defense requirements. Before we are through with this definition,

. we should have provisions on finance arrangement, we should have a

provision on trade and commerce, we should have a provision on
immigration and travel.

Ms. King: From what I have heard, only the advantages are being mentioned by you

as Chairman, but what are the disadvantages, if any?

_lairman Salii: There are quite a • _.. . \ - - ? I am going to enumerate

. them. N/mm_t_is 'that under free association we will _g-e_r==_he

and to assist us in getting our complaints to the United States. In

other words, as a very small nation, we have to deal on an equal term

with one of the big and powerful nations in the world. Actually, aside

from what we can negotiate, before we go into free association, the

i: because the relationship can be terminated the t___

"- ." • " .)_=_._4). "- "--_),e_=f-n ='

.... _'>'._orPangelinan: Mr. Chairman, one of the important features is that the United States
will have responsibility for external affairs and the internal affairs

will rest entirely on blicronesia.

,..,airman Salii : ___e_h_=_we_l_ -k_-_$_m_.,_--th_if_e_S_s

Hon. _.langlona: In respect to the question raised by Senator Salii on how _,'eshould
negc)tiate for the use of the land by the military--I would like to

say that the resolution which ;,'asjust presented has expressed that

'- the people of Tinian has confidence in the _larianas Political Status

".. Con_aission, and with that confidence, that all discussions in the

•.. negotiations including land, and if necessary land for the military,

: should be negotiated by the Marianas Status Com_nission for the people Of
Tin:[an.

1

,:rancisco Cabrera: As I understand it personally, the question put out by Senator Salii,

• is that the question he would like to ask the people, that it is not to

answer the question as to whether or not the military or the people
' of Tinian will provide land for the military, but rather he is

- ., :,.-

l.i...iii</:,iiiiI asking the question for the people to let them know how the land in
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[ii:i:i:""i:'"" Tinia_ should be used by the military'.
-:... -.

•_::."- Chairman Salii:: That is the question that I will come to later on. If the people of
., ...: Tinian decide to m_ke land available for military use, are there any

..... ': restrictions _,_ich they might want to place on military activities

here taking into consideration the expressions made and the resolu-

....... tion that the Marimnas Commission will speak for the-people of Tinian?
_ I think that since this Committee is also negotiating with the U.S.

I do not •think it would be unwise or to the disadvantage of the people

of' Tinian if this Co_nittee is also aware of the desires of these

!. people. At this point, I do not know how this will eventually be

handled, but we :pose the question as we go to every district in.

Micronesia. Are there any restrictions they may want to place on their

land for military pul-poses if they agree that land should be available

to the military?

Ms. King: This is my own personal opinion, and I am sure that not everybody will
agree, but I would like to let the Committee know that since the

.... ii P__ are the rightful owners of Tinian, that they must

" [/ fi_"_J_8__i_]_g_ ___;_i___

Mr. Fleming: I would like to know why the Joint Committee -d_ose free association as
an, alternative rather than com_nonwealth,

...-..., Chairman _: The __---fr_ that the .___T which was
:.... "- ., - .___o was_ _'-___=_£

_a; that _ of the _o_m_m_m_ ...... "
__-_s ; that ___ ...... "-""- with
the United States. Not enough powers of internal government were given

under that specific com_nonwealth offer. __-_

:- m___ ._- • ". .- , _. We have documented the.reasons
for this, this is the report to the Third Regular Session in 1970. It

has the analysis of that co_mzonwealth offer and the reason why the

Congress turned it do,...,n,but it is essentially M:at I have explained.

I think that expl_ins why the ____

Ut_. As I understand the Marianas situation, they wm_t a

close and permanent association with.the United States.

Leonardo Diaz: I would like first to extend my appreciation to the Chairman and
members of the Joint Co_nittee for their coming here. As a member of

. the Municipal Council of Tinian I would like to again urge the

Committee to support the resolution that was adopted and presented to
the Com_nittee, Resolution No. 4, and I would like to urge the Committee

especially to make and consider this resolution as being the expressed

wishes of the people of Tinian. I would like to ask Senator Salii
. regarding the matter of land between the United States and the

responsibilities of the United Nations and I would like to ask the

• Senator whether the Congress of ,_icronesia should involve itself over
.... the negotiations of the land of Tinian between the United States and

• .--:." the Marianas. I would like to let the Com_mittee know that if they

, . .,..
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i/"::_:_".:::"::i..... have authority, that I am in favor of the military coming, to Tinian,
:,(,:::.::: but to refrain from taking the land that is considered as the present

:"" ._ retention areas here on Tinian. I welcome the military i00 per cent
- - '.,

.:. but I would like them to refrain from t_king the present retention

areas as is indicated at the present time. I would like to let the
" Co_nittoe know that whatever discussions or negotiations there are

between the United States and also the United Nations on the present

.: Village of San Jose here on Tinian, that we would like to urge the

Com'nittee to he_p us in nny way i.t,can.. Lastly, there has not been

• _ any official referendum or plebiscite regarding the status of the

" . people of Tinian and for that matter, the people of Micronesia and
I would like to urge the Congress th.at when the time comes for this

•... that it gives the most favorable consideration to the people of
Tin:[an.

J.

. Chairman Salii: I w.._Jntto thank the Vice-Speaker for his expressions. I believe I
raised the question with regard to land and the authority of the

Congress. I believe that under our laws today the Trust Territory

Gow-_rnment has trust over the so-called public lands in Micronesia.
I will have to refer to counsel and other members of the Co_zittee

with respect to .the retention areas whether the Trust Territory

Government or the.Congress has authority over those areas. Ithas

been expressed to me that the militaiD, retention areas are Trust

Territory public ].andswhich have been leased by the Trust Territory
....... Government to the military and under the terms of the leases gove_nqs

......... the use of those retention areas so that the Trust Territory Govern°

merit has no more control over those retention areas as any other

landholder _,zholeases his land to somebody else except as governed
by _he terms of the leases.

5Ls. King: I understand that Senator Salii says that the present land as
,. retention lands are leased by the military but where is the fee for

the lease of those lands?

Chairman Salii: Imn advised that the leases--let me put it this way. It is in

I _ effect the SmT_e government negotiating with itself when you talk

of the Trust Territory Government and the Defense Department so thatC any payment would have to be minimal.

Ms. King: I know that the lands have been leased and it _,'ouldbe quite sub-
stantial because it was right after the war _'hen the lease took effect
and I would like to know how much have been collected from the lease
of the lands.

Chairman Salii: As :in the case of all public lands any payment from the lease would
i , have to go to the Trust Territory Government. The Congress of

_ b_icronesia is not aware of what is being done with the money. It may
be :part of the general fund.

,.,,a_orPangelinan: As I understand it there might have been some sort of an arrangement

over the claim of this military use of land in the _larianas and It

' understand that this may be in the trust fund. I don't know about

i/. Tinian but for Saipan we have what you call a Saipan Trust Fund and
i'/i

. some of the funds are from the military for the use of land by the
;., .:" .. ,

-3B- 0g0249
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t ii!/i_ mil:itary. Some of these funds have been used for the construction of
....::i_:/: Dr Torres HosPital schools and other public facilities. This Trust

•... . . " .. . . ,

Fund is presently being held by the High Commissioner.
"".- Coun cilean

ii Sylvester Cruz: Being closest to the people, the Tinian Municipal Council as you well
understand has adopted Resolution No. 4 expressing the desire of the

people of Tinian and I am sure that this is the expressed wishes of

the people here or, Tinian. I would like to make a request to the
Committee to honor this resolution. I would like also to let the

Committee know that there has been commissions and covcnittees estab-

lished without the people of Tinian reallyhein_ given the chance to

freely express their desires. I would like to say that we the people

i in the Marianas have expressed in the past for a closer relationship
with the United States; we would like to continue expressing that

desire until we reach our goal. I would like to urge the ComJnittee

to give us the chance to negotiate for our future, that future which
is commonwealth. We have suffered great hardships during the past

years and we would like to find out if possible if we can alleviate

these hardships by joining the United States in our future status.
Lastly, I would like to say that with respect to the Joint Committee

.... :q/:" coming to Tinian to let us know the concept of free association, and
we now know that there are advantages as well as disadvantages, but

, we still want them to know that although we are facing the prospect

of com_monwealth, we also _,ould like for them to continue with their
we rk.

Chairman Salii: I would like to tliank Councilman Cruz for his statement.

i"_ _cisco Cabrera: I K[nderstand personally_ and this is my personal opinion, that the
Joint Committee is here to find out what are the views and the

opinions of the people here regarding our future status, and I under-
stand also that the Joint Committee is in favor of the free associa-

tion concept and this is the reason why they =.rehere to know and to
hear our views on this concept so that they may have something to be

guided on in their future negotiations, at the same time they are not

tq¢ing to convince the people of Tinian, or to try to sell the concept

of free association to the people of Tinian.

Leonardo Diaz: I would like to say something to the Joint Committee since it is

responsible for the future status of _licronesia. I have a legal

question and since we have a legal counsel here, I would like to ask

something in this regard. To further this inquiry, as a member of
the Council, I would like to ask a question. There has been a home-

) stead program by the Trust Territory Government and according to the_Master Plan for the use of Tinian by the military, this homestead

......... "......................-_ Iprogram has'been suspended and is no idnger in operation here on
Tinian. I would, therefore, like to pose a question. I%hat are other

alternatives in which this homestead program could be implemented?

h'ehave been requesting and requesting for homesteads at Marpo Valley

and in the old village area, we have been requesting to have the area

designated as agricultural homestead but we have been told by Head-
quarters that there are no longer homestead areas on Tinian. I would

like to ask the members of the Joint Committee to help us out in this

regard. I would like to say this that although the military has a

;' > Master Plan over the use of the land in the old village area that we

, OgOZSO



. Mayor Borja: i I would like to further the question raised by the Vice-Speaker and

-...:..• I that isI would like to have it understood that the District A&_in- • '
i. istrator and the High Con=issioner had nothing to do in the dilemma

..... of the homestead programs on Tinism. I would like to frankly state

that this was caused by one individual member of the Council and

: has upset the negotiations of the homestead programs on Tinian. I

• want everybody to understand that this is not the doing of the Ti_st

.. Territory Government nor the District Administrator, but it was

caused by a certain individual in the V_nicipal Council that the

' homestead program here on Tinian has come to what it is today.

Senator Mangefel: I understand that one of "the reasons that the Tinian people would

like to have a closer and permanent association with the United
_ States is to alleviate the sufferings that have come over the past

years. Now, my question will be this: If this thinking can be

gotten through other association other than co]_:,,.on:,'ealth,will the

people of Tinian think in prese-_ing the unity of _icronesia, going

along with the restof Micronesia, provided that they get the aid

under such an association? Perhaps the term "terminable" or "termi-
•' nation" is not legally understood by all of us. i_'henwe talk about

"termination", it does not mean that it is necessary to terminate

now--remember we are making a contract, if you wish, •with the United

States and we are trying to get as much as possible for us and in

.• return the United States is trying to get as ,_.achfrom us in the event

we agree to this contract, and if both sides agree to this contract,
,. there really is no reason why it should be terminated. In other words,

it can be permanent in some way if both sides signed an agreement.

We may get what we wvmt, they may get what they want. Despite of what

I have said, maybe some people may not like tHe idea of "termination",

but ,supposing that in the contract that if you are to terminate that

relationship, only if we desire to terminate it, each district's right
is protected, rn other words, it will have to be I00 per cent, maybe

90 per cent or 80 per cent of the U.arianas District, Yap District or
Palau District, deciding to terminate, then it will be terminated. In

other words, if we write into the compact where each individual

district's right is protected not only because some other district
decided to terminate, that is if it is changed, then what do the

people think of that? Let me now explain, and this is my o_ personal
opinion as to why I agree to the termination clause. It is something

like when you put your children in a house and locked the door--I do
not want to do this with my children. I want to put them in the house

and leave the door open in case the house starts to leak, then they can
-" " get out--and if 'they like to stay in the same house, fine, but I don't

"- w_mt to put them in the house and lock the door--for that reason, you

c_m terminate, or whatever you want to do sometime in the future I
r

•..-._ .. •
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Senator lehsi: I do not have at this time any questions because I believe that the

.... resolution is self-explanatory. However, I would like to make a

statement in response to the question raised by Mr. Fleming on why

' the Congress took the stand in support of free association. First,

- I must say that when I " '-_oo_ the stand to support the recommendation
• of the Com_nittee that free association is the best alternative for

the people of Micronesia, I was thinking mostly of the people of re

district and •that is in regards to the provision which deals with

citizenship. As stated previously, there was a proposed co_nonweal
status which was sent to the Congress in 1970 and in that commom*ea

. proposal it stated that the people of Micronesia can become citizen:

of the United States which means that you are free to go to the

...... United States, you can have business in'the United States, you find

..... jobs in the _lited States, but that same thing should ap.ply__t.o_tho_
.-, . • • Americans who come here--they_ can o_m lands_, run businesses:, have

• jobs--so, I remember howa.days when there is a job vacancy,
it is announced over the radio that Hicronesians are given first

-. choice. I know that if Americans are given the same .privilege to
apply for jobs in Hicronesia,. at least my__p_eoplein Ponape cannot

competewith the Americans, and that is why I voted for and support_
the free association status. I personally feel that in Order to

".. protect those people who are not educated, the uneducated Ponapeans

• .... and at the same time leave the door open for the future generation
to decide what they would like to have in the future, we must have

- the option of_ termination if we so desire, or have those people in
the future tez_uinate the relationship that we have today. I must

tell you that personally I can live under a conumonwealth status

because I am a University graduate, but my father cannot because he

; is not a university graduate. Thank you very much.

Francisco Cabrera: I would like to get a yes or no answer. Is this Joint Co)mmittee

negotiating for the entire Trust Territory?

Chairman Salii: Yes.

Ms. King: In response to Senator Mangefel's question that because of the suf-

• , ferings of the people in the past they would like to have close

. relationship with the United States _nd the reason for supporting

the commonwealth concept, I know that in the irevious Trust Territc

the opportunities for the people were limited. I was born during

i the American acL,ninistration and_/I h av._e_h.a.d_t.h_eJpportu_n_it.y_t_o_.h_aye_t]
necessary things in life that were not given by the former administ:

.........:. tions and that is why. I am supporting the-negotiation that is being

.:.:.:.::i undertaken by._the Marianas Political Status Commission and as ex-
i:, ':. ,...."- pressed by the Tinian _._anicipal Council and I d-_65-f'-th-at the ,Harian_

Status Commission would negotiate something that would be detriment,

.... , -36- (}g 02 [_,,Z.t
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-:, i-i:""!".. to the people of Tinian.
• ••-i_//•i-:

•: Senator Amaraich: First of all may I assure the young lady that the Congress will never

• .... negotiate something that will be detrimental to the people of Tinian.

" I would like to ask a few questions. As was stated earlier we are

not here to tell you what we want to hear, but we are here to hear

_, : what you want to tell us. The Committee has been presented with a

resolution from the }._nicipal Council and we have been asked to give

consideration to that resolution, and in order for me to be able. to

• ." understand and m_ke a decision with respect to the resolution, I

think it is necessary that I ask so_._especific questions. During • .:

" this discussion, I have gained a few things that I think are with

the people here. First, that they _;,amtSan Jose Village to remain

I/ where it is and that they would like the homestead rogram to o on_
and that if the military_is p__e.j__i!t_ed.._h_er.e_,it should be confined

I
{ to the present retention areas. The resolution stated that it is

_ the desire of the Tinian people to remain within whatever political

status the rest of the Marianas decided upon. I do not quite m_der-

stand, and pardon my ignorance, what exactly the people want to do

and that is why we pose the question: Do you wish to remain with _he

Marianas or whatever status is formed, even if it means removing

San Jose Village, and even if it means stopping the homestead progra_
and even if it means that the military will take not only the reten-

tion areas but other areas on the island of Tinian, or even if it

means taking half of Tinian and giving it to _he military? Maybe I

can continue and anybody can answer, l_en I got here this afternoon

I observed my colleague, Senator Mangefel, and some people on the
island conversing in Yapese, that made me very happy this afternoon.

.Also, earlier this evening, I saw Senator lehsi and another gent!ema_

conversing in Ponapean; that also made me very happy _nd made me feel
at home. ,_.laybethere are some people here who speak Trukese and can

speak to me, and maybe some. people can speak Palauan and _darshallese.

But, when I came into this building, the first thing. I not'iced was

a newspaper clipip__g on the bulletin board which read, "First Atomic
Bomb Dro_ped". This is_.the ca,_tion, but _thurts to know tKKt--_h-i-S

is where the pianes took off _o drop the first atomic bombs on }{i_-V-

shima and Nagasaki. I got scared after reading_that, so I have a

question, and my question is related to the first question I posed.

Are there anz 'restrictions that you have on the use of the land by
the military on Tinian? And, in or"derfor me to consider the reso-

lution and other things, I have to know exactiy if you are intereste_

in welcoming the military. Do you want to open Tinian up and that

there will be no control or restrictions on the use of the land by

the military?" Or, are there things that you would like the Congress

or the _.._nicipalCouncil to consider? _ese are questions I would

appreciate answers to and get the reaction from the people.

Leonardo Dia___/_z:The first reason that we are supporting the presence Of the militar"
on Tinian is for economic reasons. A few months ago there was a

release made on the newspaper t_-at the Navy wanted the entire island
of Tinian for its use. We bec-_ne alarmed and due to this,__we

'-i.,_ authorized a Committee of Two to .go to Saipan and check the pe.rsons
%1_...:.,"v responsible to find out why has this been. considered wi-thout properi



/ii!,:!::.))-i.i!:i: mintary stated that they will need two-thirds of the island of Tini_

•:/!,!:...... Coun ciIman
• Sylvester Cruz: Again, I would like to stress the fact that it has been expressed in

":" ..,i). the resolution that the people of Tinian are supporting the negotia-

' tions for close relationship with the United States. I do not think
" we can answer the question posed by Senator Amaraich on the restric-

tions to be imposed on the military. I understand that the homestead

" _ program has been suspended and I believe this decision came from
I Washington because of the negotiations for the military here on

Tinian, but I understand that this is only temporary. We have read

in the papers that the present Village of San Jose would have to bs
I removed for the military _d it is being considered to move the

people in the S_inJose Village to another site. The decision for
this move must be first negotiated whether or not the people would
like to make the move to another site. I would like to stress that

the military may_ take the present retention area, and if it is neces-

sary that they would need additional lands, that this should be

negotiated with the people of Tinian. But, the__pre_sentdecision _as

not been made with the people and this decision should be in the
form of a referendum or plebiscite whether or not the people of
"Tinian would have to decide for their future, and I believe that this

5-ody will be able to make that decision. I would like to say, lastly:

that the Marianas Political Status Comnission is negotiating for the
future use of the land in the 51arianas and I am sure that they will

not permit any negotiations that will be detrimental to the people of
the Marianas. Therefore, as a final request, I would like to urge

the support of this Committee in giving the Marianas Political Status
-Commission the support to negotiate for the future of the 5farianas
District.

C;:;_;::torPangelinan: I would like to say this again that the Joint Committee has a task

to negotiate for the entire Trust Territory; that it has the

responsibility 'tonegotiate for the termination of the present

Trusteeship Agreement, and that I would like again to ask for your

patience and understanding and cooperation with the Committee in

its hearings so that they may have something to report to the

Congress when they meet. I would like to ask again for your co-

operation in giving the Committee your views regarding its visit

this evening.

C_ugressmsn Balos: ]hank you, _Ir. Chairman. I don't have any question but I would like

----- to tell the people here that whatever they decide, I will be willing

to give them my support. I believe that nobody else has a right to

come and make a decision for you. You are from this place and you

.. have all the right to make the decision in regards to your land or to
whatever future status you would like to choose. %%_atever decision

you want to make for your land--if you want to let the military use it
if you want to let somebody else use it, it is your (r_nbusiness to
make that decision. As a member of this Joint Committee, I would

like to say that if there is anything that we can help you, we would

. be very glad to assist you. Now, I would like to share some of my
[' experiences with the military because I think the main interest of

i the United States on Tinian is that they would like to use your
.... ' lands here for military purposes. I am sure that there is some good

"'i(..:..;. ' about bringing in the military, and as one of your leaders said, it

' OSOZ 4, , . , . . -... . , : , .; .....
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" ' ' is good for economic development. I think that if the military comes

here, there will be many jobs open to your people here on this

" •. island--roads will be improved, docks will be improved--and the

' military can help the people in many thin_s. But, on the other hand,

I think you will be faced with some problems too. In the Harshalls,

• _ i we have been experiencing a lot of problems in dealing with t_-e

i\ military. You probably have heard about these people ih-a-f-hav6been
I_\ removed from their islands and put on some islands that are strang e

to them, it is not like their own island at all. These people •could
not refuse when the military came and removed them because they said

that the military needed their lands and they want to use it and even

•though the people refused, they really didn't have time to refuse the

military. I_en they__as_ed for compensation, they were compensated _.?.

but it was not according t_oth_e _wi_shesof_the people but rather on ,.

:,Tuilitaryterms. You have probably heard about the boml_s that were

dropped on Bikini in which some of the people on the other islands
were affected with radioactive fallouts, lT_epeople on Kwajalein,

the landowners on Kwajalein, have leased their lands for 99 years an6

right now the people cannot go to their own is1_d to do anything on

it unless they have identification cards from the military. "_ere _rc

many other problems besides those that I have mentioned, but I just

want you to be prepared if the military comes to your island because
I know that some of these things will happen if the military comes

in. Thank you very _ch.

Leonardo Diaz: Again, I would like to urge the Committee to help get the reques_
of the Tinian Council to open the old village as an agricultural

homestead and if the military considers it necessary to take that

"place, then it should negotiate with the people and compensate the

people for their lands. In addition, we are preparing a co_Jnittee

to go to Saipan to further look into this matter. Lastly, as a

parting statement, I would like to ask again for•the Committee to
help us get that homestead open. I would like to thank the Commit_e_

for taking t_me to come to Tinian to hear our views regarding the

expiration of-the Trusteeship Agree_.ent and we are grateful that _._e

are given the opportunity to give our viewpoints.

Senator Amaraich: I cannot answer the question on homestead but I would like to say
that as a member of the Congress and as a Micronesian, I am very

disappointed that the homestead progra._LShave been stopped at this

point because of the possibility that themilitary may need the land

1 agree with the gentlemen here that even if the land be eventually

used bI the military, that the homesteads should not be stop_ped, tha;

the e_p__le should get their deeds and if they are required by the
military,_t_h_e_peo_le__can give it to t_he_mil.i.ta_ryfor its use. I do
not want to give out hopes to you people because many of £he--f_-_hYhg:

are b-e_nd- -th&--con£ro-iof this Co_,mittee-End--£he-Congr&ss-of Hicro-
nesia. It would appear from the description on this that th_s

..particular decision was made in Washington, D.C.

. .,• .
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,...L":.;.....: • instead of our District Administrator and our own tligh Commissioner.', ,,.,.,., .

"-...""":"'_":... I am sorry that this happened without our knowledge. All I can say is
_ " ! that as a member of the Congress I will inquire into it.
. .,' ","

.: ":c:mcisco Cabrera: I would like to say this, that the Congress of _licronesia at the present

• time is negotiating with the United States over the future status of
• .. Hicronesia. Therefore, I am sure that the Joint Committee on Future

Status as well as the b_arianas Status Commission can jointly work towards

the betterment of the people of Micronesia and the people of the

t4arianas for their future status. I would like to again urge the

Com_mittee to consider the resolution that was presented officially

reg_.Pding the future status of the _.larianas.

• Leonardo Diaz: I am sorry because I thought I had finished my statement, but again
I would like to ask the Committee that in addition to what I have

said earlier and the reason why I am pushing for the continuation of

the homestead program is that there are about 85 applications pending
and these are people with no lands and we are urging your assistance

in helping us expedite this matter.

Chairman Salii: Thank you Very much. Mr. Mayor, Mr. Speaker--it appears that this

Committee has no further questions to raise at this time and no further

convnents, so we are prepared to close the hearing from our end. ICe
now have taken official notice of Resolution No. 4. It may be that

in our consideration of this resolution we might find it necessary to

refer further questions to the Council. If that becomes necessary,

I hope the Speaker and the members of this Council and the _layor will

again make the time available to us for perhaps a small meeting between
the members of the Committee and members of the Council to discuss

any_detailed questions vhich may be necessary to raise. If it

becomes necessa_T to raise questions on this, I want the people to
understand that it will be in the interest of making sure that we do

not misunderstand the real desires of the people of Tinian in our

interpretation of this resolution. _Ve are returning to Saipan tomor-
row morning and we shall have the opportunity to meet with the

blarianas Political Status Commission, with the Saipan blayor and the
members of the Ddnicipal gove_-_nmentas well as the Marianas District

Legislature next week. I want you to understand that if the

direction o£ the •talkscontlnuesand that this Committee does negotiate
with the United States for the people of the e-n-{i_Trd{t Territory

! and the _,tarianasCo_ission continues to negotiate then'.the Deo61e
wi].l at least have to choose whatever comes out from this Committee

!t--h-_5_ghthe Con_d_o__sia and ;<hateveg--m-aycome o_t from the
i Marianas Commission. I do not-b-elieve tha-a_h-6 existence of the twoI k

negotiating teams on the side of Micronesia is necessarily to the

disadvantages of anybody in blicronesia because I am sure the

Marianas Commission has the best interest of the people of Tinian in
mi:id. I can also assure you that this Committee has the best

• : interest of the people of Tinian in mind. But, because we are all

ht_nan beings and no matter how close two people may be, they _ might

• _ have differences between them The saving grace for the people of

: this island, as well as any people of any islmnd in _ficronesia is that
.." i neither the ..',_ari&nasCommission nor the Joint Committee will make

' _ the final decision for you. But, because we are elected to represent

_....:! -4o- 0g0_56
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-:.'i'_:.:' the people of these islands, it is our job to help you define what you
,-..,: :,.. really want. This is the reason why we are traveling and it is for
• • this reason that we have taken much of your time tonight. On, behalf

of myself and the members of this Committee and staff, I want to thank
the Mayor, the Speaker and the Vice-Speaker and the members of t_e
MLmicipal Council and to the people of Tinian for making it possible
to discuss our future tonight. Hay I also thank Mr. r,laratita for

be:ing kind enough to interpret for our meeting.

• - Speaker Cruz: We want to express our appreciation for this meeting and we hope that
you will give our Resolution your full support.

•., Adjourned at 11:20 p.m.
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:i::_';! Hearing of the Sub-Commlttee (Western Districts) of the Joint Committee on Future

: •;, Status, Congress of Micronesia with the _RIANAS POLITICAL STATUS CO_ISSION, in

: the Senate Chamber, Congress of _licronesia, 9:30 a.m., Monday, July 23, 1973,

: : Saipan, Mariana Islands.

.... Chairmah Salii: Good morning Chairman Pangelinan, President Santos, Speaker
Camacho and members of the Marlanas Political Status Commission.

_ : First, I would like to introduce members of the Sub-Commlttee of
the Joint Committee. I am sure you all know each other but for

the record, we have Senator John Hangefel, Congressman AtaJi

Balos, Senator _mbilos lehsi, Senator _uqdon _maraich and myself,

........ Chairman Lazarus Salii and our staff merbers, l,£ike_._ite, Sabo
Ulechong and _s. Evelyna Akimoto.

We want to hear your ideas with regards to our current problems.

We are aware of your group; you are aware of the existence of

this Committee. We read some of the press releases Which came

out of your last round of talks between Ambassador Williams and

your Con_ssion. Also, some of us were at the United Nations

: when two of your meF._ers, Mr. Joaquin Pangelinan and Mr. Benjamin

Manglona appeared before the Trusteeship Council, so we do have
some information on the last round of your talks, l._at we are

basically interested in is a cordon groun d for us to work and

: help each other. Is there anything that we from the Joint

Committee's side should be doing, is there anything positive we

could do, or is there something we should not be doing? The
" sentiments of the Congress are a matter of record. I think that •

the one basic question I am interested in, and this is a good
.... time to bring it up, is this : It has been .mentioned that no
.... matter what kind of status is negotiated by the Congress of

Micronesia and the United States that the _iarianas District still

wants to be separated from the rest of the territory. When Mr.

Manglona appeared before the Trusteeship Council, the questiom
was raised to the effect that basically what the Joint Committee

and the _._rianas Cow.mission are-t-_-g-6o-_;o_rk-o_t -__-_--6hesame
with the essential difference of the termination requirements in

the Congress and the permanent requirements in the _larianas. If
that is the only difference bet_een the two groups, and if it were

possible to work out an agreement between the districts so that
in the event the five districts or any number of the districts

choose to exercise their rights to terminate the association with

the United States (if there were a guarantee in the Constitutiom

of i,licronesia, or the basic agreement of association betweem
Micronesia and the United States contain some very definite

guarantee that in the event of the districts exercising their

rights to terminate, those districts who want to permanently
• . associate with the United States), under those circumstances, what

i _ would be the feeling of this Committee? In other words, is

I there some basic common ground between the leaders of the

•! _arianas and the me_ers of the Congress to see if based on that
' ....• ' common ground they could work together?i? _,</

 i!ii
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" The other questions are more appropriate for the population, but

i:_:ii'/::i:i in this particular case, I don't think they are too irrelevant.

: We ask what are the other alternatives besides free association

• that should be receiving more emphasis, independence, common-

wealth? We also ask, is the pace to terminate the Trusteeship

too fast or too slow? We also ask peQple whether in their view

it is essential to terminate the status Q51o, .What is wrong with

the status quo that we want to terminate it? Because the _,_arshall
Islands have created their own status co_,_ission and because Pa!au

has created its select committee for separate talks, we at the

Congress ask whether we should at this time postpone or terminate

the negotiations and let the districts ne{_otiate their future on

their own, The case of the Marianas is obvious, but I think be-

cause we have this •opportunity to get together, we could at least

get a confirz_ation of what these leaders feel. So, _,_. Chair_an

and members of the Commission, those are the things I would like

to say to open the discussion. If the members of the Committee

would like to raise any questions at this time, I will ask them to

do so; otherwise, we can proceed with the discUssion.

: Chairman Pan_el_: On behalf of the Marianas Commission, I would like to welcome you
to Saipan and we appreciate this rare privilege to meet with you.

I say rare because this is the first time for this Corunission and

your Conunittee to meet together. I believe that it will be

beneficial for both sides to have this meeting this morning. I

: would like to introduce members of this Co,_uission. I am sure you

all .know each other, but for this morning's presentation, we have

-Mr. Felipe Salas, Dr. Francisco Palacios, President Vicente Santos,

Speaker Vicente Camacho, Legislator Daniel }4una, and former

Congressman Felix Rabauliman. Some of the members were not able

to make it this morning but I can assure you that in the future

.. when we meet again, we will have a full membership. Certainly,

you did raise some very serious questions to our Cow_ission, and

we may not be able to answer all of the questions that you have

• addressed to us this morning. For the purpose of this meeting,

I would suggest that we have it as informal as %_e can. I will now

ask members to make comments or ask questions at this time.

Chairman Sal_i: I might add that if anyh3dy wants to go off the record, he could

do so and we will turn off the machine and indicate to the Steno.

Chairman Pangelinan: For your information, we have presented to you a statement made

before the UNTO by _,_. Pangelinan and Mr.. _[anglona and a copy of

the _ghl_ht,dated June 7, 1973. These represent the official

remarks in addition to the Joint communique between the Marianas

Commission and the United States delegation. In the past, we had

been informing the Congress of Micronesia as to the progress of

this Commission but our report has not fully been typed out for

printing, but I can assure you that upon completion, copies will

be made available to you. Other than that, we welcome the op-

portunity for open discussion and to answer questions raised by
• the Chai_m.an of the Joint Committee.

."':._..'.'}_,'k"
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Chairman Salli: I would like to ask the members of the Joint Committee if they

want to say something at this time. _._ile we are perhaps going
: : over the matter in our minds, let me, for the record, inform the

Commission that the next round of talks between the Joint Committ_

and Ambassador Williams' delegation is scheduled for !ate Septemb(

or early October and we are right now thinking of holding that

round in Truk at the request of the _mbassador. We postponed the

next round from this month to September because, as you may recal_

: the United States delegation has requested certain options in
Palau. The leaders of Palau have informed this Co_ittee that

they will not consider making the options available or consider

receiving a survey team to sunvey these areas unless all the publ_

lands in Palau are returned to that @istrict. _'_en that declara-u
tion came out, we could not car_j/_urther work in Palau and be-

cause we could not do this, we cannotcarry out any discussions
with the Ambassador. As a result of our trip to Palau, even

though we have not evaluated the hearings there, we have a c!eer

picture which might enable us to proceed further; and one of the
other questions we are interested in is--how do the other people

in the other districts feel about the return of public lands?

Should they be returned to the districts before we terminate the

Trusteeship? _o in the district should have control of the land_

if and when they are returned?

Chairman Pangelinan: Mr. Chairman, the question you Just raised, this Cor_mission did

" have the opportunity to express itself to the United States
delegation. This is a matter of serious concern to the Marianas
Commission and during our deliberation at our last negotiation

with the U.S. delegation, it was the consensus of the Marianas
Con_mission that we would like to have all public lands, including

o_r_a_nylegal entity created by the District Legislature or to the

D_is_t__r_ct_Legis!atureitself. In such a case, that legal entity
will hold the public lands in trust for the people in the }{ariana_
I believe this is an area where _.._ecan find a solution to this

problem. As you are aware, the United States has certain with-

holdings in the retention areas not only in the Varianas but in

the other districts as well. The United States claims that they.

did pay some compensation for these lands and they are under the

impression that they o_-n these lands until such time when there is

a legal agreement between the people and the United States. ICe

feel that military[ retention land is a matter of serious concern

and we would like to have that included in the so-called public
land. I am also concerned about the return of this land. I am

sure there is mutual interest that the public lands be returned

to the respective district or legal entity. Perh.&ps we can ask

members of the Commission to express themsel%_s on this matter.

Dr. Palaeios: l,I feel at this time that the Com__itt'eeshould give its blessingto the MaT_i_nas to go anead and p--u__s-ue-its-_s-e-parate--_o_ii-tiC_-

(Iaspira-t{on _{s-what--{-s-be'i-n_-ioneto-da_,--Yo-u-andq]-and-_a-ny of

. us in the k_arianas in the past have _,'orkedand hooed.,thai;
• '},,•
",: . U' "[',',
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Micronesia will continue to unify knowing that the unity of

../ • ': Micronesia at present is the only unit that is being administered

' by a foreign power. In____th_e_ep_9_st,_you_an.dl_know - that _tlcronesia

herself can never be..apolltical entity as such. We_h_aye ouKr

government here and there is the different government in the

..: districts Ourr___e_latigonsh.ip_wasa .mu.tua!, friendly relationship.

even before the colonial powers took hold of this area. I find

-.:.-:. that_itis"a fact of life today with the p.eople of the Marianas
that there is no un_ifxing_factor to feel that 5ticronesla is one

political entity. I blame no one exce t__ou and I because _;e
had not created a unifying factor for the people of _£icronesia, as

a whole, not to mention the Administering Authority"s effor--t-s--to

unify this area• So, keeping in mind that there is this fact,
there is no doubt in my mind that we here today have a co_zon

interest in education, a con_on interest in economy, a commom

interest in social--thls is appreciated by all the leaders, but

,i,_ the people do no_ see___ny factor that will make them feel that}Licronesia is one entity. So, the best way that I see this is for

this Committee and the Congress of _M.icronesia to give its blessing

to the _rianas to go ahead with its political aspiration, hoping

that in the future, you and I could work something out in such a

manner that our relationship would be amicable. At this time, I

detect no__f_ee!.ing..ingeneral_,that the people in the Marianas want

•_ to keeR _.ilcronesiaand the _iarianas as one political entity a_t-_

I the Trusteeship is terminated regardless of what kind of political
structure results. This is a fact of life that I am presentl-ng

" tO you.

President Santos:. To go back to the question of land, perhaps, Mr. Chairman, one of

'the reasons why Micronesia today seeks termination of the Trustee-

ship Agreement is the lack of fairness on the part of the United

States Government, specifically on the return of the privately-

owned lands held by them after the Japanese administration which hav

not up to today been returned to the rightful owners. We have what

is called public lands, military retention lands, federal lands,

and I think i= is important that before the question of our status

is resolved, that these land questions be solved first. We are

_alking in terms of millions of dollars to survey lands between

private ownership and the government. As to whether or not a

public corporation entity be established to handle this so-called

public land, I think that these two groups should, and I think we

are negotiating this a_ this Juncture, press the United States

Government to immediate_ly_adJudlcate these land _questions speclfi-

tally the privately-owned lands because there are many land owners

in Hicronesia .t°day who._have._no_...ye__trgceiyedthelr priva te lands.
I think this should be resolved once and for all. Another area

involving land, like in the case of the Marlanas, the United

{ S_t-e-g co-_ds--f_t they have appropriated some 1.4 million dollar._

__ the 2asC for_.e_z_l-z_=ry retention lands. As__yo_

are per ape awar----e,these lands are leased _ 9-9 y--ear_$40 per

_-re--p_r _e__ar_ T_re is also the question Of the United States'
•: "_o lease or the option to buy the entire island of Tinian

including some areas on Saipan like the Charlie Dock area. This

_ .. " is a very grea_ question in our minds because actually we are

ii:i:ii:iiii"ii not negotiating on the basis that we want to give the United

" ' . _:! -4s-



• States these portions of lands during this time of the negotiation.

• I personally believe that we are not negotiating on that basis;

that we must give the United States some land in order to achieve

the resolution of our status problem. I would like to suggest one

important avenue in perhaps solving this land situation between

your Joint Committee and our side of the table and that is let us
not sell our lands in the event that the United States should want

our lands for national security purposes as was the language used

by the United States. Our land area as compared to the United

States is very small. I do not feel that I could sell our land p_er__
acre per year.__ I think it is important to go by some kind of a

political value because once an individual sells his land even if he

receives a good price, it would be very difficult for him to re-

purchase or get another valuable piece of land. Our lands represent

a special attachment to our family. This is a very difficult ques-
tion and, of course, outside of this table, we need to decide in

the very near future, and before the next negotiation, how much land

we should release to the United States for national security pur-

•_ poses. I would like to suggest that in the event the Joint Com-

mlttee decides to give some land, as requested by the United States,

for instance a large piece of property, in Palau, that you do this

on a political value rather than a value per square meter. Our
Administration here in the Marianas has also indicated the value of

land on Tinian. It has set on record that it has accepted a price

of $35,700 per year. This is a lot of money. _m average person on
Tinian owns about 4 hectares of property and these are homestead.

i I would like, Mr. Chairman, at this Juncture to say that perhaps the

"Joint Committee put pressure on the United States Government to

i_mmediately adjudicate these land problems. An example that we have
.... here on Saipan is the Beach Road and the road that extends all the

way to Dr. Tortes Hospital and to San Vicente. Some of these roads

belong to the people. The Land Commission can only make title
determination and issue certificates but once there is an adverse

¢.laim it suggests that the problem be taken to court. I don't know

if this is true with the other districts, but here in the _rianasj
it is very difficult. We have had one or tx_o cases solved in the

26 years of administration of the Trust Territory Government. When

we talk about progress we may say that $60 million is progress but

: I do not think •that this is progress. I think that progress is when

we can return the lands to the "rightful owners, that is progress to

the family. Before I close, I would like to say this, that your

Joint Committee and our Commis_sion_wor k_together toward an eventualit-y
of returning__all publ%c_lands !nc%ud!ng milit_a_ryretention lands

and federal lands before the status question is solved. Once this

is done, I think that the new form of government could work smoothly.
Thank you.

Daniel Muna: ]_ank you, _Ir. Chairman. Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee,
'- I agree that we have a common problem and that is the land problem.

The District Legislature for almost a decade now has been trying
to inform the Administering Authority as well as officials in
Washington about our problems in the Marianas which reminds me that

in 1969, our District Legislature appropriated some money to send

a delegation to the United Nations to present the land problems
_ii_ in the Marianas. The High Commissioner at that time called the

delegation going to New York and promised the delegation that the

land problem will be resolved before June, 1970. ___tration



" "-i.. came out _ith a beautiful idea of establishing the land cadastre
• program. So far, this program_ has not helped the _eople of the

Marianas-, and I mm speaking for the people of the _arianas. Then,

the Congress of Micronesia came out with the idea of land com-
missions and we have this land commission but it is not solving

the problem. If you have a land problem, the land cow,mission will

advise you that if you are not satisfied with its findings, you
have to refer your problem to the court, but the court someho_
does not want to hear the land problem. To make my remarks short

it is _I opinion that as soon as the question of political status
for the Marianas is solved then all these problems should be re-

solved right away.

Felipe Salas: Thank you, _h'. Chairman. First of all, I would like to say that it
is a _eat privilege for us to appear before you and to discuss
the matters which we are facing now in regards to the negotiations

with the United States concerning our future political status. In

regards to the land problems in the ffarianas, I would like to ask
this: If the United States is not going to solve this land probler

right now and we get our new government tomorrow, who is going to

carry the burden? Another thing that I am concerned about as a
' member of this Commission is if themilitarY_decides.tq_gqg_PY_ tw°"

" thirds of the island of Tinian and wants to reserve one-third of

• .. t__and-for-sec_ity-_oses,I think-that the United States

, should negotlate w!ththe_ngz=_goY$___gf the b_arlanas. I do no,

ii. think that the United States should take the land now. If they

•.. should need one-third_pf_..the !and for sgcur._i_Ypurposes in the
fut ur e ,_..th _. J3_%tgd St at &S..._ hen _._sh.qu_.__ g_ i_aA.__v___h___._ _gY_g ° v er_

i' ment of Micronesia or the Marianas government. That is all I want

to say to this Committee and I hope that you will bring this matte:
to the attention of the United States when you negotiate.

Chairman Pangelinan: The Marianas Co._nission has devoted much time and effort on the
question of land and it is our estimate that the land problems
that have been created during the Jananese a_ministration are_now

in the neighborhood of three million dollars in order to solve
these various land problems. On the question of timing on the

•. return of public lands and should it be returned to the respective
districts or some entity in trust to the people and as Congressman

Salas pointed out, who will carry the burden for solving this

problem? We have the exchange matter, lack of survey, property

description--all these are Just a few of our land problems. We ha

private lands which also fall under the same category. If these
lands are returned, who will carry the burden for resolving them?

I feel that the United States should carry some_.kind of monetary_
assistance if the Marianas Commission should handle the matter.

" Also, on the military requirements, there will be the question of

land appraisal. Do-we have the kind of knowledge where _e can bri:
Micronesia's land into-----a-fairm--a-rket--_va!--ue?--Isthe military land

• requirement on Tinian, Saipan,or some other areas in Micronesia
really the present need or is this Just some future contingency?
Do we have the kind of skills that would help us identify the

minimal land requirements? _at would happen to the surrounding
.... I areas where the military wants to fit in? On Tinian, for example,

"-,': '."] .! who should negotiate for the military land requirements?

:,"..t"_ -47- OgO.Z;_ 3[ -'" ': .. _ / ' •
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i _!/! ill I believe that in this area, the Joint Co=ittee and the Marlanas• Commission could work together to find the appropriate means to

accomplish this. I believe you also raised a auestion on how we

can help each other? I mention land as one area and I think Dr.

Pa!acios is very much concerned of continuing the endeavors of
the Joint Committee and as well as the Marianas Commission. I

• think at this time _e will follow that the Congress has the sole

authority to negotiate. _¢ould they serve the best interest of
_ •Jlcrones_a or the Marianas? There has been some merits and de-

merits expressed_by the local people. I think the statement made

before the United Nations vet?g,much outlined the reason why we ha"

been negotiating separately. Briefly, to stop_the Marianas Com-

mission at this Juncture add to c0ntinu e on the _9_0 tiati°ns of t[

Congress of Micronesia on free association votdd den Z legally and

morally the people of the Marianas the alternative on the status

for which they have been asking-for the past 20 years. The state

ment clearly soells out in greater details our concern for this

seDarate negotiation. These are some of the concerns that we haw

and I hope, as Dr. Palacios pointed out, that the Joint Committee

as well as the Congress of I_icronesia will give their blessings

_/ and support to the Marianas Com_issi$n in obtaining our political
aspiration. I thiP_ that we can solve the termination of the

Trustee shi p Agreement more-re-a-d{iy-{f we haVevar-{-ous-a-ite-_£i-ve:

Jointly we have been studying the questien of close relationship.

I don't think there is any one body that has more P_owledge on

what the implications are all about. We have spent a considerabl_

amount of money getting the right consultants to identify the

legal questions--the apolication of the Constitution of the Unite(

States in which the 14arianas or any other district could form a

re!ationship _¢ith the United States--and I think that this is a

very important matter to present to the people of Micronesia as

well as to the people of the _.[arianas. I think that this body as

look at it is the only one qualified at this time to tell the peol

of Micr0nesia what are the implications of close relationship. I

hope that in the other areas, economic, education and social, youn
Joint Co_mittee as well as the Marianas Commission could work to-

gether and no_, I would like to close and have you address yourse3

to other questions that you may have.

President Santos: On the land question, we have indicated to k_bassador Williams

•{ and have told the Trus£-Territory Go4ernmeAtto_ho_ig_]%yn-g-6ut
L[ public %ands to aliens, an example is the Dillingham Corporation

_here it asked to lease some lands on Tinian and was approved by

the High Commissioner. We did this so that the Co__mission would

have an ample time to decide on all the areas of land problems.

Also, not to confuse you, when wetalk about public corporation

entity to handle oum land problems we are not talking in regards
to the district land management or the land com_nission. I believ_

that the land co_ission has slowed down many of our land disputes

and even land surveys. This.........is for the info[=_t!on of_zp_ur_ -
Committee.

• , - ...,.,



: '_ _ARIA_A ISLA_[DS DISTRICT

:_.':_'/i_/; Daniel Muna: I disagree, Mr. Chairman, with the statement Just made. The way

' ". : I look at it, as to _That is going on right no,_, if it is in the

" :_/i" interest of the Administering Auth.ority, then they should consult

with this Commission.

Chairman Pangelinan: I thlnk-the Joint Committee is a.ware of the present policy an-

nounced by the High Con_missioner and that is the sto_pping of all

:i econgmic de/fel0_ments_and_home.st_e_.d___prpgram s on_t.h_e island - of

• Tinian. This is a very serious matter. In order to formulateh
the United States interests, a policy had to be set at the expens{

• of the people of Tinian in the areas that are badly needed. This

has been told to us by the local people on the last trip we made

to Tinian. The case of Dillingh_m is one exmnple in ;¢hich it had

been approved by the local people, the lease was executed and

approved and a few days later _'as rescinded. The High CoF.nuis-

sioner has the authority under the Trust Territory Code to set up

such a policy. I would like to see the Joint Committee and the

_4arianas ComJnission Join efforts to persuade the Administering

Authority that this is not in the best interest of our people.

Chairman Sa!ii: You mentioned that it will take three million dollars to adjudi-

cate the land situation. Is that for the },_arianas only?

i Chairman Pange!inan: Yes, and this is Just an estimate by our people, not the land

.. survey team. _'_e are making a second checkup whether the amount
will really solve the problem.

• Senator Iehsi: I think it is the official position of the United Nations and the

United States as well as the Congress of !._icronesia that after

an agreement is worked out that agreement has to be taken to the

people for final approval. In other words we -_-ould have a

• plebiscite. Does your Com_nission have any position as to whether

_ the people of the !.'arianas shoinld participate in this plebiscite?

Chairman Pange!inan: The mandate of the Cor_.ission clearly spells out this policy that

you have mentioned. _,;ehave been given a rnandate to negotiate

for close relationship; subsequently in the future _¢hen an agree-

ment is reached it is to be submitted to the District Legislatur e

for approval and eventually to the people. _4e recognize that the
efforts of the Joint Committee once it has been negotiated will

also be presented to the people of the }.!arianas so that both side_

of_t...h_._e._n_e.g0ti.ati_on_.s___!i_l!, have__.._a_._f..in___al___c.h_.o_ice_.ma_.de___.b_l_._t_h_e__.,pe.op!eof
the Marianas.

Senator ._naraich: in connection with the homestead programs on Tinian, do I under-

• stand you correctly that the programs have been stopped without
the Commission's official consultation?

.... • Chairman Pangelinan: Yes, the progra_ms have been stopDed without knowledge of the
• ' Commission.

."-. Senator Amaraich: On this Dillingha_m situation, was there any exolanation why it

j../).:.?--,-, was rescinded?

...... , -,49-
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•' Chairman Pangelinan: No explanation of it nor was there any explanation as to the
< other business venture that also reached the attention of the

High Commissioner, the hotel development between the people of
Tinian and the Marianas DeveloDment Corporation which was ap-

proved by the District Land Advisory Board.

Daniel Muna: It has never come to our attention; this is a public land case.

Chairman Pangelinan: The lease agreement was between a Micronesian and _. Jones.

Daniel Muna: The Land Advisory Board has no authority since a public regulation

c_me into existence. The Land Advlzorw Board will only now

handle certain properties in the municipalities.

Chairman Pangelinan: These are two incidents where an economic progress has been shut
dovn.

Dr. Palacios: In the case of Dillingham, I did not receive any official word

why it was rescinded but I believe it was due to a certain state-

ment I made which I brought up to the U.S. delegation. The__U_S.

delegation told us of the great benefits with_the presence ol_the f

m ilitar_qn/T%nia__vheresand and gravel-will be supplied by the
military in addition to other materials that the mi!ita_j will

brin_ in ! had pointed out to t_em that _I they are going to

3rovide sand and _ravel and at the same time give an _merican

company the opportunity to make sand and gravel, now where will we

_t_a_-q$_-_h_--r6as6_ it was rescinded. I do not know about the
.-.I ........."....................................................._v ll'economic development part of it bu_ I think it was the right thing

l_to sto_ Dillingham from operating-B-_T{_ian _-beca-u-s_-it-_as--going--
• _ '_to benefit Di!lingham only and not the PeoPle of the _ar_anas.

Senator A_araieh: Do I understand that the Commission has not made any official

recommendation to the A_ministration on this matter of homestead

programs on Tinian?

Chairman Pangelinan: I did, not with the consent of the Commission, but as a senator

bring this to the attention of the High Cow,missioner. On the

euestion of stopping the homestead programs, the Commission has

been addressing itself to the U.S. delegation.

Senator _araich_ Did you get any response?

Chairman Pangelinan: No.

Senator Mangefel: I was not veNy clear on what you said in regards to the land

problem. Do I understand correctly that you said _gou feel
that the United States should solve the land problem?

Chairman Pangelinan: No. I said that somebody should solve this problem because we
did not create it. We do not have the resources nor the skills

to carry out this program and the question is "who should carry
out the burden?"

/_!!_/<_•? Chairman Salii: There might bea possibility after consultation amongst the

OGO2g<i//<<<
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i'ilili!ii_iiii:i'i Committee members that some kind of communication might be in order

.:_......" more or less on an unofficial level with regards to the stopping

_. " of homestead programs on Tinian because it may not only affect

• Tinian but probably the other districts in the Trust Territory
• _ as well and I hope we can communicate on this, that some Joint

communication might be useful. For tho record, I would like to

say that it makes sense from their point of view that these things
: came to a halt immediately because assuming that they will get

some part of the island of Tinian, as in the case of the homestead,

they will have to compensate the people. It only makes sense

to stop the program because they will have to compensate the
owners for all the things involved in homesteading. We have to
take all these into consideration.

Senator Mangefel: I think Dr. Pa!acios touched on this but I would like to get a

clear picture and that is if the district'srights are protected

in the Commission's part of the association, what would be your

. ."... reaction for _orking together concerning the unity of Mieronesia?
?

Chairman Pangelinan: This is ray o_1 personal thinking and that is I think there is a
difference of opinion on the question of one district wanting to

-- _e closely tied in with the United States --the Joint Committee

negotiating for a looser relationship. ._ concern is how do we

reconcile these two differences? Can Micronesia participate and
have the kind of interest that some people in the Marianas _wish

to pursue, that is giving them the privilege of wanting to be a

part of the _erican community? These are some of the auestions
that our Conunission is concerned about. This is my own personal

' thinking perhaps other members may want to address themselves.

: RECESS (10:40.-10:45 a.m.)

Chairman Sal_i_ Are there any more co_ents, statements or auestions?

Senator Amaraich: _. Chairman, I wonder if you have information as to how much land

on Tinian and Saipan the United States has indicated it requires

for militarypurposes,

Chairman Pangelinan: Yes, I don't have the record with me, but we do have information

on every conceivable requirement of the military.

Chairman Sa!ii: Senator, m_y we ask that when you have your transcript published,

you give the Committee a copy?

Chairman Pangelinan : Yes, it is being printed; however, i have one problem and that is

• the question of who should first receive the copy. We have been
charged to give it to the District Legislature. They will be
meeting on the 6th of next month and we will then provide you with

a copy.

President Santos":, I_. Chairman, to answer Senator Amaraich's cuestion, presently

_/! the United States military is using an island north of Saipan as
a target practice area. This island has auite a population of

.... ::_ _ coconut crabs, birds, and a good fishing ground. T_e United

iii"i"iiI States has reeuested to lease or b_y the area of Micro Beac__h andii:?:i i as you are probably aware, is a military retention area. It is

; _:"_ _i
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P_ also requesting all of the Charlie Dock area but will release

: • _ the Lower Base area and up north of Lower Base

• Chairman Pangelinan: Basically, the United States is requesting for the entire island
of Farillon de Medilla for target practice purposes. They are

returning 320 acres of public lands for 320 acres of Micro Beach
and Charlie Dock area and are requesting to retain 500 acres with-

in Isley Field. •They are requesting for all of Tinian but will
return one-third of Tinian to the people on a leaseback basis.

They are actually reouesting two-thirds of Tinian for military

purposes. The Marianas Commission has presented itself to this

problem and does not agree with all of the land reauirements of
the United States.

Congressman Balos: This is for _{ own understanding. I would like to know how were

the lands negotiated in the past, the lands mentioned as part of

the 99-year lease arrangement. How %_s settlement made?

Chairman Pangelinan: The Commission is now making study on the military retention lands,
_#e do not know up to the time we have been negotiating how this

• came about. The High Connmissioner has records of all the reten-

tion lands. The U__nnitedStates 9!aims that since t__he_.havesp_e_nt
money on these lands they have the right to control them. We take

the position that public land includes military retention lands

and if public lands are returned they are to beretu[ned to the
: people of this area irrespective of how much.

Dr. Pa!acios:- As to how the retention lands were acquired, the Administering

Authority as an administering authority nez0t!ated_]itb_the
United States and acquired what it accuired. There was no

organization or government or entity that negotiated with the
United States for the acquisition of lands.

Chairman Pangelinan: Part of the real problem is the matter of exchanged lands where

military lands were exchanged with some other lands within the

public domain and the people were either probably forced or

pressured into exchanging the lands without fair compensation.

Senator Mangefel: Did you say that the military _¢ants all of Tinian but that they
will lease back some to the people?

Chairman Pangelinan: They want the whole island of Tinian but they would like to
lease back the one-third southern part of Tinian.

Senator Mangefel: _at hapDened to the promise made in Tinian that lands will be

given to those Chamorros in Yap?

: Chai_nuan Pangelinan: _ Senator, it would be the same question as to what happened to the

• II3,399 treaties that were made to the Indians. We cannot really
" define it.

Senator Mangefel' But this is in black and white.

II! IIii']_!i]i_ii!ii!i!_Chairman Pangelinan: }I_' There is no black and white with the military. _e are at a loss as

t@_what was the promise and we hope that the Commission could

i remedy the situation., -_2- _O_O1_8
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......... Chairman Salii: _,[r.Chairman, we have no more from this side, and now 1%_uld llke
.... _J_ to have the discussion summarized somewhat. Fir_st, that the Com-

_ mission would like to have public lands including all military
retention lands returned to some nublic entity either created by

.... th-e-Di_strict Legislature 0r__o the District Legislature itself in

trust for _the_pe_o21e•of _the Marianas and that this should take
place b_efore_wesett_le__the_question of status. Secondly, that the

Co_m_ission is requesting the Joint Com/nittee_a_nd the Cong_res_s_s of

....Miqronesia to giye their blessings to the Con"_ission to pursue

_its separate negotiations. Third, there seems to be a consensus
between the Commission and the-Joint Conunittee that where there

are areas of mutual concern that Joint efforts might be appropriate

between the two delegations. F_oourth,that we...........continue as we have

done in the past to exchange information as much as possible to
maintain close consultation between the Commission and this Joint

Committee.

Chairm.an Pangelinan: 'Jould it be possible to put in a fruit for thought? Wnatever we

• are doing here I believe is in the best interest for the people
of the Marianas as well as for the rest of Micronesia. We are

making alternatives available to the people. I feel that this is

an endeavor that will require little funding and perhaps the

Congress of _/.icronesiathrough its generosity could make a centain
amount of money available to continue this _;ork. I kno_ there

are legal problems involved but taking it to the best interests

of Micronesia, I hope that perhaps some kind of an appropriation

be made to continue this work. Again, I take the position that

we are opening an alternative that perhaps some other citizens of
Micronesia would like to .know what is involved and _ghere the final

..... decision would eventually come from the people. What we are doing

now is making available that position. I feel that making the

necessary study is a worthwhile endeavor.

Chairman Salii: The record will reflect what has been mentioned. I would like also

to clarify in answer to the creation of a cormmittee, it has been

made kno_-n t_lat it is the position of the Commission that the

alternative being negotiated by the Congress of Micronesia will

also be put on the ballot for the people of the _,'arianasin ad-
dition to whatever alternative the Commission itself is negotiatin_

for the .'._arianas.On behalf of all of us here, Mr. Chairman, I

would like to thank all of you for taking the time to meet with

us. I think this has been a very fruitful discussion from our

I'point of view, and I hope that we have been some sort of an as-
/ sistance to you.

Dr. •Palacios: Before we close, I would like to bring this matter that the Com-
mission and the Joint Committee I think should stop addressing

themselves and develop a future relationship between the Marianas

and other parts of Micronesia which would be viable and fitting
to all of us and we should continue our discussions and consulta-

tions between this Joint Committee and the Commission.

•"_ Speaker Camacho: Thank you, __r. Chairman and members of this Committee. I

i))•[_,(i):_]._::} appreciate_ what the Chairman said on the moral support. First,
..:./. /f
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'i'i:i(':i"il/"] I would llke to say for the record that we are Joining the:first

' " remark made by Dr. Palacios in requesting the Joint Committee to
.... " let the Marianas go forward without any delay or denial by the

..... Congress of Micronesia. .Tb_e_que_st%._onon how fast or how slow _we
•, should terminate the Trusteeship_Agreemen t, it is the opinion of_

' "' t-h-e-people of Saipan that we expedite the termination of the

i tr_--u-s.te.-esh-iP-"If there is any assistance that the Congress of

\ Micronesia or •this Joint Com_mittee could give to see the expedition
" _ of the termination of the Trusteeship Agreement, we would ap-

preciate it.

Chairman Pangelinan: On behalf of the Marianas Co._nission, we want to thank the Joint
....... ComJmittee for the opportunity of meeting with you and we certainly,
• welcome future dialogue. I am sure that there are many that will

benefit from our discussions of the future political status ques-

tion and I believe that we are the beneficiaries of the status quo.

We w_Icome many future comnnunications or dialogue between the two

respective committees. Once again, I hope that your visit to the

" Marianas is one that is of great interest and benefit to your
mission.

Chairman Salii: Thank you very much. ICe will now call this hearing to a close.

Adjourned 11:05 a.m.



President Ernie

- Milne: I suggest that we start now, the food service will t_e for

quite some time.(luncheon meeting). On behalf of the Saipan
• Chamber of Commerce, I would like to welcome to Saipan and

to this Chamber of Commerce meeting the six members of the
" Joint Co_aittee on Future Status. I would like to have re-

...... c_gnized the Chairman of this important Committee, Senator

Lazarus Salii from Palau; the members of the Con_nittee are

Senator Andon Amaraich from Truk; Senator Edward Pangelinan

..... " from the Marianas; Senator Ambi!os lehsi from Ponape; Senator

John Mangefel from Yap, and Congressman AtaJi Balos from the
-- - _.... Marshalls ,,

From the Chamber of Commerce, we have Mm. Joe Pangelinan,
'_ editor of the I gasetta; _,_. Neimzn Craley; _/_. Mamo Saito,

.-- _ Bank of Hawaii; _. James B. Johnson, Sr. Land Commissioner;

f - Mr. Davi_ Sablan, Vice-President and General Manager, MICROL
: Corporation; Mr. Pete A. Tenorio, A&E Division; _. Froilan

Tenorio, MCC; Mr. Alfred Santos, Saipan Stevedore Company;
_. Joe Screen, Vice-President of JoeTen Enterprises; Mr.

Barry Duggan, Air Micronesia; _/_. Joe Smith, Air Micronesia;

Mr. ¥ounis, !,i_,_ianasVariety|_/ms. Escolastica Cabrera,
Escolastica C--q_breraEnterprises.

For the information of this Connmittee, the Chamber of Commerce
met last week and decided that the Chamber should not of-

ficially Voice its opinion to the Status Cor_nittee; therefore,

individual members presenting their opinions cannot be con-

strued or necessarily be that of the Chamber of Commerce.

Joe Screen: Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, we only had._ord

of this meeting on Thursday evening that we are to meet with

you Monday at 3:00 p.m., and I want to apologize for a very

" low attendance. We simply did not have time to get all the

• members present. We had announced over the radio and TV of

this meeting, but we simply could not have all the members

here. I want to apologize for that.

•.. President Ernie I will now ask Chairman Salii to point out the purpose of the
Milne : Committee's visit.

Chairman Salii: _._ voice has worn out somewhat so I will stand up and carry

on briefly then I will sit down and we will entertain any
_: _ questions or comments you may have In a way I regret that"i._._.'.i

li]i)iiii!!!..., the Chamber of Commerce carmot take any official stand onthe, ,-55- O_D_i
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ili!_":i:_!ii!iJ_'il:;! guestion of status at thls time, and we unde;st_d_that_this:ma;:
C'_ :_"";" not be the proper approach. However, there are thinks that we

ii:_J'":_", . . would llke to _et some exnert advice on that relates to yo_r_
_ : interest and skills as public leaders in this conununi_y. _erore

we go into those, let me say that we are very happy to be here.

We have covered Rota, Tinian; and this morning we met with the

Marianas Political Status Commission. Tomorrow, we will meet _ith

_. the Mayor and members of his Council; also with the Speaker and

the ].[unicipal Legislature. We will also be meeting with the

!District Legislature tomorrow afternoon and tomorrow evening we will

meet with the general public. We are inviting anyone _zho is

interested to participate in that public hearing tomorrow evening,

Our purpose in making this trip throughout the Trust Territory is

simply to hear what the people think again about the negotiations

that have been going on with the United States with regards to the

termination of the.Trusteeship Agreement, and what we are trying to

establish to replace the Trust Territory Government once that termi-

nation takes place. Of particular interest to the Co_nittee is the

economic outlook for _(ieronesia under an association that may be

shared politically or full independence, yet has full internal self,

•.. government in Micronesia. I think we all can summnarize •from the

negotiations in the past th_£ the Cong._es_u_st_lot-6t-o_tand on

the possib_il!ty_of_f miIlt_fy--present_ in-n-_icronesla and the type of
_c--------'T_,. _ .-';_,-- ._.--.--_ _ •__ .--7---- _ -- -

pom_ion that we mlghh---derlve as a res_kln.gsome conce-

_,\ _-{_ons__--_7-_d-st_t_-s--_filt_y.--__f__ _ou to kno_
that, at the moment, we ha_had any meaningful alternative pro-

.. sented to us in terms of iustaining the present level .of standard i_

...... Micronesia, aside from some consideration of direct Ar_erican suppor_

!] and it looks like if you are going to depend on the United States

I_-. for some direct financial support, that w_c hgve_to accept some sorti,. of military presence in Micronesia.

The question we would like to look into before the decision is made

is what alternatives are available? _at are the means of earning

revenue for Micronesia that might make it possible to rely less on

. . • the military and perhaps eventually achieving a total self-sufficie_

in Micronesia in the area of economic development to sustain whatev,

political form the people of Micronesia would desire and choose upol

We have not made any independent studies on our o_n; we intend to g,
into this, and we hope that anybody who is in the business con_unit_

can assist and participate in the evaluation on the results of this

very important part of the political question. I think we all can

realize that if we have the money--without the economic part of the

picture--then we will not be discussing the political side of the

i :_ coin without any difficulty. ...........It is precisely because we do not hay
! the economic wherewithal to support the independent Micronesia-_tha%

we are iooking into som e sort of a compromzse on the politiqa!__a!ga

_e have a lot of other questions that we pose to the people as we

visit them. One relates to land. Should public lands be returned

to the districts before the termination of the Trusteeship Agreemen

_at are the implications of such a move? From your point of view,

what would be .the result of such a move on the economic part in eac

district and in _ieronesia as a whole? Very closely _e!ated to lar

• . .... -i is what i have mentioned and that is the possibility of accepting

: -56-
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'"_'": with what restrictions which we may want to impose? h'e are also in-

.....,,.:....._ terested what the people think about the progress we are making. Is

' _... the Congress right in moving too fast to try and terminate the status

• ..:": quo? Are there elements in the status quo that might make it a de-
.. sirable alternative for the next blank number of years, or should we

.... continue the effort to terminate it? We would also like your re-

action on Micronesia as an economic unit, not necessarily as a polit.i-

....... cal unit. l_at are the advantages of Micronesia having a united
.:..: economic front?

blr. President, these are some of the things we would be interested in

... discussing with you this afternoon, and we would like to continue

.. discussing them with you _s we move towards the next round of talks
in late September or early October in Truk because Ambassador Nilliams

suggested Tinak. We will now open the floor for discussion.

President Milne: If any of the members have any questions, please direct your questions
to the Lq_airman.

Chairman Salii Mr. President, although you stated that you will not be speaking on

behalf of the Chamber of Corrcaerce,I would urge the members to

address themselves to this issue. I think it is very important that

we know the feeling of the leaders in the con_nunity, such as the
members of the Chamber of Conferee.

Dave Sablan: Mr. Chairman, as you are well aware, Saipan has businesses where the

local people as well as people from the outside have joint ventures

fo.]_ing a non-Micronesian corporation. I wonder if the Political
Status Commission has given consideration to this. h%at is the status

of these businesses where Americans have invested, is there any date-

line given to them? _._at considerations have you given along this
line?

Chairman Salii: Mr. Sablan, the answer to your question is that no decision has been

made in that area; therefore, those of us who will try to give you

our ideas will necessarily be speaking personally. I will not speak
for the 5;arianas. I think we tunderstand the situation here. In our

meetings in Yap and Palau, so far we have not heard _Lnyremarks to

the effect that there is anxiety to terminate any participation from

non-biicronesians in the develonment of economy here. Speaking from

Palau, I think there is a gradual liberation in the attitudes of the

•" people not only to Americmqs but Jananese investors as well. I say
that the future is good in this area. I would say that from the

.::. point of view of _.licronesia, I think it is necessary to continue this •
type of cooperative efforts.

"'enator Pangelinan: To supplement what the Chairman has stated, I think that there will
be a time when internal matters such as the one you raised will be

addressed by the Joint Committee and I believe that there may be some

• negotiations among ourselves with regards to policy and question of
investments in Micronesia.

: •;" Chairman Salii: Perhaps, we would like to hear your views on the effect of any

....""": decision one way or the other, let us say that Micronesia decides that

.'. / .
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" "iii upon termination of the Trusteeship Agreement, all non-Mlcroneslan
.... investments will be nationalized or treated in that manner, what

_ _tuld the effects be?
. { /

' Dave Sablan: I have not-formed any opinion regarding that, although I am interested

•" from the standpoint of the company I _ork for, for future planning,

• ' " whether or not we should continue to bring this in the Marianas; or

if the _4arianas decides to go commonwealth, and everybody agrees to
! .

this--and I know that there have been talks that the Headquarters might

be moved elsewhere, and if this is the case, what would be the status

.. of those people who have invested here". Wb.at would be the status of
those who have invested elsewhere? I have not really formed any

opinion nor am I prepared to give any solution to the problem. I

understand this morning you had discussions with representatives from
the Marianas Political Status Commission and I am _;ondering .whether

we could share with you a couple of your discussions.
L

Chairman Salii: Yes, the meeting this morning with the leaders of the Marianas Status

Con_ission on the political side was not a closed hearing. It %_as

.... closed in a sense that everybody that %'as there did not have the

opportunity to talk except for the members of the Status Commission,

but the transcript of that hearing this morning, as well as the other

transcripts of all the other meetings, will be made available, and if
you care to look at them, they will be made available.

Joe Screen: In line with Mr. Sablan's question, the come,unity of this District is

concerned about what activities might take place __th regards to the

• ' political body who takes control of the Government of Micronesia sub-

sequent to the termination of the political status, the activities on

probably how it would affect businesses. The last session of Congress

,. actually was considering a bill to change the rules on businesses who

have invested prior to PL 3C-50, and I have definitely formed an opi-

nion that if Congress should take such action, that those _ho have

invested prior to PL 3C-50 be exempted under PL 3C-50. They have not
in effect changed the rule on foreign investments, and if it takes

such action on that bill, foreign investment in the Trust Territory,

anyone investing today would not know what rules they will be invest-

ing under because the Congress may change its mind the following year
and make a different rule--I think continuity of thinking on the part

of the Congress in terms of foreign investment is very important as

far as the public con_nunity is concerned.

I have one question and I pose it as a direct question. The _.'..arianas

with its present position of separation and going its o_n way, I think

it should be brought on record as to what the position of the Congress

is likely to be. Assuming that in the final stage when this final

termination is made for the Trust Territory and the Marianas, the

Marianas going its separate way, what is the likely position of the

Congress of Micronesia with regards to where the Headquarters will b.ej
and the Congress itself, will it be in the Marianas or elsewhere in
the Trust Territozy_

Chairman Salii: I think the Congress is on record now as saying that regardless of

i_i," whether there is a change or separation, that the Headquarters will
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ii!!_,::i:iil/II move to either Truk, Ponape or Palau, and the first step has been

.::::: :: taken to look at the possible sites, and the Committee of the
':: Cortgress has come up recommending Truk and Ponape as the site for

:i! :: the Headquarters; no final decision has been made. I think we canassume with some certainty that as the possibilities of separation
. .....

......: on the part of the Marianas get stronger, that the effort to decide

i:_: on the side of the Congress will intensify. We have reminded

:_:: Washington and indirectly the High Commissioner that this is one of
• . ,. .

ii•• _ the decisions that all three assistants must come to grip wityin the
......: near future--the Trust Territory Government, the Department of the

• Interior and the Congress of Micronesia--because if we delay this

dec:ision until shortly before the termination of the status question

we can see the chaos that will take place. I do not see the pos-

sibility of establishing the new headquarters of the Government of
Micronesia unless we decide that we are going to move the present

headquarters to where it should be located. This is going to be a

big expensive move that will require much assistance.

Joe Screen: Mr. Chairman, should the United States decide that it is possible to

administer the Marianas separately while the Trusteeship Agreement is

still in effect, what do you think the position of the Congress will

be in terms of moving the Headquarters and the Congress of Micronesia?

Would it be immediate, late, or just how does it work?

...... enator Pangelinan: llr. Chairman, the Joint Committee on Program and Budget Planning did

some feasibility studies on what it would cost the Congress and the

future government of Micronesia should the Headquarters be moved to

another district. The study was undertaken about a year and a half

ago and at that time looked over the cost on the physical needs which

:•:' ranges from $45,000,000 to $50,000,000, this was FY '72 estimates.
..... We've had construction experts who say that construction materials

i may come up to $60,000,000 to $70,000,000, considering inflation. The.. , ..

first question is do we have the resources to move the capitol?

Second, are we in a position to move the capitol even if the negotia-
tions are successful? It is a difficult question; it has political,

economic and social impact, and I don't think the Congress of Micro-

nesia at this time has addressed itself to the various ramifications

entailed to move the capitol. Some people in the Earianas have

addressed themselves that regardless of the political climate in the

Marianas, we certainly welcome the Congress of M_cronesia and the

capitol to remain here. This is a political question and the matter
should be resolved in the political arena of the Congress of _cronesi.

.... I think our concern is what do you think should be done taking into

consideration the hypothetical question raised by Mr. Screen, and what

are your concerns should the capitol move elsewhere. I think we are

_: here to get some information so that we can be guided _._th respect to

the political status. At the present time, the Congress of Micronesia

has not come up with a decision; the _rianas has not negotiated its

desire to the separate status. Foremost in our minds is that it takes

_ money to move the capitol. The political question is who should be

the beneficiary of that and we have not come up with any decision.

i•/_•••!: senator lehsi: I can tell Joe that if the Congress decides to move the headquarters

: _i_:II_Ii iill to Ponape tomorrow, I will look forward to it.

"" "" " "" I #
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" ..-'._., Chairman Salii: I would like to personally express myself on some of the issues that

-:.....<..._ would need to be resolved in the seemingly simple question of

""_"<' deciding to move the Headquarters to another location. It appears

.- i-:.":-]" very likely that if the decision is not reached with regards to the

'::_..-<" ">"; status of Micronesia, most likely the other five districts, and

. "" " settlement is reached with the Marianas people that the United

...... States w/ll press for a separate administration of the Marianas even

.. rudder the Trusteeship, my present thoughts, and something along this

-. line, is that we can immediately take the first steps to move the

'- Headquarters to the eventual site somewhere in the five districts,

and that the cost of moving the Headquarters be borne by the United

.... States since it is going to be for the convenience of the United

States that we are moving the Headquarters of the Trust Territory.
I think we can say that up to no'_ the decision to move the Headquarte2

has not really been the decision of the Congress of Micronesia; it is

the political possibility of what might happen in the future that

forces this question upon the Congress so that we can Justifiably say

that the cost of moving the Headquarters should be borne by the Unite(

• States because it is basically for its convenience that this question

. comes up, I do not also see the delay in moving the Headquarters
because once it is determined to have separate status for the Mariana:

I think _t fs incumbent uoon d_e A_Lministering Authority to move the

H_-adquarters to a new location. This is personally Salii speaking, a:
not as Chairman of the Committee.

Joe Screen: _ne United States at one time actually was administering the Trust

.. Territory out of Honolulu and for many many years administered the
T:rust Territory out of Guam and for that reason I was wondering what

the idea might be if the five districts under the Trusteeship Agree-

ment are administered out of the Marianas. I understand your comment

however, Senator. I think the interest is strictly economics. There

is no question about the fact that the location of the Headquarters b

in the Marianas. As you know we had invited you back for your regula

session in January. We certainly welcome you back for your next

session and we intend to make your stay in the Marianas as fruitful a

possible.
! ""

_ , Fresident Milne: It was the consensus of the Chamber of Co_merce at its last meeting

that we ask you to consider having your session again next year in
; the Marianas.

Chairman Salii: Senator _nbilos Iehsi, Senator Andon Amaraich and I were at the

i leadership conference in Truk when a communication came from the

.. _ Sub-Committee of the Governmental Operations of the Chamber of Comme_
The situation on the next session--the first task force that the

leadershi p sent to the _.'arshallsto evaluate the facilities there car
back with the report that MaJuro was not going to be able to hold th(

January session of the Congress, The leadership decided to give the_

more time and to come up with a final decision some time this month;

" i that is, the other half of this Committee. travelling in the Eastern
: districts will make the final evaluation of the facilities in MaJuro

, and the !ocation_ its recommendation will be final. If MaJuro con-

'.-_.i.._ tinues to be unable to hold the regular session, it looks like the
._ ...._ next session will be held here on Saipan

i:)ii//i"
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i:_.:_.i,):i:i.i_i.:',: Chairman Salii: I would like to personally express myself on some of the issues that
_x,uld need to be resolved in the seemingly simple question of

:::":"'":"_/".. deciding to move the Headquarters to anotherloeation. It appears

-i ' very likely that if the decision is not reached with regards to the
' status of Micronesia, most likely the other five districts, and

i_. settlement is reached with the Marianas people that the United

. ,,.i States viii press for a separate administration of the Marianas even
.!.":.i under the Trusteeship, my present thoughts, and something along this

.......•.- line , is that _e. can immediately take the first steps to move the
" Headquarters to the eventual site somewhere in the five districts,

and that the:cost of moving the Headquarters be borne by the United

States since it is going to be for the convenience of the United

" States that we are moving the Headquarters of the Trust Territory.

" I thlnk we can say that up to now the decision to move the. Headquarte_

has not really been the decision of the Congress of Mieronesia; it is

= the political possibility of what might happen in the future that

• " forces this question upo Z the Congress so that we can Justifiably say
- tlhat the cost of moving the Headquarters should be borne by the Unitec

States because it is basically for its convenience that this question

. comes up. I do not also see the delay in moving the Headquarters
•' •because once it is determined to have separate status for the Mariana:

I think it fs incumbent uoon d_e A_ministering Authority to move the

Headquarters to a new location. This is personally Salii speaking, a:
: not asChaiznnan of the Co.mmittee.

Joe Screen: The United States at one time actually was administering the Trus%

Territory out of Honolulu and for many many years• administered the

"Trust Territory out of Guam and for that reason Iwas wondering _hat

the idea might be if the five districts under the Tzusteeship Agree-

ment are administered out of the Marianas. I understand your commer
however, Senator. I think the interest is strictly economics. Ther.

is no question about the fact that the location of the Headquarters i

" in the Marianas. As you know we had invited you back for your reguls

_:ession in January. _e certainly welcome you back for your next
session and _e intend to make your stay in the Marianas as fruitful £

possible.

President Milne: ]:twas the consensus of the Chamber of Commerce at its last meeting

_;hat we ask you to consider having your session again next year in
the _[arianas.

Chairman.Salii: Senator _anbilos lehsi, Senator Andon _araieh and I were at the
leadership conference in Truk when a communication came from the

Sub-Committee of the Governmental Operations of the Chamber of Commex
The situation on the next session--the first task force that the

t leadership sent to the Marshalls to evaluate the facilities there car.

I back with the report that MaJuro %_as not going to be able to hold the
..... _ January session of the Congress. The leadership decid.ed to give the-_

• i :more time and to come up with a final decision some time this month;
! that is, the other half of this Coz_nit%ee travelling in the Eastern

•. 1 districts will make the final evaluation of the facilities in MaJuro

..... and the location_ its reco_.._endation will be final. If Ma_uro con-
. _i. tinues to be unable to hold the regular session, it looks like the

:....." "' next session will be held here on Saipan.
i,.'"_/. • ."'• "5;.
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:-.::<:'.. Froilan Tenorio: I understand that your Co_Jnittee does not have full approval of the

....':. ii Marianas negotiating s_.._a_e!y. Is it possible that the Congress
-_i ..... of }._icronesia can nullify .....,.na_ever agreement the Marianas agrees

_.;iththe United States?

< Chai_man Salii: It is our position that the Congress of Micronesia is the sole

: au:thority to nero,_ate the status ques_iol; ho_,_ever, there are sm_-

ments. We have been advised for i:.oth sides of the question '_'_'....

. ._ o_.e distrier m..n legall_ negotlate _,ei_e._._e!y. l.'ostof us _,1%he

._ .i that m.-'-,y . _Cc.ng_ess e,_ it be i_lega! under ,the Secretarial Order for

s.uy district to megotia'te ser_arate].y, but that is not a fund_._a_ental

position that a_D:body can identi_g. There e.ppears to be enough

_:_.:_eit possible for one, district to pua'suarb_m_ents on both sides %0 .....

separately, i t'hi_ukthe prs,ctic:<l consideration is more important

in this respect and it {s our position, and _.,_e' =_ _lave foun.:_ o:.,[7,.--0i'_

let me say .....t,nat without the consent of the Administering :-,c'.-":.,o','_¢y,..-'.'

: a]m_ost anything is not possible inspire of the Secretarial Order ea_d

other things of 'that nature, so that _,e have not made a decision to

try "to s-top the separate ?.[arianas talks. So far we do not see _,:hat

benefits ",_emight derive for taking the case to court, for inutanee_

or to pursue with vigor the idea to _-*,,op"them. We have been l",_,ile..__':'_,.
• ,.... " _._!CaOl]eSl_ tObit the }.'ar_anas Statt,.s Commission for the Congress of ' " _ " "

' give its blessing for its separate ta].ks. We have that reques% -_,der

advisement nm_. _,',_eh:_.venot _'eached e.n_hing at this time.

Joe Screen: In line with your '."eply, Se,_.ator, the Varianas Po].iticsl Status Com-

. . ' mission in _ 6-Jn personal belief _._asfor_..ed and acted on as a resul%

of the stated "desire" of the people of the Marianas for what in the

. men',=ate !s stated a "e_.oser_ political affiliation w_,_n the United

".- St_,.tes._' _#.]stof this stated "desire" was a result of a pl_biscite

• . apparently held :_i,%ha desi}:'e to find out _d:.ether or not the people
of the _' " _ *_-,.:armanas we.nt to reintegrate w_th the people of O_,._m. lhu'ing

the time the plebiscite _¢as held there _zas no opposite story told;

it _¢as all a one-sided story regarding clearly _¢hat you can get if yc

•_':_nt,_g.'rate_with Ou,'_q. 7,[yquestion is, is the Congress of Hicronesi$

going to insist on a political education for -the entitle Tz-ust Term'it.

includiug the ...." ',._:r_.anasto be ,told _.._hatis free association, ,:o_.on-

_zealth or independence? Is there going to be a political education

program toward selling the idea that the people want to her{r?

Cbai:cmt_.n Salii: I think you are correct in ass_uM.ng that the Congress of M.i(-ronesia

will hs.ndle this type of prog-_am. Yes, it is the position of this

Co_mnittee and the Congress of Mieronesia that before we ask the poop[

to make their choice, an intensive political education program must

precede such a choice. Right now, we do not have anything to educat,

: The idea of free association is still in the process of being define,

and the reason why we consult with the people is to assist in the

definition of free association. _e,"ehave reached an understanding 1._h

conferring with the people from this district whom we met this morni

and there is agreement on both sides that whatever the Congress of

.... _ Micronesia nego+_ates with the United States will also be on the hal

' for the Marianas people to approve or disapprove in addition to _¢hat

I their own leaders might negotiate separately. Right now we are ,e
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....i......................................................................................
i"/_i"i":":"_ o1:esent only one alternative to the people or not. We have not made
"" '_!>-i..,.- 4

_/'.'.,.,.:./ a final decision yet. _Te are asking the people _,hat they want; ,;he-

...._ . ther they want one alternative, but where we have one or more alter-
n_tive they have got to be thoroughly explained. It is very easy

for a question of this nature to be distorted, _hether the Congress

of Hicronesia is trying to sell free association or independence. 'I

' " ' think this is where the United Nations must at some noint come into

the picture and insure the integrity of the plebiscite; and secondly,
to insure that the kind of education to present to the people is the

•._. real objective type rather than be sold on an idea that they do not

fhLlly know.

_. Dave Sablan: There is a published interpreted booklet. Fortunately it is publishe(

in Chamorro, but is there an English translation to it?

Senator Psngelinan: I can't agree more with Mr. Screen on the political education, but I

must say that we cannot have political education right now. As

Chairman Sa!ii indicated, "_e have not defined the final draft 'of _-hat

" is free association_ or co=_onwea!th_ for that matter. To have poli-
tlcal educatzon now wo0_Id be to mzslead the people. I feel that the

...... question of timing will come about when we have Just fkully negotiated

either free association, commonwealth or independence and then perhap_

an impartial com_nittee or residents of the area will be enlightened
as to the various ramifications of the negotiations and they will be

the ones to go to the districts and discuss openly what .has been

negotiated. There are a lot of interpretations in the area of field

service, but 1%-ili be the last to have political education nov.

Joe Screen: I _'as not saying now, but eventually, the people should be told the

benefits of free association, the benefits of cormmonwea!th, or

independence.

Chairman Salii: I would li_e to Just raise the question regarding my opening remarks.

Can we minimize the importance of military in terms of developing

the economy of Micronesia?

1_eiman Craley: I had a note here in reference to that subject, and I _._ould like

to take exception, at least for clarification to some of the

remarks that _. Screen m_de on the military on Tinian, and with all

due and proper respect of the Daily News, it is not infallible Q_,hen i'_

reports many events that are ta/_ing place _'here "the military is ready

and waiting to step over the horizon and move over to Tinian...', As I

recall, not too many years ago, a 21,000 foot runway on MaJuro was

being built for the purpose of building a B-52 base there and some-

" body had gone back to Japan or Okinawa and reported that there _as

a 7,000 meter runway under construction when actually it was only

• something like over 7,000 feet. The militar"j, while it may have

designs on Tinian, does not have anything in the actual _:;orks at this

moment in terms of budget, in terms of programs, and I will Just

&_ess that if the milita__l is going to move on to Tinian, it will be

some time in the next several years, and it will not be in the

magnitude that has been, perhaps, conveyed. So, I will discount this

.... as a major consideration at the r._ment. I think that there are many

O_OZ79
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<:,.....: I would like to stress is that while some of the merchants may have

....: individual desires for hosting the second regular session on Saipan,

_>/:/ the primary concern of the Administration is that it is not only for t

.... benefit of the Marianas, but the total Trust Territory as well, be-

cause by having the session here, it will be a tremendous savings

both for the Congress of Micronesia and the Executive Branch. This

• is Just for clarification. In reference to the military, I am not

convinced at this moment that the military has the money, and I stre_

money, to move on to Tinian in the magnitude that has been conveyed

in the recent ne_rspaper articles. They are interested, and we know

for a fact that they _ill be soon coming here in the next couple of

weeks to check out Tinian. I will say that those same teams came.i.n

1967, 1968, 1969, 1970 and 1971, and we have constant military teams

coming in for the purpose of looking over Tinian and Isley Field.

Dave Sablan: As you know Saipan historically has been primarily a militalD" base.

We have seen more of the military on Saipan than any of the district._

in the Trust Territory except at KwaJalein. %[e are used to livip4

<7 • with the military. We have gotten along _ith the military. We have

" seen what the military did during our regime. For a while, Saipan

was a part of the Trust Territory, but it had a unique situation whel

the Cor_mander-in-Chief of the Pacific was the Deputy High Commissiom

We know what it is to be under the military. It seems that we hear

from other people that the military is a "bad thing". I think _e ca/

turn that into something good. _e knoF_ tha_t the_Uni_teJ__Sta_es Is___

interested in obtainin% land somewhere in Micronesia to accon_nodate

the military of the United States___ We 'c_nqw_tb.at-they are 10_ok!rig at
Tinian. _[e think that we can negotiate with the United States to

.solve the military needs and live with the military as part of our

community. I believe that there is a part in the community for the

military. I do not want the military_ to monopolize the T_u/st Ter-

ritory or anyone_dlistri_ct_for_ that matter. For the sake of Micrones_

if the people of Tinian, as well as the people-o-f-the Marianas, are

?..<_ _ : .... _illing to acco=modate the military, maybe we should. And, Cert&inl_
_17<_-1%<_/-- _ .. I trust you, gentlemen, as members of the people to protect the

.... : interest of Micronesia and solve the problems with the United States

..... ' through negotiations. I certainly do not want the military to re-

govern the island, to administer this isla_.-d_-I think they could be
:-........... confined _n a c_un.nand select those neoole who co_id come here-to

- stay .in that camp. I do net-like to see this island remain un_arde_

if we are to achieve our i,ultimate independence, I _{ould not like to :

any other nation come in an_plore our islands "_ithout our consent

We have had enough w-at and if-i£ means preventing war by giving a

•part of .Tinian or any other part in Micronesia, I am all for it.

Pete Tenorio: I will disagree with Mr. Sablan. I thimk in te_s of developing

economy in Mieronesia, I do not think that inviting the_military_and
encouraging them to develop economically our iisl__andis the right
attitude. I think there are other ways of developing our islands
ehonom_cally. I disagree with him on the basis from what I understa_

about the military. Several years a{o we thought that Saipan was wa[
ahead from the other districts, but when I look at it and compare it

_ I do not think so. The military really did not contribute to the
• " government of Saipan. If we are to think of developing our-

.... ..... O OZSO"i",i:":, -63-
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i_!! i_i_ii economy by inviting the military, I think that is a wrong approach.
_!l I think that there are other ways of doing this and that is by

_ •i_• _ _ opening up for more foreign investments--relax the "favorite nation
clause".

President Milne: I would like to comment on the military, not that I am against it,

but I feel that there are other things that could be done, a lot of
other sources that could come into Micronesia instead of confining

/ i ! ourselves to the military because we can see in Guam, the military
_ leading in the economic development programs on the island of Guam.

I think in general, and this is not only at Headquarters, the

economic development programs here in Micronesia is slacking behind

_ time. As an example, we feel that when the military comes in they

can build up our ports, but I really do not see it that way. I fee
that if we ask Dillingham, or some other companies to form a local

corporation --invite a big company to come in and form a corporatic

locally o_ed by }_cronesians, 49 per cent, or 50 per cent, or what

ever, to develop a commercial port, I think this is one way of

doing it. There are a lot of other possibilities.

i Dave Sablan: I do not know whether I said anything about economy, but I am not _

saying that we are to rely upon the military as a viable economy.
All I am saying is that if the negotiation hinges upon accommodatin

the military, that we ought to accommodate, but they should be

considered secondary as far as developing our economy is concerned

in Micronesia.. All I am saying is that the roads we have now were

contributed by the military. Isley Field was developed by the

military. We have a seaplane runway that was not built by the

! • Interior Department. If it were not for the military, we would not

i have Capitol Hill. I would like to see the military here but not

to the extent of monopolizing the area.

Joe Screen: Suppose we didn't have the Marianas Political Status Commission and

we only had your Joint Committee on Future Status, and the military

comes in and say, "We want to put a fence off Tinian". N_at do you

think your position will be on this?

•i Senator Pangelinan: I think we are here to learn and, certainly, the Chamber of Commerc
and individual members can enlighten us on their thinking of the

military proposal. I think that as they are proposing to take the

island of Tinian, lease back one-third of the island and wanting

control on the major part of the harbor--I think I can tell you tha

my point of view will be "hell no".

Joe Screen: The Chamber of Commerce is not able to take a position on this, but

my view will be that you never let the military take exclusive use
of an area.

ii Mrs. E. Cabrera: I would like to express my support, and that is that I am not too

sure that we should change our status in a hurry. We need to see

• ! more investments, more money come in to our island from anywhere.
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President Milne: I would like to express that the problem in the minds of the busines

: people in the Marianas is that they feel that we are far behind Guam

and that the only way to get ahead is to let Micronesia associate

with the military as fast as we can. If we can get our own present

i administration to evaluate the list of the economic problems in

....•i Micronesia, I think we can solve the problem. The problem as I see

it is that our present administration, and I think also the Congress

of Micronesia, should change their attitude in trying to protect our

people--which is good, but to what extent, I do not know. I think i

they really work things together--for instance, shipping is bad now,

but airline service has been tremendously improved--this is a joint
investment between Micronesia and the outside. I think that if we

can go into ventures of that sort, we may improve our economy more

rapidly. To me, the administration has to be told that they've got

to change their attitude, and the people in the districts as well.

Through combined efforts, bringing people from the outside, I think

this will improve our economy. There is too much emphasis on polit_

cal movement, and too much political emphasis and an empty stomach,

I think is not good. I think we should have a basic economy, viabl_

economy, and to start this is to have a joint venture between the

administration, the districts, and outside capital.

Joe Screen: On independence, how strong in your meetings in the districts'is th,

• feeling of independence? Did you get off in terms of negotiating

a parallel situation and get back on the free association track, or

" • are you bound to talk about independence on the United States side?

Chairman Salii:_ l_ybe I should go into some background on this before I come up _l_t_

, an answer to your question. _en the Congress first started talkin

about self-determination, it took upon itself to decide what was

good based on its own research and studies and then took that to th

United States. I think that as a result of turning down commonweal

as a result of deciding on free association, some reactions set in

both within and without the Congress. Now, we found out that as

Congress supposedly is representing the views of the people, it is

hard for us to go on this basis, and that is why we are travelling

around. And, you can be sure that we will be guided on some con-i

sensus on any of these issues. We can report that Pa!au and Yap ha

an overwhelming support for free association. I have not had much

report from the other half of the Committee, but I suspect that

much of the same thing will happen both in Truk, Ponape and the

Marshalls. The independence movement in the Congress has been gait

ing strength over the past two years. I do not know whether that

will change as a result of these hearings, but independence as an

alternative is not a difficulty now between_-6-_om_ittee and the
JUn-i-tedStates. We got this resolved at_Barbers_sPoint and sgbse_uer

_-0_ eb-_s Point. This Committee decided that we have to complete

the Compact of Free Association before we move into the discussion

of independence with the United States dele_gation simply because

_e--od_--_d-_qF6wwe can do the two things_at the same __.So,

! in_de_ed-e-n-d_is_-o_-ol-6_gerthe barrier. It has beetle land
_ situation in Palau, and possibly other districts that has held up

. ..•.i further negotiations
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Dave Sablan: Mr. Chairman, has your delegation the intention that you should

••:: • : accommodate the military for its needs?

"••I_•:• Chairman Salii: That reminds me with regards to the question raised by Mr. Screen.

The reason that independence came out in Ponape was that what this

Committee brought to Ponape did not look too good for the Congress

and for the first time Congress saw the possibility that free

• association as we have negotiated was going to fall short on the

minimum requirements of the Congress in terms of defense area, in

terms of making land available to the military. They have made

•• that requirement that free association from their standpoint is to

require that we give land to them. We have not envisioned this as

• a quid pro q_u_oon our part, or on their part. • I think we can see

now that in order for them to consent_ee assoclation, we have

ito make land available; therefore, we are now asking ourselves

lwhether the compensation, the price that we are going to get is

.... lworth going into the free association status. That is why the
question of land becomes crucial in this whole thing. Now, the

•• next question--if Pa!au refuses to make the options available, if

• the military does not get its full requirement elsewhere in the

Trust Territory, would the United States still consent to the other

• part of the free association proposal? There are some of us who

may have felt that if the reason the United States is asking for the

whole island of Tinian is that theX see the pp>sibilitY_pf ng_t_

obtaining thgir 9_tion in Palau and that therefore they have to

con__centrate on Tinian and forego_Palau. The question is would the
United States continue to talk about free association with respect

•• t;O Palau and the other districts, or would after they get their

requirements in one district, send the other parts of the Trust

• Territory to do whatever it wants to do just so long as it does not

come to them in a very high price tag?

Dave Sablan: _. Chaii_nan, if the military can guarantee us that they would not

dominate any other districts, for the sake of the people of _crone-

sia, if it means giving up three-fourths of Tinian, let us do it

to achieve what we want. I have full confidence in the representa _

tives in the Congress of Micronesia to independently negotiate and

protect the rights and interests of the people of Micronesia. I

know that there has been some talks of the military acquiring cer-

tain properties in Babelthaup. Now, would the military be satisfied

in not touching Babelthaup if the Congress decides to give a part of

Tinian, and not just arbitrarily give Babelthaup, or Tinian, or

Ponape, or Truk, or any other district. That is why I asked whether

this delegation is willing to give a certain piece of land to the

military. I can imagine that if no land is given to the military,

_e will have a very weak stand _th_y-may-gq °elSewhere t0 bargain.

• Senator Pangelinan: _The question whether we are going to accommodate the military re-

quirements in the negotiations--I think the _rianas Political

Status Commission and the Joint Committee on Future Status recognize

.... that there will be some defense requirements. The _ggstionishgw
• much and what are the mechanics? I think the present proposal of

i.... i the United States to take three-fourths of Tinian and lease back one-

ill !•iii/ii third is not very good. I think that if they could reduce the

" •...........•.....•......:....:....''_,_,:_............:/::",i:,/__:_:"_"::i ,.::ii::: _",::/i:i:......::_,i:•.:_/......"•
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-_ _ _ accetp__hat _ro_osal wou!d not be in the best interest of Micronesia

Dave Sablan: All I am saying is that there is the military needs. If that is

the problem, solve it. If you don't want the military, say so.

Joe Screen: My understanding, Mr. Chairman, is that the Congress of Micronesia

in a bill allows only three months for a constitutional convention.

•• My question, Mr. Chairman, would be why shouldn't it take two to

•• three years on a constitutional convention in an area as Micronesia

where you have a very definite lack of education and where it involw

people with nine different languages. Why three months, why not

three years?

Chairman Salii: We have reasons, all of them based on our evaluation on what _e can

get through the Congress. You will recall that the three months
convention bill did not go through and the reason is the price tag.

' The price tag for that three months period was anywhere from $450,00_

• to $650,000. It is my contention that once a convention is convened

we will have to continue to do the job so that initially it does not

° matter how long it would take so long as it defines what we are

supposed to do. If you have to finance this for three years, you

will never get a bit of income through the Congress. It just doesn'
...... have that kind of money. It turned out that three months at $650,00_

" was too long and too much for the Congress of Micronesia.

Joe Screen: There are many members of the Congress here and I would like to go o_

record that I would like to see people to be more realistic in te_-ms

of just what it is going to say for the Congress rather than how muc_

--- it would costy..

Senator Pangelinan: There are five senators here who are already on record, so maybe

we should address the question to Congressman Balos.

Congressman Balos: The House's stand on the convention bill is that they feel that it

was too soon to do it, and it costs a lot of money.

senator lehsi: May I ask Joe Screen a question? Given that the military is going

to get what it asks for one way or the other, would it make any

difference to you as a businessman whether the _rianas have a

close or permanent relationship with the United States, or a loose
association?

• Joe Screen: IYou are talking now to a person who has selected to remain here for

Ithe rest of his life. I don't think the United States should have
•- any problem under free association. Your problem is that you want

a unilateral termination. Were I a citizen (of _cronesia?), I want

to keep my options open, and withdraw the minute the rest of the

TrusC Territory free association unilaterally decides tha_ they want

to terminate. I want to keep m_ options open. As a Micronesian, I
think I would like to see free association because you don't know

ihow your children are going to feel 20 years from now. I would rath_
$• keep my options open. I would rather have my children's options ope_

"....... -67-
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,/../:I'"I.SI:"I_!.! Mrs. A. Craddock: On this matter of making a choice of affiliation with whoever it

>'!".:,:i_ii._ .L is, the United States or Japan, if you're in the process of reallyaffiliating, I doubt very much that you will be able to affiliate

,i ' and keep your options open because if you are setting up basis for

certain institutions, they will reach a pretty permanent situation.

• In other words, even in the past when we had the Trust Territory,

we had the Trust Territory Code which was patterned under the

United States law and by having the Code you're kind of making a

-"' choice of affiliation. I think it is impossible to keep your

options open.

Joe Screen: Keep the options open in the Marianas. : :

Senator Iehsi: I would like to hear a reaction from Dave to my question. Given

that the military gets what it asked for in the Trust Territory,

would it make any difference whether you are associated with the
United States under commonwealth or free association?

Dave Sablan: Quite frankly, I have kept my nose out of politics unlike Joe

Screen. I think that if economically it brings more moeny in that

way, then I will take that. I think there are businessmen, politi-

cians and common laborers which make up the community and I cannot

be an expert on everything. IChen it comes to business, you may

come to me, but when it comes to politics, I will look to you

congressmen.

• . Pete Tenorio: Mr. Chairman, what is the timetable for the resolution of the
Trusteeship Agreement? Is there a set time?

Chairman Salii: No timetable has been set up. We would like to think that every

round should be the last round. In terms of isolating the issues

that have to be involved, we have done that in the past three

years. We know the issues now. The bargaining part is set in and

there is simply the question now of setting a dateline on it. The

United States seems to think that it is the job of this Committee

and the Congress to maintain the unity of the other five districts

even while saying that we should not really interfere with the

Marianas separate talks. We are in agreement to this. On the

other hand, it is our responsibility to keep the five districts

together. We think this isunfair because it should be one way or
the other. Some of us have told the United States that if there

is some interest on the part of the United States to see that the

other five districts remain together, then it is incumbent upon
this Committee to come to some conclusion. It is not possible to

maintain the unity of the Trust Territory singlehandedly on the

part'of the Congress of Micronesia. There has to be a joint effor

between the Administering Authority and the Congress of Micronesia

Pete Tenorio: Can the Trusteeship Agreement be terminated on the basis of the

i early solution of the status talks between the Marianas and the
• United States?

.' ,.i Chairman Salii: It seems the consensus of the United Nations and the consensus of
;!

_ the United States that termination should take place at the same
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" =...._':__: . time for all parts of the Trust Territory even though solution

_ might be different. In other words, if an agreement is reached

• •_ with the Marianas before any agreement comes up with respect to

/ the other five districts, the Trusteeship Agreement cannot be
terminated with respect to the Marianas alone.

I would urge the members of the Chamber of Commerce to review, if

• they have not already done so, the provisions of trade and commerce

in the Compact, and if you have any suggestions on how they should

be changed from the point of view of the businessmen in _cronesia,

we would appreciate hearing them. I would also urge you to look
• into the other titles in the Compact on immigration and travel and

on the finance provisions, and if possible, let us know your views.

Your views will help us to a great extent.

Senator Amaraich: I would like to join the Chairman in requesting that as members of

the Chamber of Commerce you review the provisions in the Compact

before it is too late as they involve shipping, airlines, and so

forth, which I do not know much about and I need your help in

telling me what you want.

Chairman Salii: On behalf of the Committee, we thank you very much for having
appeared before this Committee.

.... Adjourned at 2:30 p.m.



Chairman Salii: _. Speaker and honorable members of the Saipan _unicipal Council,
on behalf of this Sub-Committee, let me say good morning to you.

Before we proceed, let me introduce members of the Comnittee and

staff. At the extreme right we have Senator Andon Amaraich from

Truk; Michael _%ite, staff attorney; I am Lazarus Salii, Chairman;

_s. _relyna Akimoto, our stenographer; Congressman AtaJi Balos

frbm the Marshalls; Senator John Mangefel from Yap; Senator _bilos

Iehsi from Ponape, and Sabo Ulechong, Clerk of the Senate. Eefore

we go on, I would like on behalf of this Sub-Co_._-_itteeand the full
committee of the Joint Committee on Future Status to express our

appreciation to the Speaker, the Mayor and members of this Council

for giving us this opportunity to meet with you.

Today is the last day of our hearings. We have covered the dlg-

tricts of Yap and Palau and we have gone to Rota and Tinian.

Yesterday, we met with the Marianas Status Connmission and with the
Chamber of Commerce. After the meeting with the Council this

morning, we will meet with the Marianas District Legislature, and

in the evening at 7:30 with the general public and whoever is

interested in meeting with this Sub-Committee.

I do not think there is any great need for me to go into much

background. We all know that the Congress has been looking into

the question of future status for Micronesia for the past five
years. We also know that this District has in the recent past
created its own status commission and has had its last round with

Ambassador Williams not too long ago. Our Job during these hearing

is to get as much information from the people of Micronesia as to

what they desire with regards to their future. This has become

necessary in the opinion of the Com_mittee because not only the
Marianas has created its o_m status com_mission but the people of

the Marsha!Is also have created their own status commission and

the people of Palau are now studying the desirability of separate
talks with the United States. Therefore, it is essential that we

consult once again with the people so that during the next round of
talks with the United States we could be in a better position to

inform them what the general feeling in Micronesia is, and if

possible, what the general feeling in each district is.

One of the questions we have been raising at the hearings is
whether it is the desire of the people to have the Congress'

negotiations terminate or come to a halt and let the districts

•undertake direct negotiations with the United States. The Congress

in the past has given emphasis to the idea of free association in
each of its negotiations.

:.. _ .• ..... 7o- O OZ. ?
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!iii '_" Another question we would like to know is whether there is desire
in Micronesia to have more than one alternative explored besides

i free _ssociation and if so, whether they be independence or_

i commonwealth, or whether there should be additional alternativesi

which shotdd receive some investigations]

In the negotiations for free association, the Joint Committee and

Ambassador Williams have come up with an incomplete draft compact

of free issociation. We would also like to know what the reaction

of the people in Micronesia is to the provisions that are already

.... in this draft compact of free association. What we are especially

interested in would be the reaction of the people to the provisions

with respect to land in Micronesia that it be made available by

Micronesia for the use of the military. We also would like to know

the reaction of the people to the provisions already in the compact

wherein the powers and authority over foreign affairs are given to

the govern_ent of the United States and with respect to provisions

• on defense where full power is also given to the government of the

United States. Another verj important question is are the people

behind the Congress in its efforts to terminate the status quo'.

Is it all that necessary to move with so much speed to terminate

the present form of government and replace it with something else?

And, last but not the least, we would like to k_ow the reaction of

the municipality of Saipan with respect to public lands. People

in the other districts have maintained that the public lands be

returned to them before we terminate the Trusteeship Agreement. _¢e

would like to _now the reaction of the Council members of this

• _funicipality with respect to return of public lands. _._at should

we do with it? Should we return it to the people? Who in the

district sho<[d receiv_ it if it is returned? I have listed these

basic questions that we would like to discuss with you. I think

now is the appropriate time for us to pause and we would like to

receive any documents or oral presentation that anyone would like

to present to the Com_nittee at this time, and if it is agreeable

with everybody, we will open the floor for discussion on these

questions or any other question that may he pertinent to this whole

issue.

Speaker Camacho: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of this Covmnittee. On behalf

of the _._unicipal Legislatur e and district commissioners, I would

like to welcome you to Saipan and also thank you for the opportu-

nity to meet with you and exchange ideas and perhaps we the people

in the Marianas would have some ideas to pick up from you which

would be very valuable to Us. I think it is a good idea to have

a close communication between the Marianas people and the members

of the Joint Committe@ on Future Status of the Congress of

_,_icronesia. I would now like to ask members of the Saipan

Legislature and district commissioners to express themselves at
this time.

Please excuse me and before we proceed, I _uld like to take this

opportunity to introduce members present today.

0 0288
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We have with us Congressman Jose Q. Lizama; Congressman Joaquin

. S. Tortes; Congressman.Jose Q. Guerrero; Congressman John Diaz;

Congressman Pete Guerrero; Congressman Pangelinan; Com._issioner

Leonardo Guerrero; Commissioner Albert Camacho; Co,_nissioner

Benavente; Commissioner Cabrera; Commissioner Cepeda; Commissioner

• Guerrero and Commissioner Taisacan. Our interpreter this morning
iis Hr. Daniel _na.

Albert Camacho: "[hank you very much for your presence this morning and for the

opportunity to find out the desires of the people of the Hat, an.as.

,%s a me_er of the Municipal Legislature, I would like to express

my opinion, and I believe it also the opinion of the people, that we

want the Status Commission to help us in finding our political

status. This is the desire of the people as I gathered it. ]'he
Marianas is asking for a close relationship with the United States

that of commonwealth status and I hope that your Committee will

understand that this is the desire of the people and that it should

be respected.

Chairman Salii: Thank you very much, Mr. Camacho.

" Joaquin Tortes: You mentioned earlier that the Congress has given emphasis on

. free association and you raised the question as to whether there

7: should be more alternatives presented to the people. I think the

[ ,. question is evident that there should be more. The people in the
: :' Marimnas District seem to, be in favor of commonwealth as proposed
,... by the U.S delegation; the Congress of Hicronesia has gone on

• • record, if I am nor. mistaken, that that form of status is totall Z

unacceptable. I do think that the Committee would need to' do a

"lot of selling to the Congress of Micronesia in order that the

i"._ Congress might endorse this proposal. If alternatives are provided
on the ballot for the people of Hicronesia when the day comes for

this plebiscite, and in the event that for instance free association

is voted by the people of Micronesia as majority, and for instance

the people of the Marianas voted for comJnonwealth, which would be

the political status? Let us say that Ponape, Truk and Yap voted

for free association, the tdarshalls voted for independence, and the

Harianas voted for com,monwealth, would the Marshalls be given the

right to assume the status of independence and the Harisnas asstbme

the status of comaonwealth, or would free association be the status
for the Marianas _nd the Harshalls?

Chairman Salii: It is a very good question, Hr. Tortes. We have not made any

decision on this. The question is who has the authority to make
this kind of decision. At the moment, I do not believe it is the

Committee that makes this decision. I am doubtful that any one
group can make the decision. I tend to believe that the United

Nations and the United States would have to come into the picture.

We have raised the question as to who is the proper authority to
make this kind of decision. Counsel, do you have anything to add?

.... Mr. _hite: It is a decision that has to be made some time in the future.

.:. Joaquin Toi-res: You also raised a question relative to land requirements of theL -q $•'•."

:•:[[J![•:";;:i•i":? -72- 0,302@9.<:..
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military in Micronesia. Also a auestion on our reaction with

i respect to public lands. Who to return it to? On the land re-
quirements of the militai'y, it is my position that the military

should be given only those lands which it really needs. ! feel

that the military should not be given lands for contingency use.

The land to be given to the military should be only that portion
that is to be used and no future land requirements would have to

be negotiated with the people of Micronesia. I feel that the
Marianas Status Commission is giving too much in the land require-

ments_and I would press the Joint Committee on Future Status to

help us out in this regard. I am in support of the Joint Committe_

in its efforts to give the military what it only needs and that

is all, no more_ and I would hope that the Joint Committee would

continue to negotiate for even the Marianas District in the

= military land requirements. The issue on who to return it? I

disagree with the Marianas Status Commission with its reconnmenda-

tion that it be given to the District Legislature to create a

public corporation for these public lands to be entrusted to. I

- feel that each municipality should be given that right to decide

what it should with the public lands that are now in trust. I am

in support of the establisbnnent of a public corporation but I

want this public corporation to be established by each respeeti_

municipality and not by the district legislature. I feel that
- we are in a position to know what is on our island and the same

goes to Rota and Tinian. As you probably know, the majority of

the members of the District Legislature is from Saipan)and perhaps:
it is not fair to have the District Legislature have the final

say with regards to the lands in the municipalities in the

Marianas District. I will Just stop here for now and give the
rest a chance to talk but I would like to come back again to give

you my reaction on the provisions of the compact in regards to
defense.

Chairman Salii: I am sorry Congressman Muna that we did not have a chance to

translate. _.[ouldanybody want 5_. Tortes to stur_marizewhat he

has Just said? I am reminded that most of the people here speak

English, but if they want to speak in Chamorro, fine; otherwise

English would be faster.

Cor_missioner Benavente: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. We appreciate your coming

to Saipan and we welcome you. It has been a long time since we

want to find the right way for our people and we have gone so
- far in our endeavors to be closely associated with the United

States. I am asking this honorable body to give us the opportunit_

and the right to make our decision. We are getting tired now

-- and as ! understand it we are Just about'to reach that goal. Your

coming here is very helpful because we want to solve this problem.

As you know we have disclosed our choice of status and that is
commonwealth. I am not sure about the desires of the other

districts but this is what the people of the Marianas want and I

•; • am hoping that you will help us in this regard. I am requesting

that whatever the people in this district decide it should be

_i I respected and whatever the other districts decide should also be
_i iii, respected by the people of the Marianas.

•. ::: OG02SO
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ii _.... Spee.ker Camacho: At this time no_, Mr. Chairman, I would like to point out some

of the questions raised in regards to the return of public lands

before the end of the Trusteeship Agreement. We _ould like to

have all public lands returned before the end of the Trusteeship

Agreement. The question as to who the land should be returned to

.... is a good question but I am not afraid of that because eventually

there will be a new government here in the Marianas if the status

talks go off successfully. I would like to urge the Committee to

conduct a study to find out how much it _¢ou!d cost to have these

lands returned to the Marianas before the end of the Trusteeship

Agreement.

Jose Guerrero: First of all, I _'ould like to ask the Co_._ittee what do they

intend to do with the result of these hearings. I guess the

Committee is t'ully aware of our position, our future decision,

vhich is commonwealth. Not too long ago, as I understand it, one

of your members had protested before the United Nations of our

intent. We feel that the Congress is not in favor of our move

and it is for this reason that I ask you what do you intend to

do with the results of your hearings.

Chairman Salii: That is a very good question. First of all let me say that the

meetings, our hearings, are fully recorded and ve %.ili publish the

hearings in their entirety, in verbatim form, and this will be

published, ! _ould say, in about h weeks after the hearings come

to a close so that _hatever is said _y everyone _ho had a chance

to speak w_ll be made a matter of public record. In that way,

_ anybody can go to the transcript and he able to get a fairly good

• idea of the people in each community and what the people in each

.... district said to the Committee. In other words, if the consensus

in one district becomes obvious and the Coz_nittee decides not to

follo_ that consensus_ then the Com_nittee would have to Justif%/

its action as against the records of the hearings. We have not

discussed vhat we will do in this case. Obviously, if the hearings

continue to turn out as they have in the _ast in the Marianas, the

Committee _ill have to make a decision. The least we have to do,

I believe, would be to point out every situation to the Congress

of Micronesia and ask the Congress to give due consideration to

ever"I consensus expressed. I cannot tell at this point _hat the

Committee's recommendation would be with respect to the-V.arianas

situation because the hearings have not been concluded, but I can

tell, without consulting the members of this Contmittee, that _e

are not against any sentiments, any opinions expressed throughout

these hearings insofar as there is consensus between the municipal

legislatures and the Commission and the Di's%rict Legislature and

the general public as to what the people of this district desire.

I think it is common knowledge of the expression of the people of

the Marianas which has been expressed in the past up to now but we

feel that we cannot assume things, that we have to go once again

to the people and ask them so that if we make a report to the

Congress or to the Ambassador, we can give him a good picture of

..... what we ran into. We had postponed the next round of ts_Iks with
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Ambassador Williams simply for this reason. We wanted to go to

/ /i: the entire territory again and hear what the people have to say
[

so that we can be guided by what the people tell us at these

i hearings.

... •

Jose Guerrero: I would like to ask the Committee's consideration to support the

_- intention of our delegation in our separate status talks.

Joaquin Torres: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like'to give my feelings on the

question you raised with regards to foreign affairs and defense.
Mr. Chairman and members of this Co!_ittee, I believe that the

American policy has taught us at length that we should not enter-

tain the idea of giving the United States full control over

• foreign affairs. It is my understanding that they should be

consulted and have to agree in all matters related to foreign

_ - affairs. In defense, I feel that Micronesia should not allow the

installations of nuclear weapons, dangerous gases or chemicals.

: With regards to the Question whether or not the people are behind

the Congress' efforts to terminate the status quo, it has been

observed that the people are not in favor of terminating the

status quo but I feel that the people with the Congress' efforts

can terminate the status quo. I feel, as mentioned earlier, that

the people of the Marianas have long waited for a change in status

and we would appreciate very much your efforts in our desire to

• terminate this status quo to a new status--it may be free associa-

tion, con_nonwealth, independence or other. I would like to com-

ment briefly on another matter and this relates to the present
" situation where the Marshalls has established its own status

commission and Palau is now considering a separate negotiation

_ -_ith the United States. Perhaps, I,_. Chairman and members of this

Committee, the Congress should have seen fit from the beginning to

involve the respective districts in this negotiation. I feel that

this Joint Committee should be composed of members of the Congress,

• one memToer of each district legislature, one member of each

municipal council and perhaps one from the magistrates. The

Congress seems to be in a bind where we have one district wanting

to go one way. I would like to raise a question here. Does the

Committee have any plans in trying to get these people together

again? In other words, we have the Marianas Status Connnission

conducting its own separate talks. In a not too distant future,

perhaps Marshal!s will conduct its own separate talks, and Palau

will follow later on. Do you feel that this is really good for

Micronesia, or do you feel that the districts that have planned to

• go their o_-n way could come back together again?

Senator Mangefel: I am not speaking as a member of this Committee nor am I speaking

as a member of the Congress of Micronesia, but I amspeaking as a

citizen of Micronesia. Yes, I think it is a bad thing to have

the districts separated. I don't thir_ that we can afford to do

that but my predicament is that I find that each district may have
different aspirations from the other districts but I am still hopeful

...._i_iii that somehow this could be arranged whereby each district could]!
/_!_ go its own way and yet still remain under one unit. I feel that
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" because of our location we need to be together and put up a strong

'-.(".:".. front. The Committee has not discussed this so I cannot speak for
• the Committee nor for the Congress, but as a citizen of Micronesia,

" • this is the way I feel.

Chairman Salii: I think you've put your finger on the dilemma that the Congress is now

.... faced with. I think part of the problem is that the negotiation.

...." to resolve this whole question has taken too many. years, and I

iLthink that there are differences between the districts but I believe

Ithat if we were successful in getting h solution, let us "
!_say two years ago, we may have been able to maintain the unity

l!of the territory. I believe part of the problem is internal. It

\llhasbeen expressed by a lot of people from my district, for instance,
that whatever the future government of Micronesia is, it would have

to have a lot of power, and that is why they are reluctant to go

into this kind of arrangement, and therefore I personally do not

think that we can form whatever government that we will have in the

future until we can carry a consensus of the people whether we want

_ to remain together or not. The land question is crucial. From what

I hear of the Marshalls, if they do not have much say in the revenue

! .... sharing, they will withdraw from the rest of the territory--and that

•,. zelates to land because land brings a lot of revenue to Micronesia

_: and to the Marshalls. The people of Palau feel that unless they have

"_ control of their lands they are reluctant to go with the rest of the

districts to form a Micronesian government. I personally feel that
:; it is good to maintain the unity of these districts, but unless we

-, t.hrust out all the problems and form a government which we are sure

._ of, then the chances of falling apart perhaps will be overwhelming.
• .i:. 33t is good to ask ourselves whether we can maintain unity or not ; if

= not, we must recognize this factor and take it from there.

; Joaquin Tortes: ,(_ould it be the consensus of the majority of the districts to be

: together, would the Congress support such a move? If so what do

!_ r.hey plan to do to keep the districts together?

i Chai_nnan Salii: One thought is,.what you suggested and that is perhans the district
through the district legislature and other governmental levels, includ-

i- ing the executive branch and the district administration should
' v.articipate in the full negotiations. Another suggestionis to have

a commission on national unity and perhaps take suggested ways in
which the negotiations would be to try ar,d maintain the unity of the

area. There has been no decisiDn yet as to concrete steps that

might be taken except to move with some speed at the next round to
see if we can come out with the rest of this Compact so that the

people could have a chance to review it. One of the questions raised

i . ' with the Marianas Status Co_ission yesterday, and I think this is
,. - in the route of this question of unity, is whether if the Constitutior

of Micronesia provides that in the event that free association is

•" terminated, which district would have the right to continue as a

separate association with the United States. Would this be satis-

factory with the Commission?

i/:(i!i(/!!: -,0- oao a
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•._ The response we got is there is very little if any feeling of
- " : association in the Marianas with the rest of Micronesia and that

• therefore it is the desire of the Commission to ask this Conumittee

" and the Congress to give their blessings to the Commission to

continue its separate negotiation. It has been the feeling of
this Co_ittee, and let me put it in the form of a question: if

the Congress of Micronesia changes its position from free associa-

tion to commonwealth along the same line that the Marlanas

u"onnuission is trying to obtain in its negotiations with the United

States, would the k_arianas be willing to remain with the other

five districts? I think we have to be guided by this because we

. have to advise the Congress whether there are circumstances in
which the Marianas is willing to "remain in the unity of Micronesla;

" or whether under no circumstances would it remain with the rest

.. of Micronesia.

Joaquin TorTes: I feel it is incumbent upon the Joint Committee and the Congress of

.. Micronesia to educate the people on this matter. I feel that
_ - ._ there is so much ignorance on the part of the people. There

should be some acconumodations if we are to maintain unity. The

._¢!-_--;;- Marshalls and perhaps the Marianas have initiated their o,_n
.....•_'-_[:_" separate talks because of the fact that the Committee or perhaps

e----__;-'....... the Congress of Micronesia had not been willing to acco_nodate
._,-,,:.--._,_-........the two districts and I feel that every effort should be given to
- ._%Z,'-T?_ "._ '.....

• _.._._.._. settle this matter, that the Congress should try to accov_uodate
•;_;-'_-- the different desires of the people of Micronesia. %[e look at the

• - _'___'_•. Congress as the uniting factor for Micronesia and if the Congress

' - ."/:_.":"ii: is not willing to do this, we might as well forget it. I feel

., .:: that there should be more dialogue. I _.Jouldurge the Committee

.... " to give more dialogue in the districts. I do not have any suggestio_
on how to initiate this but I feel that this is a must and that it

, should start now before it is too late.

J6se Lizama: I would like to ask of this Committee to let us decide what we in

the Marianas desire at present. In my opinion, from 1521 to 1944
,- - .--:. the six districts were seoarated from east to west and the western

Marianas, and the way I look at it now, for instance if you mix

type B positive blood and type 0 negative blood in a person, that
person could die; therefore, I would like to ask this Co_uittee to

pray for us and to pray for us for our future.

John Diaz:: You raised a question that should the rest of the districts go

along with the commonwealth status, would the Varianas remain with
' --d the other districts. It is my personal feeling, and I have dis-

• cussed this with other people, that even if we have commonwealth

- as our political status, the people of the _arianas would still

want to be separated, that the Marianas would like to get out of
Micronesia. I feel that each district should be given the oppor-

tunity to ma_e its own status decision because I feel that some of

,..• these districts are in the minority and if we ever negotiate, if

•. the Congress of Mi-.cronesia negotiates for a .oo!itical status, that

' i: some districts would be hurt because of the fact that they are in
•_,',_.<;.: -the minority; and I do not think that we can accommodate everybody;

/;./:i#;:!_i%;;i.,_! so I feel that each district should make up its own mind on what



;:_ it wants. ! would like to see Micronesia united but I might say
..'..:'.._,

....._ that it is next to im6ossible.
..:,?

Leonsrdo Guerrero: I would like to thank you fdr your presence this morning. We ap-
preciate this because this is the first time that this Joint
Coznuittee has ever met with the district commissioners and the

leaders of each municipality. We would like to know whether the
other five districts have a different feeling in regards to the

people of the ],[arianaswhere we are tiTing to obtain a different
status.

Chairman Salii: I can report for Yap and Palau. I believe the consensus in Yap

is that if possible they would like to see the districts stay

together. They expressed this hope. The people of Palau also
expressed the hope that the unity of the Trust Territory be
maintained.

Leonardo Guerrero: It has been a long time since theHarianas tried to obtain a
different status and I cannot understand the reason why we should

be criticized now that _¢e are in the process of obtaining the

desires of the people. The other five districts have their

: .._ congressmen and senators in the Con_ress of Micronesia and if the

• people in the other districts desire a different status, then they

should obtain their different aspirations. I am asking the
ek_ent of the interest in which we should be bound together.

Chairman Salii: I did not say that the people of Yap and Palau are criticizing

- the desires of this district to be separate. I thi.-_kthat they

• : :. are exp_ressing hope that if it is possible to maintain the unity
: • of the territory, that they _ould like to see this. I don't think

that they are criticizing anybody.

Leonardo Guerrero: There have been some sentiments expressed in regards to the desires

of the people of the _,[arianas.%%_y were such sentiments expressed?

Chairman Salii: Yes, Congressman Guerrero also raised that question which I failed

• to touch upon. This Co_mittee has no power. It will be illegal
• for this Committee at this time under the law _e operate on to

• *support the separation of one district for disunit._ng.

Leonardo Guerrero: We thought that you are aware of this problem because you have

been exposed to this problem for a long time.

: Chairman Salii: Yes, in the event that this Co_ittee finds that we have to
.... continue separate negotiations, the Congress of Micronesia will

have to a_.end its resolutions, its laws and perhaps the Secretarial

• Order would have to be amended before we can legally discuss sepa-

•: rate negotiations, but I think the legal problems are not that
: I

. crucial, I think the important thing for this Committee to do is to

listen with open ears and be able to recognize what is being told

to it by the people and be able to reflect this in its report to

_ the Congres•s. Even within the full committee, we cannot ignore
the sentiments of one district because each district has a repre-

: •:_ sentative in this Committee, and because this group we have here
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: " i compriseS only "six members of the Congress of _licronesia; unless

.... we wait for the full committee, all twelve of us, no single one of

;'"_., ,. us here today can give you a definite answer on _'hether we can re-

";.... : commend that the separate-blarianas negotiations be sanctioned, h'e"',C

simply do not have that authority. But, as I.have said, and I want

• ._ to e_rphasize ag_/n, that every opinion expressed will be made known
:_ to the Congress at its next session. I think there is also the

question whether the people of one district accept" the Congress as

a spokesman or not but that is a political problem we have to accept.

-- In the meantime, the Congress is obligated to listen to all of the

: districts and the least that we should be doing, and I am speaking
. for the Committee, is to maintain an interest in the welfare of the

people of the Marianas; and therefore, it is incumbent upon this

._ Committee to review whatever the United States is proposing; m_d be-

.. fore you make your decision, it is our obligation, because we are

still in the Congress, all six districts, to have our feelings

kno_7_ to the United States proposal _.Jhetherit is good or bad. The

- . :-__ final choice is yours but in the meantime while we review it, the

. Congress is entitled to come up with its own evaluation. The final

':- decision belongs to the people here; the Congress is not going to
" ........ make the final decision. I think the Joint Co_ittee and the

•. . ......... Congress have made a decision that it is our job to review but the

_ - final decision belongs to the people.

Leonardo Guerrero: Lastly, I would like the Committee to consider the length of time

-..... - that it has taken the people of the Marianas to have this separate
-. negotiation. That is all.

Pete Guerrero: .lqr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I would like to talk on

. '6he feelings shared by everyone. The way I see it almost everyone

..... : i'nthe Congress favors the unity of Micronesia. I would only wish
'_: that this feeling is also shared by many individuals in Micronesia

-? as well as on Saipan. Senator John bfangefel mentioned that the

-.- feeling in Yap is that the people would like to see that Micronesia
i_: ._.. is united. I pose a question here. As we see it there are two

:_ :: " :-- issues within the Congress of b4icronesia, the issue of independence
:? : - :-_ and the issue of free association which is stressed the most. I

" :: : '-_ recall that during your negotiations with the United States in Hawaii

_'__ you presented the outcome to the Congress, the Congress turned it

-- down seeking for an alternative of independence. In Truk we have

"- heard of a group called the Independence Coalition. This presents

-. differences of opinion insofar as the wishes of the people are
- concerned. Let me remind you, Mr. Chairman-; and members of the

-! Committee, that the Marianas District had expressed its desire since
--. _._ way back in 1965 and even before, l_e expressed our desire to the-i

:_. United Nations and to the United States to become at that time a part

._ of Guam. The result of a referendum showed about 85 per cent of the
people wanting to go into a closer association with the United States,

I am not saying that we do not want any part of Micronesia but, Mr.
•-: Chairman and members of this Committee, under the circumstances, if

o _ the Congress of Micronesia does not recognize the intention of the

blarianas, it will hinder the future generation and our future

_- developments. I don't want to see this happen. I seek your support
" ..;_: and understanding. I would say that maybe in the future after- ?

"2.

.-:_ -79-
-; # '
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i_i;i_iii_ii_i___ the Marianas District has been given the authority to seek Its own
.."...." separate negotiations with the United States maybe then the Marlanas

<_:_ could also invite other districts who are interested in the steps

that the Marianas is taking. It is so obvious that the people in

_ ; the Marshalls are seeking separate negotiations, the same with the
..... people in Palau. The people in Tl-uk have also made their feelings

' known. If all the districts are together and are behind the same

interest, I can see a unity in Micronesia, but with the differences

of opinions and feelings, I would say that it will take a long time

' Just as it has happened in the Marianas. At one time there were
two different feelings in the Marianas, one opposing the other. At

this time, as you know the members of the Marianas Political Status

• Commission are representatives of different political parties on

the island and business leaders,who were representing at one time
different feelings,but are no_.together in their efforts to seek the

'benefit of the Marianas peop!e<an_:,it would be very sad if the

: Congress of Micronesia tries td_cha_ge the intention of the Marianas

people. Lastly, I would like to ask your kind consideration and

.. support to allow freely the Marianas Political Status Co_nission to

continue on its negotiations with the United States of _nerica.

•_ Thank you,

.... Senator Amaraich: I have one or two questions for clarifications, _._, Torres proposed

that if we give a land to the military we should give only what it

needs immediately and can use. ]_ question is, let us say that the

....".: military immediatel_ needs Rota and can use Rota immediately, would
• ?

•,.._ the people be agreeable to give Rota away?

Joaquin Tortes: _I feel that there should be every protection and the best interest
• : '' of the people should be considered first before any land is given

to the military.

Senator Amaraich: This may be difficult to answer but you also raised the question as
• i to whether it has been decided in the case of a plebiscite, whether

: the majority should rule, the _Jority of Micronesia or the majority
of the district should rule in the decision. To narrow it do, n, I

will use the Marianas as an ex_mp!e, what kind of recommendations

: would you propose in the case of the Marianas where we have a

majority ruling, what would happen to the other group mf people who

; may not be in agreement with the con_uonwealth status? Should we
let them make their own decision or should they be dominated by the

majority?

Joaquin Torres It is a difficult question and I cannot give you an answer, I feel
• that we should study it and I feel that there should be some

_ recommendations. It is a difficult question, but this raises again

another question where we have people here who want to be with the

; other districts and if the majority comes out favoring closer as-

sociation with the United States, are we to ignore the minority
in the Marianas? I guess this is the same type of question.

//_ _ Senator _maraich: What I am interested in is whether the people present here have any

]i(_:.i!!..:k recommendations because this is something that we have to face inthe future.

-8o- 0 0Z97
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• Speaker Camacho: It seems to be that everybody here is aware of the purpose of the
' hearing and rather than to spend time waiting for some people to

show up, we might as well go on to other matters for this Committe_
i: :•_ to decide on what we need to do,

Chairman Salii: i %_nt simply to add that as we review all these different issues,

the cuestions such as the ones raised by Mr. Torres and by Senator

__maraich, it is incumbent upon all Of us to give thoughts to them
so that when the time comes to report to Congress we would have

given thoughts to them beforehand. Mr, Speaker, I have nothing

more. ::

Joaquin Torres: I would like to make a very brief comment, Mr. Chairman and member_

of the Committee. It has been my observation that the record of

the Congress insofar as its efforts to cover the needs of the

.. Marianas is not too good. There is a lot of fear expressed by the

people of the Marianas and perhaps the Congress has done very

little if any to brighten its image with regards to the people of

the Marianas. It has been my observation that the people of the
Marianas have a fear of being in the minority; there is fear of

revenue sharing, fear on the use of funds and how they are to be

distributed when a new government is formed. I think that the

Joint Committee should give some thoughts to this because I think

this was one of the major fears for pulling out from the rest of

Micronesia. Like I say_the record of the Congress has not been toc

good and I would hope that the Joint Committee could give Gerious
consideration to this. I feel that no matter what we do in the

future we will still need each other and although we may not have
the same aspiration, I hope that Micronesia will still be called

Micronesia and it is my hope also that every effort is made to
accom_.odate the needs of the Marianas and likewise the other dis-

: triets. I feel that this is the only way that we can pursue our

• .._ work for unity and unless the Congress is willing to do this, then
¢ . . ,__._. our work toward unifyin_ Micronesia would be worthless. Before

: _ closing, I would suggest that a sur_._ry of the hearings be oroduced
.:_:_:_i_: so that the people of the Marianas and likewise the other districts

,. would know what the feelings of the other districts are and I say

that this is one means of establishing a dialogue amongst the

i districts. There is too much ignorance amongst the districts and

I would hope that positive steps be taken by this Com_aittee to
est'ablish this dialogue.

Speaker Camacho: In closing, I would urge the Committee to seek ways to have the

Congress of Micronesia understand the intentions of the Marianas
people and urge to let the Marianas continue on with its status
talks with the United States. We would also like to have the

Congress of _icronesia present to the constituents in the other

districts an understanding of what we feel regardless of our

political future. Again, we ask that you let t'heMarianas go on
with its o_m negotiations provided however that we have to

negotiate very carefully with the United States. V_. Chairman, I
hope you will understand what we feel about this and perhaps later

on if any of the districts want to Join us, we would welcome it.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
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....: Chairman Salii: Mr. Speaker, we have no more questions from this side of the table
: .: . . '

so we want to thank you and the rest of you who came to educate us.

I will again state in response to the question raised by ,'4r.

Guerrero that the transcript of this hearing will be made available

.... The hearings are also being taped in their entirety. There is

agreement between the Broadcast people and the Conu_ittee that the

tapes will be edited and the full hearing will be broadcast in

response to what Hr. Tortes raised. I believe the important messa_

to the Committee this morning is that the Committee and the Congre'-"

of Hicronesia try to understand the feelings of this district with

respect toward its desire for separate status. We will wind up

our hearings 'from this part of the Sub-Committee today after the

public hearing. If there are any further com_anications that you,

Mr. Speaker, or any member of this group wish to present to the

Committee after we commenced the hearing, please feel free to do
so. At the end of the hearing, it does not mean that the Committee

has all the information which might be necessary before it reports

to the Congress so I would urge all of you on behalf of the Com-
mittee that if there are any more con_nunications that the members

would like to send, please feel free to do so either directly to

.: the Chairman of this Com,mittee or the members or more possibly to

Congressman Herman Guerrero or Senator Pangelinan. With this,
. _: I want to thank you Hr. Speaker and ever/body for coming this

• ..-._,-:..._:_,. -.- , ,
.,_-. _,_...,. morning.
"<4--_.-....-.

_ Speaker Camacho: Before closing, I would like to request and urge members of the

Joint Committee to request to the Congress of Micronesia to seek

a way to expedite the ending of the Trusteeship Agreement because

I feel that this is the only way to achieve our goal and that is

by ending the trusteeship as soon as possible. _nank you very
rm/ch.

Adjourned 11:11 a.m.
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!'/)_::':'' Hearing of the Sub-Committee (1,_estern Districts) of the Joint Committee on Future

.."/:. i::.iii Status, Congress of Micronesia with the _L_RIARAE DI,_TR[CT LEC_TSL%TIIRE, at the

i_ District Legislature Building, 3:30 p.m., Tuesday, July 24, 1973, Susupe, Saipan,

Mariana Isle.nds _

Chairman Salii: President Santos, Eonorable member.s of the Hariana Islands Distric:

" Legislature, we will open this hearing between the legislators and

the members of this Sub-Committee of the Joint Committee on Future

" Status. Our purpose is to listen to you and to receive ideas from

the leaders of this district with respect to the future political

status of this district and of the rest of the Trust Territory.

We have been fortunate that the President and the Honorable Daniel

_una and other members of the District Legislature are also member:

: of your Co_nission and they have attended the hearing held with th:

:.. Sub-Committee yesterday and perhaps with their knowledge on the ki_
_ of information the Sub-Co_ittee is interested in obtaining we can

._ dispose of any lengthy discussion on our part or any repetition of

.- the questions. I will ask members of my Committee if at any time

during the hearing they want to ask Questions or make comments,

] please feel free to do so. In the meantime, I will turn the meet-
ing Over to the President of the District Legislature and ask if

; they have any statement to present at this time.

President Santos: Thank you, _.[r.Chairman. I am happy to present to the Committee t[

.... " • ._ law establishing the _arianas Political Status Commission, and at

this Juncture, on behalf of the Harianas District Legislature, I

" wish to take this opportunity to thank you and the members of this

Sub-Connnittee for the meeting with you this afternoon and to share

with you the discussion on this very important endeavor for the

benefit of the inhabitants of Micronesia. As you mentioned, your

Conmmittee met yesterday with the _arianas Political Status Commis-

sion and the members of the _arianas Status Ccn_nission indicated

then their views on the Commission's seFarate negotiation with the

United States Governm.ent. For the benefit of the members here who

were not at the meeting yesterday, the _[arianas Status Commission

asked the Joint Cov_ittee and the Congress of Micronesia to assist

us and to give us their blessings on theseseparate negotiations

li with the United States. Included , but not limited to one of the

most important things discussed yesterday, is the fact that when

the time comes for the plebiscite, the people of the _arianas will

have to participate. I think this was clear in our discussions

yesterday. .

Chairman Sa!ii: Thank you for briefing the members of the District Legislature on

what happened yesterday. The Cov_ittee will receive your document

which you have presented to us. Perhaos, at this ooint, before we

go any further, I want to Just ask members of the Joint Conmmittee

if they have any statements to make.

President Santos: Nay I Just say this. District Legislature 3-12h. . delegates'all'the

.... responsibilities to the _arianas Political Status Commission to mak

" studies on the most appropriate political status for the _arianas,

""' .... _ and according to the la_, the Commission from time to time will
• •.?.
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':: make its report on its deliberations to the District Legislature.

:<,!....;! The Marianas Status Co_unission has not completed its report en-
• ::::_ compassing the negotiation which was held the last time. _e are

_.... hoping that the report will reach us before our next session in
: August. It is on this basis that the District Legislature has

had no direct participation, except for the two members appointed

by the District Legislature to participate in the Marianas Status
Commi ssion.

Chairman Salii: May I ma_e a request from the Committee to the District Legisla-
i : ture that when you receive the report of your Com_mission _e would

like to receive a copy through the District Legislature. It is r_

understanding that the District Legislature does not have much in

a way of communication to the Committee until the receipt of its

Cozwnission's report, but since we are here, let me ask members of

our Committee if they have any questions or comments to make at
this time.

No connnents from any of the members of the Joint Con_nittee at thi
• _ time.

" -C

, " z_

i Mr. President, since you have some members here, would any of the
_ish to make any statement or ask questions to the Con_nittee? I

• _ Just rant to make sure that ?;e give everyone a chance to express
, themselves.

Vice-President Cabrera: _4hat is the political aspiration of this Committee and ho_ do you
_ intend to adapt it to the Trust Territory.9~.

i- Chairman Salii: The Committee is required under the law in which it was establish

:_: to negotiate a type of relationship with the United States and th
:[i- is a relationship which is labeled _ as "free association". It is

a relationship that could be terminated by either side either fro

the beginning or after a period of time and this has occupied the

. attention of the Committee with its negotiations with _nbassador
Williams. At the same time, since August of last year, the Com-
mittee has also been required by the Congress of Micronesia to io

: into the alternative of independence and make a report on the

possibility of that to the Congress along with its work on free

•_ association. I believe that under the mandate of the Committee,
the CoF,_ittee is limited to the exD!oration of these two Dossibil

ities. We are reviewing the auestions during these hearings).

whether more alternatives should be explored and whether the

• _ Comzuittee should recommend to the Congress in its renort on the
_ result of these hearings that more alternatives should be looked

i into and perhaps the ballot should contain more than one status
:: alternative. That auestion is being revie'_ed by the Con_nittee

: as we go from conznunity to community holding these hearings.

Julian Calvo: I Just want to find out whether the United States Congress is
aware of the creation of the Joint Co_wnittee on Future Status of
the Congress of _-_icronesia.

ChairmAn Salii: Yes, the United States Congress has been advised of the ereatlon
• Z"
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of the Joint Co_,mittee. The members of the Interior Sub-Cormmlttee

from time to time are briefed on the progress of the negotiations

::i/iiii with the United States Executive Branch. Also, the United States

:: ._, Senate and House Cormittee on Foreign Affairs and Foreign Relation:

" are briefed on the nrogress of the negotiations to date.- . ....,

/,. [2

'_i: Julian Calve: k%at is their reaction in regards to your first and second talks
• between your Joint Committee and the United States; did you receiv,

" : any favorable conuuents to encourage you to go on with your talks?

! - Chairman Salii: The last contact I made as Chairman of the Joint Conunittee with

the people I mentioned on Capitol Hill--to su_xarize it, it is ,,

their feelings that they are willing to help resolve the problem.

I think they were cautious to the e_ent that they do not want to

reflect their positions during this time of the negotiations, and

_ . the message we seem to receive is that we cannot conclude an_hing
with the Executive Branch without United States congressional

• participation. The impressions we have been able to obtain were

- taken through an informal consultation with members of the United

States Congress; that there cannot be any official stand taken by

the United States Congress until something is presented formally

to them by the President of the United States, From time to time,

a number of bills have been introduced by individual members of th_
United States Congress but there had been no action taken on any

of them. I think the consensus of the congressional members is

.. that they will wait until the President officially recon_nends some-
_- thing to them for their consideration.

Legislator Cruz: _[r. Chain_an, I think free association status is being recommended

for Micronesia, is that correct?

Chairmmn Salii:: You are correct that the former Congress of _icronesia Status

Commission and the Status Delegation recommended to the Congress

the endorsement and adoption of the free association status. Base_
on those recommendations of the Status Co_mission and the Status

Delegation, the Congress adopted the position that we should oursu.

• negotiations along the lines of free association. That has been

the position of the Congress up to nov.

Legislator Cruz: Is this the first part of your hearings or the last?

Chairman Salii: This is the last part of the hearings by this Sub-Cormmittee. We

first went to Yap, Palau and now we are in the Marianas District.
- The other half of this Committee is in the Marshalls now.

Legislator Cruz: Are you working under two committees?

Chairman Salii: Yes, in the interest of saving time, we are operating .in two

committees, one going to the eastern districts and this group
covering the western districts.

._. ...- -85-
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Frank Diaz; I do not know whether we are ready with some of the cuestlons

raised by some of the leaders in the other distrlcts." It seems

to me that many people in the other districts have also different

opinions in regards to the position taken by the Committee and

I was Just wondering whether in your meetings with the districts
they expressed any ideas as to their political status,

Chairman Salii: We will help each other explain as much as we can what the people

in Yap and Palau told us. We cannot cover the other districts
because we have not yet had any report from them. The leaders _n

Yap, and generally the population there, say that they sipport the

Concept of free association even though they do not exactly know

what it is in deta_l, but they would like the Congress to continue

_ / to negotiate until there is something complete to present to thepeople and they always add that they themselves want to maintain

the final say in what finally is accepted. This seems to be the

' message coming from Yap. On the land question, they said that

the public land should be returned to the districts. If there _s

any__poss_ble_ax_not_to_give!aDd to the milita_____and______yetmaintain

association with the Unit_d_Stgt__e%,___'esbDuld _ursue that; bu____tlf
_ there is no possibility of obtainin_free association with the

"United----_Stat-_--eswithout making l-an--dava{iab-_le--£5--_m, then the

people would be yi!l!ng_to _eke_lan_ available to the military.
- -- ------------w-_ • • _--Am-_/ summarlzing the sltuation in Yap correct]j.

Senator Mangefel: Yes, I'

Chairman Salii-: Their support of free association is based on the idea of uni-._, -_
' • r

lateral termination at some point in time; in-otherlwords , the
- four principles of free association. In Palau, I would say it is

_. basically the same story. The District Legislaturelright now is

studying the desirability of direct talks with the United States.

In our meetings with them, there were more statements to the effecl
= that the people of Pa!au support the concept of free association

and would ask the Congress to continue with the negotlatlons. I dc

not knowwbytherewas no mention of the study going bn right now
by their select coml_ittee, but I suspect that is behause the

select committee is going to present a report to thle District

Legislature in October and that there was nothing t_e select
con_nittee could say. With resoect to their nosition on land, they

• i I
said that they cannot consider making the option in Palau availabl.

to the United States military unless the lands are returned to the
chiefs in trust to the people. On this point, there seems to beI

- - a great degree of unanimity with the District Legislature, the

..... chiefs and the general population in Palau. There! again, they

- told us to continue _hat we have started to do but "Just don't
make any final commitments for us_ we will make the final __
decision." I• I

• Legislator C_Iz: What is the second alternative that the Joint Committee is anti-

eip_ting if free association is not possible7 I
I

....i Chairman Salii: Ri_h__now_t would have to be inde endence under _he mandate of

" ' ' thls Committee_I do_-_o_no _ would happen _s a result of•!.. _::f":...._

•" i00 0,3
• i
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"";'_.,,'-_." _IIfrom the Marianas hearings so far and that is we are asked at

'i:i'"'i IIievery meeting to recognize the separate negotiations being con-
".....: : dueted by the Marianas and to sanction these Separate talks for

comr.onwealth. Thls is the message here. I do not thlnk___that_we

i. :::.. can say that for Rota. I will have to depe_ on the members of

.... _he Commit-tee to help me evaluate this part. In Tinian, the

:. Committee was presented with a resolution which said in effect

that the people of Tinian will follow the political status desire

of the people of Saipan and whatever status is negotiated by the

• " Marianas Political Status Commission. This is what the people of

,,ITinian desire to follow• At our meeting with the Comnuission

..... lllyesterday_e posed the qU_"h_s a very_e

" //I s_y b_t is nego'ti-_d by th___icronesia
" |Il_d thatw_ch--_-eEotlated-b-y--t_n-g-_.'_i_nas Pollt ical Status

' _,_ommission _otui_-_nere-b-e_any-r_ea-son--for-_heMarianas to stay
w_thin the unitI[ of Mieronesla?" It was expressed by one member

6lEthe Commission, and was not disputed by any other member, that

even under those circumstances, the Commission asks that the Com-

mittee sanction its separate negotiations• At a meeting with the

Speaker and members of the Municipal Legislature and with the
District Commissioners this morning, the same question was posed.

We essentially get the same response. So, at this point, before

we sit down and evaluate the results of these hearings, and taking
your sentiments into account, I will not be prepared to say whether
this would affect the recommendation of this Con%mittee to the

Congress or not, but in response to the question on what do we do

, ' " with the result of these hearings, I can say that _e will point •out

the result to the Congress of Micronesia as accurately as we can
report the situation in each of the districts when we make our

• .,- report to the Congress during the next January-February session.

Frank Dlaz: Is the Committee aware that the people of the Marianas have been

trying to change their status since 1959 when they more or less
wanted to unite with Guam? As time went by, the question of ottr

political status changed and nov we have the _.'arianasPolitical

Status Commission negotiating for our future status. T_FnatI am

trying to say is that it has been a long time since we have been
trying to change our political status. 1_e know that the outcome

..... of the work •being negotiated now will eventually be approved by

....... the people through a plebiscite and _e ask that the Congress of

• " ...... : - • Micronesia give .Us its blessings in regards to our future political
'-:_ -",-.:_ ............. status-..- _:.-- .... . _ --- ...... _ • -..... -..-.- . ...- ..-

--_ -: _'" _": i-"'. .- _- "-- " ""_ = "--'_: " " " _ ...... " " " "' " " "'_'" - --'- -..... ".....

Felipe Sa!as:: _Lr Chairman, do all the distrlcts, except the Marianas, have the
- . - _--_..'- same concept on the political status of Micronesia? I have heard

............. that even in Truk there are two groups, one seeking for free
association, the other seeking for independence.

Chairman Salii: Let me ask each member of the Committee if they would be kind

enough to briefly give us a summary of his interpretation on the

feelings of each district. I have briefly outlined what we believe

" " " to be the sentiments in Yap and Pa!au, but I will ask Senator

: Mangefel what he can say with regards to the people of Yap

- ""- 030S04
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"'""_"..-.._.'_' Senator Mangefel: In Yap, it is very hard to say--maybe there are I0 people who
.... _ go for commonwealth, another i0 who go for free association, and

still another i0 who go for independence, yet as far as I can say_

most of the people support free association, but really there is

always some difference. Some may want the status quo to remain

: as it is.

' ., Congressman Balosi I think that the general feeling in the Marshalls is that they
people support what the Committee is doing right now,

Felipe Salas: I did not follow what the congressman is suggesting_

Congressman Balos: Yes, the general feeling of the people in the Marshalls is to

support what this Committee is doing insofar as looking into the
free association status.

Senator lehsi: As far as my district is concerned, the district legislature has

not gone out with an official position on the status question.

From the district's delegation to the Congress of Micronesla,

there are one or two delegates who tend to favor independence; but

the majority of the delegation members support free association.
As far as the general public is concerned, the feeling is that

.... it will wait and see what the Joint Co_ittee on Future Status

will come out with. There is no active opposition or active sup-

port for either free association or comlnonwealth or independence,

_hat I am saying is that the general public supports what the

_ Congress is doing. This is from the Ponape District,

Chairman Salii: In Palau, I would put it this way, if ve ask the people nov, I

think we %rill get a majority of people who support free association_

but if we ask them what they really want, they will say that they
:_ want the land back first; that they are reluctant to see the

military come in ur!ess they are able to sit down with them and

talk terms, and they will probably say "you go ahead and bring

back what you have negotiated and we will look into it". There

has been a strong support for independence in Yap with the younge:

generation. In _y own district, it is a matter o9 public record

that the other senator from Palau has been advocating independence
from the beginning, so it is hard to say what they _nt at this

point in time, except that they wou!d like the lands back and that

they urge the Congress to continue its negotiations.

Senator Amaraich: I have been away too long from Truk so I don't know what is happen-

ing there. I think I can safely say that the general feeling of
the people there is that they would expect the Congress to

negotiate what is best for the people. If we ask them what they

. prefer, they will tell us that they have not seen the entire

package of the negotiations and the M would like more information

on the other alternatives. We know that there are certain groups
of people who called themselves anti-independence because they

feel that at this time we are not ready to go in that route and
:./ they qualify their statements that free association is first and

.... eventually independence will come along. We also hear voices in

"":,_..("' Truk saying that independence is the highest and best form of

-8s- OSOO



[_i!i!%1-i_i ': government; therefore, it should not be ruled out as part of
::_:_ ! . our studies on the kind of statuses for Micronesla. The

:.... District Legislature has not taken any position on the status

: question so we do not know what it feels about it. The general

feeling in Truk is that the people should be given the oppor-

tunity to choose from 1-2-3 alternatives before they can con_nent or

,, """ . Fake a decision,

: Daniel Muna: Thank you, _. Chalrman. You told us that the people of Palau

' :.,: agree to whatever the Congress of Micronesia's Political Status

ComMittee is doing, and although they agree to that, theywant

. ' the Committee to go back to them and show them the proposal that

....= the Committee approves. •In essence, it means that the people
would have to make the decision. Now, I would like to ask in

regards to the resolution adopted by the Congress of Mieronesla

which indicated that the Congress has the sole authority to

negotiate on the political statu_ of Micronesia. Could you expl£1_

to us what is meant by "sole authority". I have some doubts as
. to these words.

Chairman Salli: Yes, my interpretation of those two words would be--it is the

opinion of the Congress that when it comes to the question of

i status, the Congress is the only authority that has Jurisdiction

over this matter and that is based on the Secretarial Order giving

Jurisdiction to the Congress in the area of external matters, so

' "sole authority" would mean the only agency that has the legal

Jurisdiction to handle external matters. That would be my inter-
_pretation. The Congress is faced with the idea of these separate

talks not only for this district but eventually perhaps for other

districts, and the question c_me up under the present authority
• .. of the Congress, "can the Congress of Micronesia give its sanction

' or authority to the district to undertake separate talks?" The

legal staff of the Congress looked into this thing; our own

Iconsultant looked into this legal aspect, and it _s their consensus
I v
e en though there was dispute within the Committee, that if this
CozJuittee were to negotiate only for the five districts, anybody

in Mieronesia can take the Committee to court and nullify any

action of the Committee because as a congressional committee, it

has to deal with all the districts. _ased on that recommendation,

the position _¢as taken by the Congress.

Daniel _._na: The auestion is since the people will have the final say-so on the

status issue, I _m a little concerned because'the term "sole authority'
is rather late.

i,

Chairman Salii: I believe there are two different things here. I think the Congress
is addressing itself to the negotiations.

Daniel 5_na: Would it be possible to amend the resolution stating it in such

a way to indicate that the final decision is up to the people?

...... 0S0306
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::/ Chairman Salii: We will look into that. I do not recall of.any bill or resolu-
• tion to this effect. It has been expressed in the form of

speeches and responses to questions, but it would be a good ides
, to put it into a form of a resolution, l';ewill look into this

matter I really do not think it will be outside of this Com-

mittee to make the recommendation. It also says that the

Committee should look into the possibility of independence; it

' does not limit it to independence or free association, but it

does not enumerate any other besides the two.
.7

" Ignacio Dela Cruz: I would like to ask you if you can define the word "sovereignty"

and at the same time give us a little explanation regarding
the word.

Chairman Salii: As we interpret "sovereignty", it is the all inclusive power

over a political unit which means that when we claim sovereignty
for Micronesia, in this case, we are talking about the legal,

• political and moral power--authority and control over the

political unit. This is what we mean in this context.

Mr. h_]ite: It is the right of the people to govern themselves without any
.. outside interference.

, Ignacio Dela Cruz : Right now, the United States Government wishes to have sovereignty

over the ._darianasDistrict and at the same time they are offering
the _darianas District full internal control. If we allow the

l,%litedStates Government to have sovereignty over the ._.larianas,

could we exercise full internal self-government?

Chairman Salii: We are at a disadvantage when you •Dull that question because

we have not seen a specific language on the proposal part. Is

the proposal for the Federal Goverm,qent to have sovereignty over
the ._arianas and still have the Marianas to maintaintheir full

internal control? 51y interpretation, and this has not taken a_y

I research on my part, is that to the extent that the Federal

Government allows, that much can be exercised by the smaller uni_

in the bigger political entity. So, the answer is "yes" and "no".
. It is "yes" to the extent, let us say, that the Federal Gove_ment

I has sovereignty under the circumstances that you have described.

Daniel b_una: The 50th State of the Union, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,

' American Samoa and Guam--the United States has sovereignty ove_

f the Seth State and the territories. Although the United States. has sovereignty over these areas, there was a case in regards

i to Puerto Rico in which the Congress of the United States: wanted to enact legislation to control internal matters of

Puerto Rico but Puerto Rico went on to say that the United States
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Ii Congress cannot because the Puerto Rico Government has to mutually

:: L :! II agree. This is the concept of mutual consent. I still believe

" • "" that if the United States should have sovereignty over the co_non-

•: wealth of the Marlanas, the commonwealth of the Marianas should

have the maximum self-government on internal matters.

Ignaclo Dela Cruz: I _ould appreciate very much if the Committee would do more re-
search on this matter because I think it directly concerns the

Marianas. If you will permit me, I would like to ask my next

question. Under free association, will the people have the right

to control immigration, the free movement of outsiders in and out
of an area?

Chairman Salii: Yes, the United States' proposal would make it that _ay.

Ignacio Dela Cruz: _,._ouldthis have to be worked out between the United States and
Micronesia?

Chairman Salii: The United States has said that travel and irmuigration should be

subject to Micronesian law. For third countries, we have not

concluded this thing, but they have agreed that travel and

immigration both in and out will be subject to Micronesian law,
Right now they are requesting that the final draft of that title

give some preferential terms to the United States citizens for

movement into Micronesia, but that has not been agreed to by

..... this Committee. _nat both •sides agreed is that travel and im-

migration will be subject to _4_cronesian la%_.

Ignacio Dela C_/z:ii_ Will the Conunittee respect the wishes of the Marianas for a
separate status as contrary to the one being proposed by the

Joint Committee, that of free association?

Chairman Salii: It will be premature for each of us to say anything on this, _,,,_e

are considering that very question right now. The only thing that

any of us can say is that we will give it the necessary considera-
tion that it deserves. We have been requested by the Marianas

Political Status Conunission and some members of the Saipan

._4unieipalLegislature to respect the wishes of the _,_arianas

people.

Ignacio Dela C-_z: The last question I have, _ould it be possible for the _[arianas

i Political Status Commission to get some sort of financial as-sistance from the Congress of Micronesia?

Chairman Salii: _,_ response will be along the same line as my last, That request
was presented to the Committee to consider yesterday. It would

be foolhardy for anyone of us to say whether funds can be made

available or not. This Committee had a hard time getting funds
for its constitutional convention and commission on national

unity, so what this Committee recommends may not carry too much
we ight.

.... Felipe Salas: In regards to the financing of the _,[arianasPolitical Status

Commission by the Congress of Micronesia, I thir_k, yesterday, if
".'.'....,:'" ::.

" 030308
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I recall correctly, you stated that provided that the Marianas

Cormnission will go along to participate on the referendum.

" Chairman Salii: There _ere separate questions we raised, one of _hich was .we,asked
what would be the position of the Marlanas Political Status

_. Commission to the idea of having the people of the Marianas also

voting in the referendum containing whatever status alternatives

the Congress negotiates. The response from the Co_unisslon

il Chairm-an is that it is the position of the Commission that both

. .: the Congress of Micronesia alternative and the Marianas Political
Status Commission alternative will be presented to the people of

.... the Marianas. The question about financing was not related to

, these two alternatives '.presehted..: to the people of the
Marlanas.

Daniel Muna: _"ny is it that the people of Micronesia have to press that the

Trusteeship Agreement be terminated?

Chairman Salii: There are people vho _zant to terminate it. I for one do not see

ho_ ve can terminate it if _e do not get the cooperation of the

Administering Authority. Inasmuch as I do not like to say it, I
very frankly do not see how we can terminate it without the

United States' participation.

Daniel Muna: Are you saying that the United States has the authority?

Chairman Salii: They have the power not to terminate it before the United Nations,

. I think that they can Justify their participation on legal

grounds. I do not see ho_ they can Justify it on moral grounds.

I am only speaking for myself because the Committee has nothing

to say on this. I am advised that the only way _e can get out

of it _ould be a simple declaration of independence.

Daniel Muna: Is it that simple?

Chairman Salii: I do not thlnk it is simple by any means. I am talking about the

legal aspect of it.

Ignacio Dela Cruz: Could each district be granted option to declare independence?

Chairman Salii: : So far, I kno_--and I rill rely on our legal counsel--it

would be legally not possible under the trusteeship based on the

policy of the Administering Authority and views expressed at the

United Nations, that after termination, even if there is unity of
several districts, it would depend on the agreement of federation
or whatever the district decides to bind themselves with. I do

not know the circumstances under _hich this will take place.

Ignacio Dela Cruz: For the record, I would like to emphasize the fact that for many

years the people of the Marianas have been fighting to see the
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_ii.'I/I.II_!II_' termination of the Trusteeship Agreement and now that we are

i ii going in the right direction, I would like to ask the Conmittee
to take special recognition of the fact and to reconnnend this

in its report to the Congress.

Chairman Salii: _.h'.President, I have consulted with members of the Committee and
we have no more comments or auestions to make, except to say

that if there are any more questions or comments, we have a lot

of time and we are prepared to go on with the meeting.

President Santos: Mr. Chairman, I believe you have an idea of what we want to

express from this side of the table. The meeting this afternoon

has been very fruitful and I think we are ready to close for this
aft ernoon.

Chairman Sa!ii:: Let me say that you have raised some very tough questions and I

am sorry I was not prepared to give answers, but let me assure

you that we will refer the questions to our e_erts on the staff

and hopefully the answers will be contained in our report to the

Congress of Micronesia. _nank you very much.

Adjourned _:hO p.m.



David _.'_arati_a: Good evening everybody. We apologize for the late meeting but we

were hoping of getting more people this evening. I would like to
introduce the Chairman of the Committee, Senator Lazarus Salii from

Palau; Senator Andon Amaraich from Truk; legal counsel _like I_hite;

Mrs. Evelyna Akimoto, secretary; .Congressman Ataji Bales from the

Marshalls; Senator John _langefel from Yap; Senator Ambilos Iehsi

" " from Ponape, and S_o Ulechong, Senate Clerk.

Ladies and gentlemen, I am privileged to introduce to you the

Joint Committee of the Congress of Micronesia. I will now turn over

i_ the meeting to the Chairman.

Chairman Salii: Thank you very much, Mr. Maratita. I would like to ask those people

in the back to please move up front. We now call this hearing to
order. This is the Joint Committee on Future Status holding hearing

in the Marianas on the future status question. |%'ehave had a series

:' of meetings in this district starting with Rota and Tinian and yes-

" terday we met with the Marianas Political Status Commission and the
Saipan Chamber of Commerce. This morning we met with the Mayor and

the members of the Saipan 5_nicipal Legislature and the district
commissioners. This afternoon we met with the 5Iarianas Dist:ict

:/; •Legislature. The meeting this evening is a public meeting and is
open to any one here. We would like at the start of the meeting to

give more chance to those people who may have been tied up and were
tunable to come in earlier. We will start now and if more people eo_

.: in we may have to go back and let them in on what is going on. Firs

of all, we are here to listen to the vie:Ys of the people with respec

./ to the future .status question; with respect to their desires on

•" con_nonwealth, free association or independence. I would like to

open the floor at eny time from this point on for anybody to _-ake

• any statement to the ConTnittee or to raise any questions _hey might

want to raise. The Con_n,ittee is interested in such questions as;

should the districts be allowed to negotiate their future directly

with the United States? Should the Congress continue to negotiate

oB behalf of Micronesia? hq_at do the people feel should be done or

should not be done with respect to this question? I see some people

who have attended our meetings yesterday and today and I am glad to

see them here again this evening. If they want to pursue the ques-

. tions we have discussed in previous hearings, please feel free to

do so. I would also like to make this announcement that since peopl

were not prepared to appear before this Co_yunitteetonight due to
various reasons, the Committee will be available tomorrow to receive

all interested persons at the Congress Annex on Capitol }{ill startin
._..'.: at eight o'clock tomorrow morning. I am glad to see those who are

_ here tonight took the time to come here. You now have the oppor-

•"""' tunity to express your feelings on the status question before this
Co=ittee.

••i_i• " • " -94-
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'_"_,i..:, R. Villagomez: Isn't Senator Pangelinan supposed to be with this group?
• . Y ,

i- i Chairman Salii: Senator Pangelinan is supposed to be with this Committee; unfor-

I tunately, he had to make a trip to Guam yesterday and has not
returned.

R. Villagomez: Could you give us the general Opinion of the Congress of Micronesic

concerning the separate negotiations being done by the _larianas

Districts? Is there a general feeling of the Congress of Hicrones_

Chairman Salii: During the last session in January-February, the Congress passed a
resolution expressing its sense that the Congress is the sole

authority to negotiate on the status question, q_e resolution

passed; that represents the general idea .. .:.

R. Villagomez: But that does not have any actual legal effect on the negotiations
between the Marianas and the United States.

Chairman Salii: I%'ehave not been able to prevent negotiations between the Ambassadc
,., and the Hari_nas.

R. Villagomez: Is it the general feeling of the Congress of Micronesia to try and
influence the negotiating team of the Marianas and the United

States so that instead of continuing separate negotiations, join

, with the Congress of _ticronesia and not only have the Congress of
5Licronesia negotiating with the United States?

Chairman Salii: Since the session adjourned, there has been no discussion on t_lis

" " yet. I think that perhaps the only time that such a discussion

can take place is next January when the Congress reconvenes. Up %o
now we have no efforts from the Congress as a whole to try to
influence the Marianas Commission. This half of the Committee has

been requested by the members of the District Legislature that we

,, reco_nend to the Congress to give its blessings to the separate

Marianas talks. I_'eexpect that after we wind up these hearings, one

of the decisions is what to do with this request that has been pre-

sented to the Committee. Could I ask you _,,hatyour feelings are
with respect to the separate talks, ivhether you desire that or do

you think that we should sanction it? l_at position would you re-
commend that this Committee or the Congress take?

R. Villagomez: I have been thinking that perhaps it depends on the kind of ques-
tions that you would present to the people. I think there is a

tendency to emphasize the political questions, presenting the

problem to the people. There is also a great deal of emphasis on

economic questions. But, I seem to observe that when you present

economic questions to the people, when you ask the people whether

they would like to progress in a sense that they would have higher

salaries, better roads, better education, better hospitals, etc.,
the answer generally would be "yes" they would like that. Ob-

viously, the people are aware that the Trust Territory Government
or Government of 5iicronesia without the United States cannot as

easily provide all these to the people as the United States can.

!ii!(!:i/i(".!::_: -:- If you present the proble,m like that, you will get mainly positivei i';, answers from the people by asking the relationship of closer
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....../:::. association with the United States. If you present the problem
;isking them to what extent do they want to have inter_al control,

then they might have a different answer. I feel that where the

problem con_s in is to conTpare it with different political aspects

and figure out the balance. You have to sacrifice one or the other.

- The important, thing I feel is to try to present these proble_Ls in

:such a way that the people can see them separately, understand both
., sides, and be able to distinguish the advantages and the dis-

advantages of the problem and ask themselves which do they want to
• j: sacrifice for which_ and in that way the people will be able to _aake

a better decision for the_Lselves, If you just come out and ask,

"do you like commonwealth or independence or free association?"

that is not going to help. _is is my interpretation. The thing

to do is t_), to present commonwealth in such a way that the people
can tmderstand the political aspects. Do the same thing with fz_e

association and independence. I feel that at this time the people.
are not mvare of the definitions and characteristics of these variou'.

... alternatives and therefore the people are not in a position to make

T. conrpetent judgments. If this Committee were to raise this status

question to the people when the people have not been presented with

• the right kind of picture on the va1-1OtUSalternatives, then this

could be premature. 711at is probably why they did not show up be-

cause they probably don't know what they want. _%at seems to be

our biggest problem.

Chairman Salii: I thi_k this observation is very pertinent. I think to a large

•.•extentwe are asking questions on what do you think of con_mon_ealth,

. free association or independence, because the discussions to date

" aze'focusingmainly on the political side of these alternatives.
h]nen the package on free association is conrpleted, we hope that we

can sit down and be able to see that given this political situation,
these are the econontic conditions we insure giving; commonwealth,

--. the same thing. I think that the only way to continue a meaningful

9olitical education program is to tell the people this.

R. Villagomez: hq]at kind of plans do you have for setting up methods of educating
the people? AI_ there going to be written materials or is the work

going to include a TV program? Would this be too difficult for
the Congress of _ticz_nesia?

Chairman Salii: ] No, I do not think so. I think it c_.nbe a relatively easy task.

/! Right now these political alternatives are still being defined. I

think part of the problem is that the administration is reluctant

.... to go into this area because they might be accused of propagandizing.

At every round of the negotiations, the proceedings in their entiret}

,have been published and at least those should be translated and

broadcast over the radio and published in the local language so that

the people will be able to read it. l_'ehave found out that even if
you publish this into the local language, it is still not too helpfu!
because the background information is not there. I am convinced

' that giving the materials to them without further explanation is not

/.::.., too helpful for the people.
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" ':":"? J. Sablan: Since the birth of the Congress of b!icronesia and up to the present

,::_. time, I would like to ask you as members of the Congress of

.... ' _licronesia whether there is a sense of unity amongst the Micro-

nesian congressmen?

Chairman Salii: I think so. I think that where there is a living evidence of

Micronesian unity, it is in the Congress.

J. Sablan: blyquestion directs specifically not in theory but in a practical
sense.

Chairman Salii: My answer is still "yes".

J. Sablan" Throughout your visits in the districts, is there a desire amongst

the people of Micronesia to unite?

Chairman Salii: Let's refer the question to all the members of the Committee and

we'll let them speak for their districts and I will speak for my
district. Senator lehsi, would you please give us your feeling

on what the people of Ponape feel with respect to any desire to
.. remain united with the rest of Hicronesia?

Senator Iehsi: There is no question on the desire of the people of Ponane to stay
within the unity of Micronesia. No one has said anything about

breaking away. I think I can safely say that the people in my

district are asking questions as to why the blarianas is breaking

away and why the other districts are talking about going on their

• own. _%q_ileI cannot speak for the other districts, maybe they

have reasons for doing what they have undertaken. As to whether my

•_; district values a united Micronesia, I can say "yes".

J. Sablan: My other question is throughout your observations amongst the

people here in blicronesia, did you observe any contradictions?

Senator lehsi: I would say definitely you'll find the different views in every

district. We. don't have to go farther than outside of Saipan; you

see it happening here. I can say that from our trips to Yap and
Palau, I observed the general feeling as favoring a united
Micronesia.

J. Sablan: How are you going about uniting these people in .klicronesia? Assure-

: ing that there is no sense of unity amongst the people of Micronesi
and as leaders of Micronesia, how would you solve this problem?

You mentioned about political education. Would that be sufficient?
Would that be an effective way, or do you think we have to wait

let us say 10-20 more years?

Senator lchsi: I would say that in a unity, the people who get together to unite

generally all of them want to get something out of the unity and
that if somebody is not satisfied then it tends to pull out of it.
You asked whether we have a way of uniting the people of ._!icrone-

sia. I personally do not know but the way of doing it is by

. getting the people and asking what kind of government they would

_'.; .., ..
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" ' I llke to have. I am sorry to say that the bill on constitutional

::-,i I convention was not adopted at the last session of Congress. We
" i_talk about a united Micronesia but we do not know because we do

l_not have a constitutional bill and I think that if all the

_ . lldistricts get together and participate in drafting a constitution
•' ".that all the districts would feel that its interest is being

protected in that constitution and in this way we may have a unite{

• force. This is my own personal opinion.

J.'Sablan: You are saying in effect that until that time when we draft out

own constitution we will not have a sense of unity?

Senator Iehsi: I am not saying that there is no sense of unity. I think that

sometimes we overemphasized our differences and overlooked our
similarities. I think it would be unfair to say that there is no

sense of unity amongst the people of Micronesial at the same time,

we cannot say that there are no differences.

J. Sablan: We do have contradictions amongst ourselves.

Senator Iehsi: Yes, I grant you that is true-, and it happens every_'here, here im

_|icronesia, in the United Nations, even in the United States.

Senator Mangefel: I think that Senator Iehsi has spoken for Yap _.;henhe said that

• the people of Yap advocate a united Micronesia.

Congressman Bales: I don't have much to say on this. I think at this point in time

. the Marshallese people will stick to what the Conznittee is doing

now and that is they support what the Committee is doing, so I'
take it that we are still with the other districts.

Senator Amaraich: I don't think there is any question in Truk that they hope that we

can stay together, and I have stated publicly that I favor a

united Micronesia and if there are problems that should be resolve(
or some of them that cannot be resolved by the Congress of Micro-

nesia alone, that we take the efforts of all the le_ders and the

population, including myself and everybody else. One of the thing:

that is emphasized is "let us try to keep together", and I support

that, and I hope we can be successful in this effort.

Senator Mangefel: I am not sure that we are really talking about the s_me unity here.

In my opinion, unity does not necessarily mean that everybody

• should be together, act alike, do things exactly alike. In fact,

I would not stand for that kind of unity. Unity to me is the ver)_

fact that we accept our own cultures, if you want to put it that

way, although I would like to put it as our "differences" and be

together and see how we can help each other. That is all it takes

in my kind of unity. I don't want to see, for example, a person

here to dress like a Yapese and vice versa. I don't want that to

be imposed upon me, but the very fact that it exists, that alone
is unity to me and that is the kind of unity I am talking about

because we are located in the same area in the Pacific, and by

joining hands together, I feel that we can put up a strong front

..:_:ii_i'. against outsiders, but if we let the outsiders go at us individual."

" :""-_:;...:./.. we would not stand any chance at all, oao315
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,.__ii,..': Audience: Do you feel that your mm personal.definition o£ unity applies to
• : the understanding of the majority" of Micrenesians?

•.;. Senator Mangefel: I cannot really say for sure. I don't know what the people's
definition of unity is, and as I said, this is my own personal

• opinion.

Audience: So I think the previous question that was asked is what should.;;;
the Committee or the leaders of the Congress of blicronesia intend t(

do? Should it go on? Should it necessitate that the biicronesian

'- people be directed toward unifying a group of people? h_at kind of
"-,- action should be taken by the leaders in order that such a question •

-- be materialized with regards to your definition of unity?

Senator blangefel: I think education is the answer. It is very unfortunate that this
is the first time in five years that you and I have had a chance

'i:- like this. Had we been talking like this, we would be in a better

-:= -- position to understand each other.

Chairman Salii: If I may add, I think that where we know the specific reasons why a

_T district wants to separate, it is easy to focus attention on that
•" problem. For instance . the case of the Harshalls' desire to unde
,' -, .

.,.:_. take separate negotiations on their c_cn and I think a possibility o:
:--- ..-. eventually separating from the rest of the Trust Territory_ is based

.._-:- -. on the fact that they are not getting back in the way of revenue th;

" ...... goes into the Congress of blicronesia. If that is the only reason

• _. for separating, then it is a problem to deal with because the Cong_.
= might easily decide to give more revenues back to the Marshalls th_
i-;-- 7to the other districts for that matter. I_nere you have a situation

!i_ij .... - exists in this district where because of lack of as-
as perhaps

._...... sociation in the past with the other districts and perhaps then it
LL on this reason that this district wants a closer affiliation with

--- Guam or with the United States, perhaps there is nothing the Congre:, --_

_. can do with respect to keeping this through unity. So, if there is

:_ this basic problemwhic_ exists,, it is very difficult to handle i'

' but where a problem is not a basic one as the example I gave of the

Marshalls, it might be more easily handled. So, in order for the
-: districts to remain united• there's got to be at least in our minds ;

feeling that the best interests are safeguarded through unity.

_. I will say for Palau, in response to the question, that first of all

-." the District Legislature of Palau is studying the question whether
i:- it will be desirable for Palau to undertake separate talks with the

_.T ....- United States. First, I believe it is based on this factor, that on(

" the blarianas District is talking about right now conducting separat,

" .-- talks with the United States; second, the Marshalls are talking abo_

separate talks with the United States, so Palau better start pre-

paring itself for this eventuality because the people feel that

perhaps there is no longer any unity if the Marshalls and the Hari_

got out of the Territory and they want to be prepared. .But, when w.
asked them what is their desire, they said that they hope that the

.-. - present boundary of blicronesia is preserved.

•_:"':._i:
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_ ::_. For those who just came in, the Committee is interested in receiving
' statements expressing their feelings on the status question from

• anybody here tonight. We also will be entertaining any questions

:; that you might raise. We want to know the feeling of the people on

such questions that we have been discussing whether it is desirable

to maintain the unity of all the six districts, and if so, what

positive steps can the Congress do to insure unity, lqehave also in

previous hearings discussed the pros and cons of allowing military
into bticronesia. These are the kinds of things that we would like to

receive expressions on.

J. Sablan: Does the Congress of Micronesia, especially the Joint Committee have

any formula to maintain unity?

Chairman Salii: We had proposed a Commission on National Unity to study ways in which

the unity in Micronesia can be strengthened, h'e had been told that

some districts are talking about separate negotiations because of

their problems with the Congress of Micronesia where they are not

getting enough attention from the Congress. Some districts feel

perhaps that they are in the minority in this regard. This Committee
• feel that such a commission could give some attention to this problem

and be able to recommend to the High Commissioner positive steps to

be taken. The purpose of the commission is to stop any program

, that was working against the unity of Micronesia. Such a commission

....: did not pass the Congress the last time.

:[':/:! R Villagomez: I had an opportunity to have a visit with Secretary Carpenter in
Washington and we started talking about the position of the CongreSs

iland the Marianss and at the very end they expressly indicated that

. . the desire of the United States is to make all of Hicronesia a part

' of the United States as soon as possible. "i'._etherto ma_e:it a

territory or commonwealth is not really an important question but the

_.: important thing is that Micronesia be a part of the United States as

• soon as possible, and they •indicated that allowing the districts to

..i negotiate separately may be one of the means of expediting their

,. desires. Then from that Office, we went down to the Office of
Williams and they gave us the same view. _en we first got .there we

: tried to scare them by saying, "we are setting up a plan to get
zmiversity students to work against the separate negotiations with

the Marianas, etc." They told us that this was a very poor thing

to do. Anyway, the point I want to make is that the United States
w_nts to expedite making Hicronesia a part of the United States and

they think that separate negotiations is a means of accomplishing

this. 5_y observation with the University students is that it is

.,, strictly for Micronesia as a whole to bargain with the United States.

%'he majority of the Micronesian students feel that the negotiations

should be slowed down. We want to go fo_-_'ardin such a pace that we

c,an develop ourselves so that as we progress, we are also developing
ourselves to take the type of developments that correlate" with it.

This is my personal feeling and the biggest disadvantage of the

negotiations is that it is going to speed up the agreement of the "
• United States and _licronesia. I think it should be slowed down, It

should not be stopped, but it should be slowed doom. I support the
.:':. i negotiations for the entire Trust Territory and I feel that it is not

• .' [.,_; .."

.,:,.:/. correct to say that .all of the people in the Marianas desire the

0g0317
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: .- ,-.-::_ commonwealth status
• ,. . ,. :

• Audience: I think that unity should not only be pursued by the Congress of
: Hicronesia; it should also be pursued by the Administering Authority.

J. Nafnas: I, personally, and a good number of my friends advocate unity in
Hicronesia, and I think the problem here is political education. Our

• : ' education system is not geared to the st-_ndards that we have in
' Hicronesia. Due to lack of education, lack of understanding of the

. - . .

Ponapean custom, of Yap, of Palau, our people tend to feel that we
cannot unite. In traveling to all the districts, I did not en-
counter any problems with the Ponapeans, the Yapese, the Trukese,
the .Harshallese. I accept the Palauans, the Ya_ese, the Trukese.

' I was born in Yap, and if I grew up in Yap, I probably would have
worn a thu too. It is a matter of adjustment. I am accepted for

b(_ing a Saipanese. I think the statement that the majority of the
p(.ople in the ;farianas advocates con_onwealth is.a misleading

• statement. It is very misleading and I am saying this based on my
experience with involvement in locai practices here in the Harianas.
I have some reservations about commonwealth. I have greater reser-

vations about reintegration with Guam. I have some reservations
about free association too but I believe that if our leaders will

. .... unite, the Congress of Hicronesia, the district municipal legislatures
- and iron out these differences, I feel that free association is the

' .!. most appropriate status for Hicrofiesia. On the distribution of
- revenues, I think it should be shared equaliy by all of Hicronesia.
- _his is one key factor of keeping unity in Hicronesia. I want to

! repeat again, Mr. Chairman, that the statement on the majority of our

' p'eople in the Harianas advocating commonwealth is a misleading
statement. Thank you.

Ben FitiaI: I understand that there is a commission established by the Congress

of Hicronesia on political education, l',hat has happened to this
commission?

Chairman Salii : There is a question whether this commission e_is_ts. The Co_nission wa
,_d during the special session in Ponape. There was no re=
appropriation for the Comission to Carry. out its function. There
were then some doubts whether it was proper to go ahead and appoint
the membership of the Commission. Some a_pointments were actuaIiy
made but because there has been no money, the Commission has been
inactive since its creation.

Ben Fitial: As _r. Hafnas pointed out, political education is what we need not
only in this district but perhaps in the whole of _icronesia. I
also heard rumors that the Administration may create a commission to
function as such for political education.

R. Villagomez: I would personally support an effort by the Congress of Hicronesia to
.... " influence the _arianas delegation in such a way as to cause them to
/:_._".- • not exactly change their minds, but more to have a feeling to be Dart

of the Joint Com_nittee I feel that terminating separate negotiations
".'2, :' _'! .:.

i :il..!i:,::;!.:.,i:i and continuing with the Congress of Hicronesia's negotiations would

oaoa 8
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L::_:i::.:: have a stronger power as a negotiating team with the United States_"

J. Hafnas: Does the Committee have any intention of introducing a measure on
constitutional convention this coming session?'

Chairman Salii : The bill as you may recall passed the Senate and if reintroduced at

the Fifth Regular Session, it will still be alive.

: J. Mafnas: !Q_e reason why I asked is that I think there was a move that the

=' Marianas should that bill pass the Congress, would be excluded from' ., .:

this convention, and I feel, Mr. Chairm._n, that if the Congress ever

, permits something like that to happen, then the Congress will be
doing an unfair thing to the _larianas, at least to those who believe

ii_unity for Micronesia.

R. Villagomez: I have seen unity. There are approximately 500 University students
in Guam and that is where I went to school and I have seen them

establish an executive committee where all districts are representec
&nd decisions were primarily made by the executive committee on the

various programs that we have throughout the school year. I have

seen _licronesians cooperate and able to cor_unicate, so maybe if you

go down to a certain level, it may not work, but I know that unity in
Micronesia can work effectively.-

David Maratita: I think the crucial question is Micronesian unity. Now, I personally
believe that we are lacking an understanding of the word unity. In

" other words, what are we looking for? To me, I think the important
thing is trying to identify ourselves. Are we trying to make _L[cro-
nesis be identified as directly Hicronesia in a sense of world re-

. . cognition? _',_atare we trying to achieve? The aim here in Hicronesi_

;. is to find our identity first. The point on political education, I

' believe that a formal political education commission must be es-

tablished, and what we are doing now is in itself a political educa-
tion. We are going around to various districts meeting with the

people and trying to get their points Of view and at the same time

. they are gettifig our points of view. I believe that there should be

_Dre public meetings like this where we have the exchange of views

_,.hichconstitutes the basis for political education. If the Congress

should try to identify the alternatives of the political status for
Micronesia, be it independence, free association, commonwealth or

: what not, perhaps with enough interest from this group, we can always

discuss this matter and this will_enerate more involvement, I believe.

[ would urge the Committee that perhaps next session of Congress you

• -.... " have a political education where there should be more local people
involved.

R. Villagomez: Another very crucial question raised earlier is why does the Harianas
District want to negotiate separately? Why do they want commonwealth'.,

You mentioned that perhaps if we know the answer to the question, we
may be able to deal with the problem. One possible answer that I can

• think of: a Saipanese has several examples to look at. One of them

would be Guam. He would look at Guam and he _w'ouldlook at Palau,

:i_: :._ Ponape, Yap or some other vi'llages and he would compare these differ-

!,.,..:/.._..;._ ent places. Seeing that this guy has a wooden house while a guy in

_ :: >' Guam has a big car and a nice house, you would ask the Saipanese

!;:i._:''-.::"!"-' -I02-.,. -,
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"".: ' which would he prefer? Naturally, he-would prefer Guam. The next
question is how could he obtain that which he prefers? I feel that

.... is one of the reasons why the Marianms District feels the way it does

now. My question now is if we w_nt to prevent the _,larianas District
from separating from the Trust Territory, we would have to tackle

that particular problem. The question is, how? Would the Trust

Territory be able to meet the kind of desire that the _arianas want
to obtain from Guam, Hawaii, etc. Does the Congress of Micronesia

have any discussions in this particular point?- Do they just see

this as a disadvantage that is too difficult to resolve? I feel

that as long as there is no way that you can tell the Marianas people

that they cannot obtain such a desire, it would be very difficult to
unite.

J. Mafnas: In connection with Mr. Villagomez' comJnent, one of my dissatisfaction
with the 51arianas Commission is that even up to now I have not heard

may single disadvantage of commonwealth. Perhaps, if the Commission

presents the advantages as well as the disadvantages and letsthe
people in the Marianas see these, then they can make a good and sound

• decision.

Chairman Salii: I think it is incumbent on the Congress to really find out what is
the real reason behind the Marianas, the Mai-shalls and Palau wanting

to separate. I go back to the suggestion that the Committee made to
the Congress of Micronesia that an organized effort to look into the
matter of strengthening the unity of Micronesia be launched before

' it is too late, and that is this commission on national unity or

other program that will discuss this sort of thing. I am getting to
• , be convinced more and more that the economic side of the coin has

been neglected and that is what migh t be making it difficult for the

people to make any decision.

R. Villagomez: 0oes the Marianas delegation ever indicate to the Congress of Micro-

nesia that they truly represent the will of the people of the

Marianas when they negotiate for commonwealth?

Chairman Salii: We have not questioned them. At our meeting this morning with the
members of the _nicipal Legislature mention was made that about

85% of the people of the Marianas want this close association with
the United States.

J. Sablan: I did not have the opportunity to read fully the Compact on free
association. Can sovereignty remain in Micronesia?

1,•

Chairman Sa/ii Under the Compact so far there is the question as to whether during
the free association status actual sovereignty resides in Micronesia,

That is in the form of interpretation of _he Compact. Under the

provisions of the Compact now, certain aspects of Fticronesian sov-
ereignty are delegated under the United States Government voluntaril)

on the part of 5ticronesia but this is a temporary nature. Micro-
nesia can take all of it back from the United States in the future

in the _ticronesi_n people. Some of us in the Committee maintained

that we are giving away too much of our sovereignty to the United

i States and because we are giving too much, this mi_f_n_i_r our
-103- UL_ _.9_) _;[._
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:'-":" "_ ability to handle our internal affairs without interference, lYe
have been asking the question whether we should attempt to change the
language in future negotiations. We really have no idea whether

the people will accept what the Committee has tentatively agreed to .
in the three Titles that we have negotiated. I will say that under
the area of foreign affairs, the United" States has full _uthority in

.... that area. _q_en we come to the Title of Foreign Affairs again it is

a matter of interpretation. You can say that in the final analysis
the United States will have full control over bticronesian foreign

affairs because the provision there says that '"dnited States treatie.-
:;hall apply to Micronesia", and also the other provision which states
that "if in the view of the United States Government any action by
the Government of Micronesia in the area of foreign affairs which it

may refuse basically in terms of defense, Hicronesia will be re-
quired to terminate such action on the advice of the United States.'
Specific language states that "The Government of the United States
will promptly notify the Government of _licrenesia if it appears that

any proposal or activity of the Government of Micronesia pursuant to
this Annex conflicts with the international commitments, responsi-

:' bilities or policies of the Government of the United States. . ."

' 'That language gives the United States full freedom in the final

. analysis to control our foreign affairs. It is pertinent to mention
some of the things listed in Annex A: "The Government of Hicronesia

may seek associate or other appropriate membership for which Nicro-
nesia may be eligible in regional organizations, United Nations

Specialized Agencies. . ."',"The Government of Hicronesia may
•. ne.gotiate and conclude in the name of Nicronesiai agreements of a

cultural, educational, financial) scientific or technical nature...

....... 'r[he Government of Micronesia may establish temporary or permanent

• . .-. representation of Micronesian trade or other commercial interests
in foreign countries..." We would hope that before these things
are finalized, and before we are committed to them, that we all

review them and see whether we can accept them or not. We are at a
disadvantage when we negotiate and their Droposai is presented to

-, us and we are unable to point to any section and say "this will be

unacceptable to our people". If we are forced to negotiate more or

less on our interpretation of what might be acceptable, we are in a

weak position when we actually negotiate.

J. Sablan : On the subject of defense, there is a provision which says that the

United States may invite military from other countries to form

military activities here in bticronesia. How do you feel about that?

Chairman Salii: I feel that once you let the United States have certain lands and
waters available in Micronesia for defense purposes, once you make

this concensus, it follows that allies of the United States can come

in. Under the language of this Compact, they may come in, and if

the United States decides to hold joint maneuvers in 5ticronesia with

the Australian Navy, under the language of the Title) they would
be allffzed to do so. I might say that because we would not know

whether the Congress will accept the language in the Compact, we made

it very clear, and it is very clear to the United States team, and

: on our part, that all these provisions are contingent on the agreemen%

" :i:i:::.ilZi]): of the other provisions and as against the other provisions that haw

"_,.:._:.::".i./i).! \- not been negotiated so far. I feel that the Titles in this Compact
..;i.>.'i .,"
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i :: are very much satisfied in favor of the United States. Their basic

[I
, interest in the Compact will be in the areas of foreign affairs and

defense. We feel that we are making a big sacrifice in giving them

what we have given them. IVe hope that they will be as generous in
the services that they will agree to give to Micronesia in return.

h'e hope that they will be as generous in the area of financial

compensation to Micronesia but this remains to be seen. We main-

tain the option that if we are not satisfied with what they will give

us in this area, we will not agree to what we have given in foreign
...i affairs and defense.

J. Sablan: I will not agree with that provision in which the United States may
.... invite France to test bombs on Tinian or somewhere on the islands

of Mi crone sia.

Chairman Salii: In fairness to the United States side, it is my interpretation, and

with the feeling of the Con_nittee, that they have said that while

- they can do considerably with what they intend to do with the

._ military activities, that they have given their assurances that

nuclear weapons, chemical and biochemical weapons will not be stored

- in the Micronesian waters and soils.

R. Villagomez: l_hat about the desires of the people of Palau to have their lands

:returned to them before any agreement is reached? Does that hamper

; " the negotiations?

Chairman Salii: It does have the effect of postponing the next round of negotiations.

The Committee has taken the position that unless the Ambassador

• . responds positively tO the leaders of Palau, that this Committee will

_........ not be ready to meet for the next round. We have been asking the

: - people in all the districts what they feel about the return of public
- lands. Let me report that basically, at least in this district so

" far, the people have said that they do want the public lands returned

It is not very clear yet unless we evaluate the trznscript whether

the lands be returned to the districts or municipalities. It is my

interpretation that the lands be returned to the municipalities in
- the Marianas.

Audience: _%at is the Committee's bargaining power in the case of such a
status (free association)?

Chairman Salii. We keep insisting that all we are asking is within our legal and

moral rights; that the Trusteeship Agreement gave us the right to

..... ask what we want. Secondly, what we are asking the United States is

-- not unreasonable, in view of what they want. First: To exclude

.- any other country from coming into Micronesia; and second, possibly

making areas in Hicronesia available to them for military purposes,

which not only has the effect of forcing Micronesia to live alongside

•- troops, perhaps, alongside dangerous weapons, but at the same time

making Micronesia a target of any enemy of the United States. We
___ : are within our rights to ask the United States whatever we are asking

- and that when we look at it, we are asking a very minimal thing. We

........ are not asking for any foreign aid or directing that we have a quid

I::_?,.,cl':':II!II_:I;il!ii:iiii!!:!!ii!i:ii pro quo where we give something in return. We have taken the positio

[ 9f negotiatin_ on zn _Qb[al basis, and we have not negotiated from a

• ower pos_t_on Wlthtn_ uniten S_ates. 003 1
, ' -105-
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.... R. Villagomez: When Ambassador Williams said '_e are not here on a quid pro quo
basis", did you believe that statement?

Chairman Salii: I don't know that he said that. The position of this Committee
• in our negotiations with him is that we are not asking for anything

gratis, hq_at we are asking for is indirect payment for what we

may agree to give him.

D. Quitugua: B1_at is the United States' interest in bargaining or negotiating
such a political status (free association)? h%at is the interest

for indicating such a status?

Chairman Salii: I think the basic interest of the United States has been made clear

on the kind of things they request. The main thing would be for

them to keep third countries from coming into Hicronesia. That is
the main U. S. requirement. 1',_etherthey have bases here, it seems

to be obvious that they do not want to see anybody come in here.

I would say that they are willing to terminate the Trusteeship

Agreement because it would mean that there will be no more annual

reviews or visiting missions from the United Nations coming here

and then embarrassing them in front of the United Nations. The>"

want that out of the way and then they will be able to handle their

¢,_ requirements. I cannot see how they would have economic re-
ouire_ents in 5ticronesia. We are a very small nation to provide

• them in the way of resources, requirements that they might have in
" -- bLicronesia.

R. Villagomez: P_1_atabout possible business interests of American businessmen in

developing Micronesia?

Chairman Salii: Insofar as it is a factor, influencing the position of the United

States, it. is'negligible.

D. Quitugua: I am trying to follow as much as possible the advancement of the

negotiations and the interests of both parties, and it seems to me
that there is a little bit of interference between both parties_

...... the interest of the Congress of Micronesia negotiating for self-

determination, and the interest of the United States negotiating

for military requirements. In connection with lands in Micronesia,

it seems to me just from reading the PDN that in Palau, for example,
the leaders will not allow future negotiations unless lands are

returned to the appropriate individuals and compensations are made

accordingly. It seems to me that if that is the bargaining power
of the Con_nittee, then future negotiations will be hampered because

of such an attitude taken by an individual district where the
interest of the United States lies. This is also true with the

Marianas and the Marshalls. It seems to me that these districts

where the military requirements are, are now fighting for the release
of all public lands. It seems to me that there is a little bit of

_ interference in the negotiations as far as the power to bargain goes.

....i'::i Chairman Salii: I think we can say that to some extent it does limit the power of

_: : the Congress to negotiate with the United States, but it's

' ogoazz
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:, : " as opposed to having the United States maintain its eminent domain

•', ....,. power for negotiations. I personally think that if lands are
returned to the districts, we will be in a better position to

• negotiate with the United States.

Audience: The next round of negotiations will be in October. I am a little

bit lost...,

Chairman Salii: I think you have a good reason to be wondering. It has been dis-

cussed by the two chairmen, Ambassador Williams and myself, whose

job it is to recommend such things as timing and site. Anyway we
,v.

have discussed possibilities for planning purposes to meet not

• before the end of September because neither side will be ready

..... before then. The Ambassador has suggested Truk. We have inquired

" with the leaders of Truk whether they will host the next round of

talks. We have not received any response from Truk yet so nothing
is definite as to the date or site of the next round.

RF.CESS (I0 minutes)

.: R. Villago_ez: hl_en I was talking about the Harianas people mainly about advancing

economically, you said if that is the main problem, and the problem

• is not a willingmess to integrate, that wecould solve the problem.

Chairman Salii: I was going to say that if the desire to separate is based on a

series of difficulties, perhaps, economical factors, I would say that

if this is basically the reason, if the Congress has a real under-

standing on the thinking of the people, that is the_first step I

:' would say of getting to suggest or thinking of ways to solve the

problem, by the knowledge that this is what makes the people want

to separate. I will say the chances of at least a meaningful dialogue
are better than if it were when a district concludes that no matter

What the conditions are, it is in the best interest to be separated.then
It would/seem to me that there is very little that can be done to
change the situation.

If I may, I would like to su!:.inarizewhat we have received this

evening. Hy summary will be subject to the actual discussions that

took place. First, that it was suggested that the Congress look
. into the econon_ic side of the various political alternatives and

that this be explained to the people in a political education pro-

: gram along with the political situation before the people are asked
..... to make any meaningful decision on this question. Second, the im-

_ pression received by the Conmittee is that the statement that all

the people of this district desire a status of commonwealth with the

United States is a misleading statement. Third, that before we

c:an really discuss these various issues relating to the future status

question, that we have first to decide what it is we really want_

whether we want to have the rest of the world recognize and respect
our identity as Hicronesians. If that is our desire then we should

•...... , make the decision first and then look into the possibility of

... .: [ strengthening bticronesia's national unity, the problem being that
_/ili/i:'i I perhaps we really do not know what we are aiming for. There were

a .oon.i -Io7- 020323
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•-,:....!i;' the negotiations for the entire territory; that perhaps with the

', ,:, separate _larianas talks there should be at least some attempts mado

to stop them. I would like to pause here now and ask the members

! of the Committee if they have any questions or covaents to make at
.... this point before we close this hearing.t

i

I

Senator Iehsi: A statement was made that maybe one of the fears the people have is

that when we are united some districts may find themselves in the

minority group; that because some of the districts are already in

the minority, it was implied that maybe the Administration is not

.. fair in sharing the positions or the dollars that come to blicronesia,

_ and, therefore, this may be the reason why the feeling of unity is
not strong. I would say that while this may be tl_e, we also have

some uniting factors that maybe we sometimes overlook. I can point

to some examples. I can say that a person from this district is the
' chief executive for one of the biggest districts in the Trust Terri-

'" tory, that is the Distad Truk. I can also say that our personnel

J .i officer in Ponape is a SaiDanese, and the personnel officer for this
-., district is a Ponapean. The Deputy Distad for the Marshalls is a

ii'_i" Yapese. So, maybe if we all work together and try to see our common-

{_-: interest, we can do something about our unity, blr. Roman Villagomez
.'<_ asked this Co,7gnitteeto do something about the negotiations that are

:-< going on in this district I would say that maybe you are in a bettei

.:_'. position to do something about it than I can. Personally, I _,m very

:::_ glad that I came to this meeting this evening bec_Ase the impressions

i: _i I got since yesterday up to noon today was that 85 per cent of the

• .: people here in the Marianas support commonwealth. That is all I have
• _.-.' ,_o saZ.

'. ; .!;i

Senator Mangefel: There is also a fear expressed by some people that by uniting
-_.... Micronesia, a well-progressed district might slow do_,_because of the

i:!- other underdeveloped districts. I would hope that whatever type of
jii government we may have in the future, and as Chairman Salii pointed
;C out, it will recognize the desires of the people that they don't
.. want to slow down. As for me, to have a new kind of government means

! to be able tO slow down and control the progress, but I certainly do

: not want it if the majority of the people want to progress at a

full speed. If this is so, I shall give my blessing I00 per cent.

Congressman Balos: Thank you, _Ir. Chairman. I would like to rake a very brief convnent.

•. I would like to tell the people here that the meeting we have had

_ tonight to me has been very informative, educational and helpful in,..
_3 that I got to know the people's views and desires on certain points.
.... I would like to say that maybe at this point in time it is very

'. '"_._: important for us to Still work together and try to find out what is

• . -.- good for the people of _licronesia. For myself, I wish I knew all
: • the answers now so that I can say that "this is the good one to
-_ follow", but I don't know what is good yet, and I think that with

the cooperation of the people of Hicronesia, we can come out with

• something where we can make the future of Micronesia a better one.

• " _ Senator Amaraich: it I really don't have much to say. As I stated before on record,. _
/:i!i'':iii and I have stated many many times that I hope we can keep the district:. _:;.'.'.,...<_.: • :i_ })
::: -lo - 0303Z4
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-"..:...:.L...--. is what I want. Statements have been made throughout the hearings

. we have had in the districts, not only here, but in Yap and Palau,

'."-.":_-:.. sometimes I get the impression that many people think that only the
Congress should make the efforts to preserve or promote unity. I

] : _;_ think this is something that everybody should be working on if

everybody feels the same way as 1 do. It is true that the Congress

has been in operation for a number of years, but it is also true

.....::_ that during all this time, the Congress' power, its authority, has

been very limited and, therefore, I think that when the Congress di-
rected this Committee to look into free association, it had in mind

- the fact that it wants to have a chance to try and see if it can make

it work because under, the present system there are certain limitation:Wl/. .
that we are faced/, an_ it was recommended that we go into free asso-

ciation where we will be able to run our o_ government and at the

" same ti_ get some assurance in getting financial help. h'e can then

: get a crack at it and try to promote unity at the same time. If
.. after we have tried this for a _ile and it still cannot work, then

" we can say that it cannot work and try for something else. Given a

" choice of where you want to go, I think this is the step that the
Congress must concern itself about because under the present system

there are things that we want to do but are very difficult to obtain

.... because we must first get the final word from Washington. I remember

-.: !- ::: the first session of Congress on Saipan at a reception where the late

.... ':: (_ief Petrus )4ailo was asked to make a speech and he said, "We have

been under the Spanish, they were not able to develop these islands.

•.. _ I';ehave been under the Germans, it was impossible for them to develop
-' us. We have been under the Japanese, they have not been able to

develop us, and under the American Administration, they still cannot

--. i do it." He concluded that "it is up to us, and we are the only peopl_
who can make it." I sort of believe in that statement, and I hope

......... that we the people of Micronesia can be given the chance to try if

........ we can make it. There are certain things that, perhaps, as the Chairm;
" pointed out, would be difficult for the Congress to accomaodate. If

some people in the districts feel that they are in the minority, I
don't see that as a problem because I feel that as a member of the
Congress, I can make the change and I can make the sacrifice. If

Saipan wants more money, then we can give it to them really because

[ don't want money to be the thing to divide us. If you need more

. people to be on the top, then we will be willing to give that. Yes,

:if you want to be the High Cownissioner and I am still in the Congres_

.... I will give you that. But, if you say that you look down at people
- because they are in the lower class, then I do not know how to solve

" ,_'-- - -:_'-:..... _ithat. In order for us to try and keep the districts together, we

._ _\need the support of the people, and I am glad that even though there
." = ..... \_are thousands of people on Saipan, we still hace about 18-20 people

.- .... [lin this public meeting and I am not disappointed about i_. I am
_- ,happy that this number of people care enough to show up and I hope

that we can keep this kind of interest growing and increasing. _
feeling is that if there is still a chance for us to explain things

to the people, we will try it. As the Chairman pointed out, we will

• be on Saipan tmtil tomorrow, but if there are still more questions,

. .. ._- .. " I am willing to stay up all night to hear them. But, don't expect

......... the Congress to do everything because as I get the impressions from

!. ..... - o9- OgO3ZS
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......_.::_.._. some of the people here tonight, they think differently from their
:.... ._i leaders, and although you may be in the minority group, you can still

: . :."_."" go to your representatives and make yourselves known. The points
•: ..:....,.i that have been made tonight are very important,, B.

] . . " Chairman Salii: Thank you, Senator. This will be the last o£ our hearings here in
this district. I can only say that the sentiments expressed by the
Senator happened to reflect my own personal views. Let me emphasize

"_ again that even though the hearings will formally close, we still
have until January to review the situation before we make our report

" : ' :' on these hearings to the Congress. Between now and then, if anybody
in this group, in this district, or any of the other districts, has.

" _ anything more to add to what has a.lready been given to the Committee,
we hope that they will do so. For the people who sho,_ed up tonight,
I will say that this has been a very helpful meeting to the Conunittee
insofar as it gave us another side of the situation in the Marianas.
I want to thank all of you for coming tonight. On behalf of the
Committee, I want to thank you again. This meeting is now closed.

.... ,: Adjourned at 10:40 p.m.

• •



_:, ,-_ii:._::-_.._ ltearing of the Sub-Committee (Western Districts) of the Joint Committee on Future Stat_
"::....'_". Congress of Nicronesia with the UNITED CAROLINIAN ASSOCIATION on Wednesday July 25,

:: i!!i iii! iiii!ii;! i . ...: :! 1973, at 5:15 p,m,, in the Senate Chamber, Congress of _licronesia Annex, Saipan.

.":.i.::..i::" "' Present: Chairman Lazarus E. Salii
• ".: ...... Senator Andon Amaraich

• .?ii'.I .:"..3 Senator Edward DLG. Pangelinan
•; ?.....

"" " ' Michael k. _%ite staff attorney

• . Evelyna T. Akimoto, secretary
,"" ". , . ,

_""":' ' UNITED CAROLINIAN ASSOCIATION
. . .

.....,. Nr. Felix Rabauliman
Hr. Ben Fitial

. . L.. _r. Joe Lifoifoi

Chairman Salii: Senator Ambilos lehsi went to cancel the bookings for his children

who were supposed to leave with him tomorrow, i_'ewill start the
_eeting with the three of us, with the counsel and stenographer.

Before we start, w'e have decided to schedule another hearing here.

We were informed that your people wanted to meet with the Co_aittee

" but because "they were under the impression that the Committee would

_, not have time to meet, that you did not press your request. I had

informed Mr. Lifoifoi that the Cor_mittee is going to be here today

and we would be happy to meet with you and others who may be interest-

' ed in contacting the Con_nittee. The Committee will note the presence
j .*

of _r. Felix Rabauliman, Mr. Ben Fitial and Mr. Joe Lifoifoi. I Will

give you the opportunity now to make any presentation you wish to
make to this Committee.

Hr. Rabauliman: Than}. you for giving this group an opportunity to meet with you .....

..... This group is the executive members of the United Carolinian

, Asset:darien (UCA). We urge the Joint Committee to consider all.the

issues of the political question and also to consider the ethnic

group that exists in the Marianas regardless of whatever political

status it undertakes. I will now ask my members if they have any
statement to make.

Mr. Fitial: Thank you, ,qr. Chairman. I just want to make one thing clear to the

Committee, Mr. Chairman, and that is the position taken by the UCA

_. with regards to the political status issue in which we give our full

.... support to what the Commission has endorsed; that is the Political

Status Commission of the Congress of Nicronesia. As you may recall,

Hr. Chairman, we submitted a petition some time back when the issue
of separation came about. _]aen the Marianas District LeRislature

passed a resolution to separate from the rest of the distr_cts.,we then

drafted a petition, signed by several members of the UCA, and sub-

mitted it to the Committee supporting its political status endorse-

ment. I would like to make it clear that the UCA is in full support

of the free association status. I have read the Compact and I think

there is more good in that Compact of free association than what I
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read so far about the commonwealth status. This is just interpre-

.:_,,..:._. ting the feeling of the members of this Association. I am sorry

";i!"":!:ii!j/:_ that Dr. Kaipat is not here as he is the Chairman of our Political

::.i:...:...):'(..;._ Committee and he has more current data to present to the Committeethan what we have. Mr. Chairman, we feel that we the UCA should

).; )):(:.: have more political education. A lot of our people are not aware of
"-..? ':: the disadvantages and the advantages of each alternative --free

:.,+--. :. association, independence, or commonwealth, or incorporated ter-
'" ." : • ritory Iqe all decided that we want more political education to bei " 5 •

_. ':.. "::: - _ fully aware of all these alternatives, to be able to weigh the
: advantages and the disadvantages and perhaps come out with some

....... decision as to which road we should take. ._.Iay I ask a question now?

Chairman Salii: I wonder if we could give _Ir. Lifoifoi a chance to say something.

.} Hr. Lifoifoi: If I may say this, I am representing the Carolinians from the

.! .. : northern part of the .island, that is ranapag Village. We do share
-.': , the same feeling with the rest of the Carolinians and that is we

wholeheartedly support the status defined by your Committee as free
:" association. We would like to ask this Committee to assist the

minority group here on the Island should we be forced into another
= status. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
S

Chairman Salii : You have a question, Mr. Fitial, you wanted to raise?

Mr. Fitial : Yes.

• Chairman Salii : .Before we answer any questions, I would like to ask members of the

• .Com_nittee if they have anything to clarify in regards to the state-

, ment made by Mr. Fitial. Senator Amaraich, before we ask questions

" to Mr. Fitial and the other two gentlemen, ;thought it would be
appropriate at this time to ask members of the Con_nittee if they

: have any comments to make in regards to the statements that have bee_. . . , :

:: made.

Senator Amaraich: For background'information, reference was made to a petition; what
.. was this petition about?

Mr. Fitial: The petition was presented to the Committee.

blr. Rabauliman: The petition was presented to the Ambassador and members of tl_e

United Nations and a copy was sent to the Chairman of this Comaittee.

Chairman Salii: The petition was directed to Ambassador Kennedy and to the United

i Nations but we have a copy of the petition in our files.

_ Senator Amaraich: lqas there a general response to that petition either by the United
States Government or the United Nations?

Mr. Rabauliman: So far we have not received any response.

Chairman Salii: I will answer for the Committee. _ere has been no r_sponse by the
' Committee because it was not clear whether the Committee was asked

: to do something specific on the petition or not. It was directed/[" • /

-,.-:).,.. -m- 030:32:8
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to Ambassador Kennedy. Is this the same document you .are referring
•-_.-,,, .".. to?

•...... hlr. Fitial: h'e pointed out t.hat the UCA is in full support of what the Joint

')..... Con_nittee of the Congress on political status is endorsing.

[ :..... Senator Amaraich: •111at was before the Harianas Political Status Commission was formed.; -

i"....... Now, after the formation of that Commission, has the UCA presented
- its views to the Harianas ComJnission?

:- ..-. Hr. Rabauliman : We have not presented any position paper to the Marianas Political
Status Commission.

• . , .

... Senator Amaraich: Is the Association represented in the Commission?

• Mr. Rabauliman : Yes, it has representatives in the Comnission.

" Senator Amaraich: You as representative of the Association presented the concern of

.,. _- your Association to the Commission, and if so, what was its re-
action?

• ./T),

Mr. Rabauliman We have not had any position that the UCA presented to the Commission

.. Mr. Fitial: $'_'estill maintain our position that was made to the Ambassador and
to the Joint Committee.

.,..:.:, Senator Amaraich: .H.owmany members are there in the Association?

• Mr. Rabauliman: All of the Carolinians are members.
:i

Senator Amaraich: Any idea how many?

- Mr. Rabauliman : 2,700.

Senator Amaraich: Does that figure include school age?

Hr. Rabauliman. : (>nly the voting age.

Senator Amaraich: _at exactly are you asking of the Committee when you said "the

minority group's interest be protected"?

Mr. Lifoifoi: We consider ourselves, the Carolinians, as the minority group on
_his Island and should the decision be made by the majority of the

.... : ]people to accept commonwealth, that which is being negotiated, what
,, would happen then is that we will be forced into a status which we

consider may be detrimental to our children. Could the Congress of
'. Micronesia assist us in this way?

Senator Amaraich: ;_hat are you afraid of under the proposed commonwealth?

....:.:. Mr. Lifoifoi: _Lr. Chairman, from what I know of the present negotiations, this is

.:. a one-way deal should we decide for commonwealth It will close

•:::..,..i< all the doors, and that is what I am afraid of.

: i -zz3- 0 0329
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'.,i:/:i:i_:::,i:_i:.i/tli:i Mr. Rabauliman: In addition to what Mr. Joe Lifoifoi mentioned, when the District

_"":;h/(:(i":Li(i_.,...._::..-...• :..:.. Legislature passed a resolution for separation from the Trust
_":_:'_;:: ' :"::' Territory, that was when we made the petition and we asked that

the Congress of Hicrenesia consider this group with the Joint
Committee of the Congress of Micronesia with whatever they decide.

That is the concern that we would like to bring to this Committee.

Senator Amaraich: I remember reading somewhere either from a press release, _qS, or

a joint communique, where mention was made about _dnership of lands,

which I assume that under the new government of the _larianas owner-
ship of land will be restricted to people of Harianas ancestry.
Mr. Rabauliman, as a member of the ,qarianas Political Status Com-

mission, do you have any information as to what it means?

! _r. Rabauliman: :Yes, those who are originally from the Marianas. That would be my
• •... ,... interpretation.

•, Chairman Salii: l',q%oare originally from the Marianas? Let me see if I understand

• :(. the question. The question the Senator referred to: is in connectiot

.................. with som_ of the press releases on the ,qarianas talks,..

.._- Senator Amaraich: If I remember correctly, it was part of those things that came out

from the Harianas Political Status Cor_mission negotiations. Re-

i:::_ ference was made to o_ership of land under the future government

. and it was proposed that ownership of land be restricted to people
i...: who are of Marianas ancestry. _ question is whether there is a
" definition of that term. _q_at does it mean to the Commission or
i_i .to the Caroliflians or how would that affect the Carolinians as far
_- ,

...... •aS ownership of land is concerned? Are you considered original.7

.. people of the _larianas?

Senator P_-ngelinan: May I just interject. I think the interpretation is somewhat broad.
The position of the Commission is that those residents of the

! . Marianas, be they Carolinians, Cnamorros or otherwise, who legally
',:: have ownership, of land, is the turning point as to where the dis-

):": tinction "Marianas ancestry" lies. Again, the Commission is still
trying to make some kind of a clear definition and ,we take thb_

position that it is anyone who is the legal resident here, "-

Chairman Salii: Let us say that someone from Yap came here in the past and acquired.
some property and if he desires to remain, will he hold on to his

property?

Senator Pangelinan: I think the definition is "Micronesian". l%'ecall it Harianas

_. ancestry because there is no such a thing as a real.,C"namori_o."h'e-:l_-

_. call it the '%{arianas ancestry" because it _eans anyone ,ho has legal
.-. ownership of land.

..- Chairman Salii: Does that answer your question, Senator Amaraich?

Senator Amaraich: What I waS trying to find out is that the definition has not been
' made clear.

Senator Pangelinan: Actually the position is that people from the Northern Harianas, sinc

: .they are qualified, the definition would be a Hicronesian who has

' , -n4- 030.330#
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I have one question. I think all of us agree that in the final

:i analysis the people will decide what political status they want
.:,"

_ through a plebiscite. From the statements made here, the gentlemen
prefer the free association status. Is this the only kind of al-

..... ternative you want to see on the ballot? Or, do you welcome

independence, commonwealth, or status quo?

Mr. Fitial: We want to see as much as there are available, but like I said, we

need to be educated on each and everyone of them. From reading

and understanding the free association Compact, it seems that you
can't beat this kind of status.

Senator Pangelinan: Because of the fact that the people can have more choice, do you
welcome all alternatives be made available?

Mr. Fitial: I would like to see that happen.

Mr. Lifoifoi: I personally decided that I prefer to see only one alternative', and
• that is free association.

Senator Pangelinan: But, that will be closing the options for any kind of status that a

person may choose otherwise. .......
/

Mr. Lifoifoi: Yes, that is why I said that I am personally thinking for myself.

Chairman Salii: The Committee will review again the petition which the UCA sub-

.mitred to Ambassador Kennedy. May I also request that you review

•,it one more time and see if you, in your view, feel it is sufficient

to convey the official position of the Association to this Committee
.... " or whether you want to make some presentation along that line

.... directly to the Committeej rather than as in the case before, simply
• _ informing the Committee with a copy but asking that the question be

.... taken by somebody else. You also mentioned that Dr. Kaipat, who is

the president of your Association could not be here this afternoon

with you. Please let him know that if there is a communication he
• wants to convey to the Cor_.ittee, that he can always do so, and even

though the Committee may be away, he can address himself to the
Chairman of the Joint Conumittee on Future Status, Congress of

Micronesia, Capitol Hill, Saipan, Mariana Islands. Any further
comJuunication not only from the Association but from any other group
in the Marianas and in all the districts that want to make any com-

munications they want to make between now and January, that we will

be prepared to receive such communications. The Chair has no

...... specific question to raise at this point.

Mr. Fitial: Does the Con_mitteehave a timetable set? %Then does the Committee

plan to end negotiating with the United States delegation?

Chairman Salii: We would like to hope and think and prepare ourselves that the next
round will be the last negotiating round. The technical aspects

• :: of free association require much more technical studies that will

have to be completed. We will say this, that we cannot

-i15-
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_..:...,..._..-.._ after the next round come to the Congress and say "this is the

"" .....- "' complete package". The essentials, etc., which need to be done
':> :" through studies are more of a technical matter. If within the., ,;.- C

next ten months we have not been able to reach agreement on the

basic issues, my present thinking would be that we should conclude
- that there will be no reason to hold further rounds. But, to

": ,, ,,

answer your question shortly, there is no timetable,

Mr. Fitial: I was thinking that perhaps the Joint Co_nittee of the Congress

should in some form or another go to the districts and conduct

similar meetings with the various communities as long as these

negotiations continue.

..,',

Chairman Sa/ii: That is a good suggestion. We will take it into consideration

based on the long pause between 1969 to 1973 where there had been

a lack of communication. We feel that the Congress actually repre-

sents the thinking of the people, but we will take that suggestion

under advisement. I am sorry to put it under those terms. Do you

have any specific suggestions you might wish to make to the Commit-

tee at this point on the Compact itself?

(None)

Senator Amaraich: I was going to ask to review the Draft Compact and whatever material
are available from the Marianas Political Status Commission. They

have to tell us why the so-called free association and not common-

wealth, but I guess before we can require that, we have to give
them an opportunity to review that too.

Chairman Salii: For your information, there is an agreement between members of
the Marianas Status Commission and the Joint Co_ittee that if the

. Commission negotiates commonwealth, that whatever the Congress

.... negotiates should alsobe presented to the people of this district.v' •

We want you to consider this and give us your thoughts.

- Hr. Fitial : I am really confused no:_ with the Marianas Political Status Commis-

sion because I don't know which status they are negotiating.

Perhaps I don't know much.

Chairman Salii: Let me say that the negotiation has not been completed so there is
nothing complete to present at this time. They will make their

report at the next session of the Marianas District Legislature next

- month. I would hope that the Association would avail itself of the

opportunity to review that part of it. At this point, it will not

be too meaningful to give you an answer. Ne also will review the

Compact of free association and it will not be meaningful for the

Committee or for anybody to say that "I would say free association",

because the Compact is still incomplete, so we limit our evaluation

as to what we have thus far. Hopefully, if we can resume the next
round and come up with something on the free association, the'

material will be available in January after we submit it to the

Congress of Micronesia. I would also urge that you take a look at

all the comments presented to the Congress of Hicronesia. Forgettin

:': the label right now, maybe some of you may be turned on or off by

/,',_i:!:iii::, the label, look at the proposals and see how you feel about it.
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